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The following beliefs form the foundation of our vision and mission:
We Collaborate for Excellence: We believe in working collaboratively to meet the needs of all students we
serve.
Our curriculum challenges our students to fulfill their potential. We strive for continuous improvement in
academics, the arts, and athletics.
We are a Community of Partnerships: We believe in communicating often, openly, and honestly with all
stakeholders.
We value partnerships within our school and community to promote academic success.
We Value Everyone: We believe our school community possesses a unique set of intellectual abilities,
interests, and cultural backgrounds.
We use data to identify our students’ strengths and needs. All of our students have the potential to become
productive adults and contributing members of their community.

The Pinnacle’s Mission is…
To educate students to attain superior levels of academic performance by:
● Creating a safe, supportive K-12 school community
● Preparing students for college and career
● Striving for excellence in everything we do
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The Pinnacle’s Educational Approach
The Pinnacle’s educational programs are developed upon the foundation of Colorado standards to lead to career
and college readiness. Thus students acquire a rich and broad knowledge base upon which forms the foundation
for future learning. Our goal is to insure that all students are given access to the same knowledge base that will
assure them of success as adults.
The core content is organized to spiral through the grade levels to high school, becoming more sophisticated
and detailed in each successive grade. Students retain information much longer and find skills more easily
applied when meaningful content is combined with the teaching of basic skills. The Pinnacle emphasizes the
acquisition of basic skills in reading, language arts, and mathematics in the lower grades and the reinforcement
of those skills through application as students mature and advance to higher grade levels. Our High School
offers Advanced Placement and concurrent enrollment courses to enable students to earn college credit.
Our purpose is to prepare all Pinnacle students to successfully engage in a host of post –secondary options (2-4
year college, vocational certification programs, the military, etc.) geared to enable them to become productive
members of society.

Introduction
This handbook has been prepared to acquaint you with the educational philosophy and practices of The Pinnacle
as well as to give you basic operational information that will be used throughout the year. Refer to policy
details in back.

About the Pinnacle
The Pinnacle is a charter school governed by a Board of Directors: five of whom are parents of Pinnacle
students and two members are from the community. The Pinnacle is chartered by The Charter School Institute
(CSI): an Agency of the State of Colorado created to provide oversight to schools that are accepted by them to
be their chartering authority.
Parents and students choose to attend The Pinnacle. Thus, the school provides educational services to students
from many area school districts. With our closed campus, uniforms, and Positive Behavior Intervention
Support program, The Pinnacle has high academic and behavioral expectations for our students.

Instructional Staff
The classroom teachers at The Pinnacle are licensed teachers. Parents have the right to inquire regarding the
professional qualifications of his/her student’s classroom teachers(s) outlined in the Parent’s Rights and
Responsibilities Section of this Handbook.
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Parent & Guardian Communication
The Pinnacle strives to be clear and informative to all parents and guardians in matters relating to their
student(s). Messages are delivered to parents via email, telephone calls, and Parent Portal messages.

Admission and Withdrawal Procedures
Pinnacle Charter School: Choice Policy and Application Procedures
The Pinnacle Charter School is a public K-12 school of choice: a tuition-free public school that does not
discriminate against students on the basis of race, ethnicity, ancestry, national origin, creed, sex, gender identity,
sexual orientation, mental or physical abilities, athletic performance, special need, proficiency in the English
language or in a foreign language, or prior academic achievement when recruiting or admitting students. The
Pinnacle Charter School rejects stereotypes and develops empathy by interacting with people who are different
from ourselves. By working to understand those around us, we cultivate an appreciation of diversity and maintain
a positive attitude. The Pinnacle Charter School accepts applications from all residents of Colorado public school
districts. The Pinnacle Charter School offers a quality education in a safe and structured learning environment.
The Pinnacle, as a staff of professional educators, works collaboratively, devotes ourselves to constant
improvement, and bases decisions upon data. Our rigorous curriculum requires our students to surpass their peers.
We convey to students the belief that we must never be satisfied with mediocrity and continually strive for
excellence in academics, the arts, and athletics. We use our experiences and comprehensive data to identify our
students’ strengths. All of our students learn with the expectation that they grow up to become productive adults
and contributing members of their community. Our individual students possess a unique set of intellectual
abilities and interests and we use these differences to help each of them master our challenging curriculum.
Applicants must have successfully completed (or be expected to complete) the grade preceding the grade to which
they seek admission. The Pinnacle will maintain a waiting list for each grade level in which there are no seats
available. Diagnostic or placement exams may be given to students after they have been officially enrolled to
determine if the student is correctly placed or in need of support services. This test will not affect enrollment
eligibility. Students with an IEP will follow the Special Education review process, as outlined in the current
charter contract with the Charter School Institute. Failure to disclose and include this information with an
application may result in the loss of enrollment in The Pinnacle Charter School.
Returning students, applications for siblings of currently enrolled students, and applications for children of current
Pinnacle employees will be given priority on our grade level wait-lists. New student requests will be considered
for admission only up to September 30th of the current school year.
The Pinnacle Charter School Admission Requirements
● Candidates for admission must apply for the grade immediately following their current grade.
● The Pinnacle Charter School requires that all students wishing to attend complete an application located
online at http://www.thepinnacleweb.org. The application is listed under departments, then registration.
All applications must be submitted online.
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● All required documents must be submitted prior to the applicant being considered for enrollment.
Applicants without the required documents submitted will be removed from the waitlist on June 30th.
● Applicants received after June 30th will have 10 days after applying to submit documents.
● Required documents can be dropped off at the main office or faxed to the registration department.
Required Application Documents
Kindergarten students:
● Birth Certificate
● Immunization Records
● Students eligible for Kindergarten must attain the age of five years old on or before October 1 of the year
they are applying for admission OR be four years old as of October 1 of the year they are applying for
admission AND be identified by an administrative unit as a highly advanced gifted child for whom early
access to Kindergarten is appropriate in accordance of CRS 22-20-204. It is expected that all entering
Kindergarten students will be toilet trained.

1st through 9th grade students:
●
●
●
●
●

Birth Certificate
Immunization Records
Attendance Report from current school
Discipline Report from current school
Most Current Report Card

10th through 12th grade students
●
●
●
●
●

Birth Certificate
Immunization Records
Attendance Report from current school
Discipline Report from current school
Current Official Transcript

If any of the following applies to your child, guardians MUST include:
● A photocopy of the student’s most recent Legal Guardianship or Custody documentation.
● A photocopy of the student’s most current Individualized Education Plan, 504, Response to Intervention
or any special education documents. It is imperative that we are made aware of this immediately. The
Special Education Department will need to evaluate your child's plan before The Pinnacle can make an
offer for admission. If the special education documents are missing or incomplete, it will delay the
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enrollment process. Failure to disclose and include this information with an application may result in the
loss of your student’s enrollment in The Pinnacle Charter School.
● A copy of the student’s READ, ELD, ALP, or GT plan.
Enrollment Process
1. The Pinnacle will begin enrollment for the following school year before the end of the current school year.
2. The Pinnacle will contact potential guardians of applicants for an offer of enrollment via email and phone calls.
3. A 48 hour window will be given for a response to the enrollment offer.
4. Lack of acknowledgement or a decline of an offer will automatically remove an applicant from the waitlist.
Should an applicant want to enroll the following year, a new application must be submitted.
5. Student enrollment will continue until there are no remaining seats available or until September 30th of the
current school year. At that point applicants on the waitlist will be emailed with the opportunity to remain on the
waitlist for the following year.
6. Only complete applications will be considered for enrollment. Please refer to the admission requirements for a
list of required documents.
Waiting List Policy
If the number of students who have applied for enrollment exceeds available space at The Pinnacle, all
such students shall be entered onto a waiting list. Students will be admitted on a first-come, first-served
basis beginning with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Currently enrolled students
Siblings of enrolled students
Children of Board members and Pinnacle staff
Other new students

Registration Enrollment Goals
1. Enrollment number goals are set annually.
2. Pinnacle may choose at any time to enroll students in anticipation of August no-show students based on
historical trending.
3. After the start of school, registration will continue to enroll students until all available seats are full or until
September 30th.
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Enrollment Confirmation
After registration receives required documents and a seat becomes available for a student, guardians of the student
will be contacted via phone and/or e-mail to inform them about the open seat and offer. Guardians have 48 hours
to accept or they will be removed from the waiting list. If the guardian accepts the seat, an appointment will be
made for the family to complete the final enrollment paperwork. The Pinnacle Charter School registration
department will continue to enroll new students until the school enrollment cap is met or up to September 30th.
Declining an Enrollment
A student who declines an offer of enrollment will be removed from the waitlist list and he or she will have to
reapply and follow the enrollment procedures for new students. The same procedure applies to withdrawn
students.
In accordance with CRS 22-33-106 [3], the Pinnacle reserves the right to deny admission for the following
reasons and others outlined in statute:
1. There is a lack of space or instructional staff in the program.
2. Physical or mental disability such that the child cannot reasonably benefit from the programs available.
3. Having been expelled from any school district during the preceding twelve months.
4. Behavior in another school district in the preceding twelve months that is detrimental to the welfare or
safety of other pupils or of school personnel.
5. Enrollment in the same school in which the victim of an offense by the applicant or member of a
victim’s immediate family is enrolled or employed.
School principals make all decisions of denial. Guardians of denied applicants may request an explanation for the
principal’s decision. All requests must be made in writing to the Pinnacle Registration Department.

Withdrawal Policies
Students withdrawing/transferring to another school must submit a guardian signed withdrawal form to the
Registration Department. All unpaid fees, fines, and the cost of unreturned books and materials are due at the
time of withdrawal.
Records requests are also submitted to the Registration Department. Withdrawal and Records Request forms can
be obtained at the front office of each school. Requests may take up to five business days to fill.
Parents, guardians, or students are not allowed to check out during instruction hours. Parents/Guardians will be
allowed to clean out their child’s desk or locker only after school hours. This will avoid any disruptions that a
teacher and the students may encounter during instructional time
If a student wishes to re-enroll at the Pinnacle after withdrawal they must reapply and follow the enrollment and
waitlist policies.
Parents/guardians will indicate their intent for their student(s) return for the next school year by
completing the online Intent to Return submission through their Infinite Campus Parent Portal.
Assistance with this submission and Infinite Campus is provided by the Registration Department.
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The Infinite Campus Parent Portal
We encourage all parents to utilize the Infinite Campus Parent Portal. The Parent Portal is an online tool that
provides parents with their student’s current grades and missing work, as well as email access to each teacher
involved in a student's education. In the Portal parents can update emergency contacts, email addresses, mailing
address and phone numbers. Important news and messages are sent through the Parent Portal messaging tool.
Parents and guardians who provided an email address to The Pinnacle will receive an email from the school
with information and directions explaining how to register for an Infinite Campus account. If a unique access
code has not been emailed or received, which enables account creation, please
email registration@pinnaclecharterschool.org Directions for setting up a Parent Portal Account are additionally
available on the Pinnacle website.
Infinite Campus also has a mobile app available to download which allows parents to view their student’s
grades directly from a phone.

School Uniform
The responsibility to make academics the primary focus obligates The Pinnacle to prevent anything which may
distract from the education of students. An environment in which students, staff, parents and community members
feel safe is of the utmost importance. To this end, a Uniform Policy has been adopted and will be enforced.
Registering and enrolling your child at The Pinnacle indicates your acceptance of and agreement to comply
with the Uniform Policy.
Individuals may request a waiver from the Superintendent for a specific portion of the uniform policy in
writing.
Please refer to Important Policies and Statutes section for parents and students in the back of this Handbook (Safe
Schools) for details regarding items that interfere with the safety and security of the school during a school
sponsored activity.
The Pinnacle Charter School Board of Directors has established the following policy:
Student’s uniforms are an essential and distinctive facet of the PCS academic culture.
Wearing uniforms impacts the school positively by:
● Fostering a distinct and positive “PCS Appearance”
● Decreasing distractions
● Increasing wardrobe equity
● Supporting easy identification of visitors or strangers.
Being in uniform is mandatory for all PCS students. Wearing uniform attire is intended to promote safety, improve
discipline, and enhance the overall learning environment. Proper wear of the uniform attire also shows pride in
oneself and in PCS. Students are expected to be in uniform attire throughout the school day.
Students are expected to be in uniform attire upon arrival in the morning (or when returning to school) and
must remain in uniform until they leave the school campus.
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Uniform attire must be worn during detention, and on field trips unless the Administration approves otherwise. The
uniform attire is not required for any evening or weekend activities unless specified by the Administration or the
activity supervisor.

Parent and Staff Responsibilities
Parents have the responsibility to ensure that their students arrive at school in proper uniform attire. Within the
school, the uniform will be enforced by the classroom teacher, other staff members and the PCS Administration. The
Administration will make the final decisions regarding dress code issues. Cheerful, consistent compliance with the
uniform policy by all students is expected.

Violations
Students with multiple dress code violations will receive referrals for defiance and will face suspension and
ultimately expulsion from the Pinnacle for continued defiance of school rules. The final interpretation of all Uniform
Policies will be made by the Administration of the School.

School I.D. Badges
School ID Badges must be worn on a lanyard around the neck at all times. During School hours ID Cards must be on
student’s person for extra-curricular activities. ID Cards must be scanned to board busses and use our food services.
Additional IDs are available at the Business Office for a $5 fee. School IDs must not be defaced or altered in any
way.

Uniform Guidance
To assist parents and students as they are shopping for and deciding which clothing items to purchase or wear each
day, please consider these important guidelines:
Students must wear navy blue, white, or grey tops with a collar and buttons such as polo tops and button down dress
shirts, or sweaters and sweatshirts. All sweaters and sweatshirts must be solid navy blue, white, or grey or Pinnacle
approved. Students may wear navy blue, black or tan dress pants, shorts, skirts, and jumpers. K -5 girls may wear
only navy or khaki color skirts or jumpers.
Items that bare or expose traditionally private parts of the body including, but not limited to, the stomach, upper leg,
thighs, buttocks, back and breast are not acceptable (i.e. too tight/baggy, too short, low cut, sheer, or otherwise
revealing). Students must present a clean and neat appearance. Clothing is to be appropriate size and fit. Leggings,
Jeggings, Sweatpants, and Yoga Pants are NOT allowed for male or female students.
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SPIRIT DAY
The wearing of SPIRIT Day apparel associated with a PCS activity (event t-shirts, team sweatshirts, jerseys,
uniforms, etc. that have been approved by the building administrator) is permitted only on designated SPIRIT
days and dress down fundraiser days, but may not be worn as part of the daily uniform. Clubs, teams, or programs
interested in creating a SPIRIT apparel must obtain approval for colors, logos, and style of apparel by the coach or
sponsor who will then submit a request for approval prior to creation of the item. Approval of the building
administrator and final approval by the Superintendent must be obtained prior to ordering. All SPIRIT apparel must
meet the intent to follow Pinnacle Pride and high expectations. The Superintendent designates SPIRIT Days during
the year.

The list below includes items not suitable, out of dress code, and a violation of policy:
● Any colors of any kind – other than navy blue top (including hoodies), tan or navy pants/shorts/skirts,
(including, but not limited to under –garments, shoe-laces, shorts, belts, shoes, socks)
● Hats or hoods or sunglasses (hats cannot be visible or will be taken, hoods cannot be on or will be taken, and
sunglasses cannot be on or will be taken)
● Skirts and Shorts must be close to knee length (no slits)
● Low front shirts that show inappropriate displays of cleavage or stomach areas
● High heels or spiked heel or house shoes. All shoes must be flat (no flip flops or slides but sandals are okay)
● Spaghetti strap shirts….Must have 3 inch sleeve or longer
● Low riding pants…. Absolutely no “sagging”
● Display of any types of undergarments
● Different colored undershirts (can be white, grey, or navy blue)
● Ripped jeans or pants
● Leggings, Jeggings, Sweatpants, and Yoga Pants are NOT allowed for males and females.
● Professional Sports Jersey
● Any display of gang attire (this includes any display of rags or bandanas, excessive wear of one color (i.e.
red, blue, purple), gloves or any other clothing, style or jewelry that is deemed by staff as being gang related.
All other jewelry must be approved by Administration.
This list does not limit Administrative authority to make decisions necessary for creating an environment conducive
and focused on learning, academics, and safety.

Backpacks

● Students will not have any backpacks in the cafeteria during the lunch periods at any time.
● Students will maintain all backpacks in agreed upon locations for each classroom based on the configuration
of that room. For example: the students will place all backpacks on the floor behind them just under the table
to the rear of their stool in the Science labs but they will place their backpacks on the desk hooks inside their
desk in rooms equipped with those desks.

Other Uniform Guidelines:
● Hairstyles and hair color must not cause an overt distraction to the learning environment, and color must be
natural in origin.
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● SPIRIT DAY WEAR – Any Pinnacle related top or school issued attire through athletics or school sponsored
activities that meets the color requirements.

Senior Dress Code Privilege
Seniors that have been accepted to a college (and have provided the counselor with their acceptance letter) may wear
appropriate sweatshirts and polo shirts of the school to which they have been accepted.
Outfits for Extra-Curricular Activities
Proper attire for PCS activities (theatre, band, choir, and athletics) will be determined by each activity director in
collaboration with the Administration.

Physical Education Classes
K-5th Grade Students will wear regular school dress code attire or any authorized Pinnacle T-shirts.
6th-12th Grade Students taking a P.E. class will be required to be in P.E. uniform. P.E. uniforms may only be worn
in P.E. classes. The P.E. Uniform must be any approved Pinnacle Spirit t-shirt with sleeves and a pair of blue or
black shorts that end 4 inches above a bent knee. Sweatpants, leggings, or yoga pants will not be allowed for any
male or female student. The High School P.E. Department will have uniform clothes available for purchase if a
student is unable to provide their own clothes. All students are required to wear rubber soled shoes. Students are not
allowed to wear black-soled shoes in the gym. Students who are not in P.E. Uniform will not be able to participate
and will not receive credit.

Club/Organization Uniforms
Club uniforms (i.e. Girl/Boy Scouts) may not be worn during school hours. However, vests or sashes may be worn
with the regular school dress code attire. This standard may be waived by the administration for a special occasion.
Several “theme days” may be held throughout the year when students will have the opportunity to be out of uniform,
but modestly dressed within the selected theme. Teachers or the Student Government will choose the themes and the
days, obtain approval from the Principal, and notify the parents in advance.

School Pictures

Uniform attire will be required for individual student pictures taken in the fall.

Dress-Up Day Guidelines
On designated Dress-Up Days, students who choose not to dress up are expected to wear the Pinnacle Uniform.
Clothing should not be overly tight, see-through, nor draw undue attention.
Boys - Dressing up would include the following:
Dress slacks, dress shirts, ties, sweaters, sports coats, suits, belts, and dark socks.
Dress shoes are preferred, but not required.
Girls - Dressing up would include the following:
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Modest dress slacks, skirts, blouses, dresses, suits, sweaters, belts, and dress shoes/sandals. Spaghetti straps and tank
tops are not allowed for girls.

The Pinnacle Dress-Down Day Fundraiser

This Fundraiser is held each Friday. Funds are raised for various causes and events throughout the school year with a
percentage of funds raised allocated to each school. Students can participate in Dress-Down Day by paying one
dollar to his/her teacher on/or before the Dress-Down day.
Students must abide by the following Dress-Down Code Rules. Students who fail to wear the appropriate clothing
for the Dress-Down day are required to make arrangements to obtain their normal uniform attire, or be sent home for
the day. Any absences due to dress violations will be considered unexcused. Students not participating are
expected to wear their PCS uniform attire.

Students who have paid may wear:
• Short/long sleeve shirts
• All tops must fall below the waist.
• Jeans or slacks of any color: Clean with no holes.
• Shorts or skirts
• Tops and bottoms must be a different color
• T-Shirts, sweatshirts and other approved wear designed by various PCS activities such as sports teams
and/or clubs are acceptable Friday wear items.
Items that bare or expose traditionally private parts of the body including but not limited to, the stomach, upper
leg, thighs, buttocks, back, shoulder, and breast are not acceptable. Students are expected to follow the “Safe
School” guidelines found in this handbook.

Academic Program
Curriculum Guidelines

The Pinnacle encourages and provides growth in basic skills utilizing the Colorado Academic Standards in the
planning and delivery of instruction. The high school program uses a college preparatory approach with
opportunities to receive college credits. We continually evaluate the curriculum and related methods and
materials based on the following criteria:
1. The curriculum is based upon the Colorado Academic Standards and a post-secondary
preparatory approach which guide instruction.
2. The curriculum is research-based, utilizing proven advances in education.
3. The curriculum is based upon best practices which include Differentiated Instruction to
meet student needs.
4. The curriculum includes opportunities for community service and character building
The Special Education Department provides services to our students with mild to moderate special education
needs. Questions about Special Education procedures should be directed to the School Principal.
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Students experiencing academic or Social/Emotional difficulties are placed in the Response to Intervention
(RtI) Process. This process enables students to receive instruction focused upon their needs. Parents and
teachers are participants in RtI.
Grade Reports
The Pinnacle Elementary is on a quarter system, with four separate grading periods. Report cards are
distributed after each grading period.
The Middle and High School use a semester system. Progress reports are issued at the end of each quarter.
Upon conclusion of the second and fourth quarters, the teachers issue a semester grade. Report cards are
distributed at semester.

Grading Policy
Grading Scales:

Elementary School

Kindergarten
Academic Performance Level for Kindergarten

4
Exceeds

3
Proficient

2
Partially Proficient

1
Unsatisfactory

IN
Incomplete

Academic Performance Level for a Successful Learner

EE
Exceeds Expectations

A

10093%

A-

92-90%

B+

89-87%

B

86-83%

ME
Meets Expectations

B-

BE
Below Expectations

Grades 1-5
Academic Performance Level for A-F

82-80%

C+

79-77%

C

76-73%

C-

72-70%

D+

69-67%

D

66-63%

D-

F

62-60%

IN
Incomplete

59-0%

Academic Performance Level for a Successful Learner

EE
Exceeds Expectations

ME
Meets Expectations

BE
Below Expectations

Middle School
A

A-

B+

B

Academic Performance Level for A-F

B-

C+

C

C-

D+

D

D-

F

10093%

92-90%

89-87%

86-83%

82-80%

79-77%

76-73%

72-70%

69-67%

66-63%

62-60%

59-0%

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0
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High School
A

A-

B+

B

Academic Performance Level for A-F

B-

C+

C

C-

D+

D

D-

F

10093%

92-90%

89-87%

86-83%

82-80%

79-77%

76-73%

72-70%

69-67%

66-63%

62-60%

59-0%

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0

A

A-

B+

B

Academic Performance Level for AP Weighted A-F
B-

C+

C

C-

D+

D

D-

F

10093%

92-90%

89-87%

86-83%

82-80%

79-77%

76-73%

72-70%

69-67%

66-63%

62-60%

59-0%

5.0

5.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

0

Pass

Academic Performance Level for Pass/Fail

100%-70%

IN

Incomplete

IN
Incomplete

Fail

69%-0%

Incomplete

A grade of IN (incomplete) may be assigned by a teacher when a student has not completed enough coursework
to assign a grade for the course. Assignment of an IN requires principal approval. An IN is NOT a final grade.
Teachers are responsible for converting grades submitted in error or an IN grade to a final grade. Grade changes
for IN grades are accepted up to three weeks after a reporting term. After this time period missing assignments
receive a score of zero and will be used in the final grade calculation.

Pass/Fail
Students must achieve C level work to receive a passing grade for courses that are graded using a pass/fail scale.
A grade of Pass (P) does not affect GPA, but does earn credit towards graduation requirements. A Fail grade (F)
does affect GPA (0 GPA points) and does not count towards course nor graduation requirements.

Credit Recovery
If a high school student repeats a course for an improved grade it must be the exact course. Credit from the
previous course will be transferred to Pass/Fail and will follow the Pass/Fail grading scale. The repeated course
will be included in a student’s GPA and credit will be given only once. Transcripts from other schools will not
be altered.

Grade Point Scale
Most Pinnacle Courses
o A = 4 GPA points
o B = 3 GPA points
o C = 2 GPA points

Advanced Placement (AP) Courses
o A = 5 GPA points
o B = 4 GPA points
o C = 3 GPA points
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o D = 1 GPA point
o D = 2 GPA points
o F = 0 GPA points
o F = 0 GPA points
Getting a “B” in an AP course is like getting an “A” in any other class on campus. AP courses carry more
weight in the Pinnacle HS class rank (which determines valedictorian/salutatorian).

Concurrent Enrollment

The Pinnacle will use the grading scale as defined in a contract with the partnering school.

Transfer Credits

Transfer credits are awarded if a student is receiving credit for a course they took outside of The Pinnacle. Transcript changes and
additions need to be approved by the Principal and the Director of Curriculum. Transcripts from other schools will not be altered.

Course Credit

Students receive credit for the courses in which they are enrolled. These courses appear on the transcript and
report card. Semester courses are granted .50 credit each. Yearlong courses are granted 1.0 credit each. Credits
accrue at the completion of the course.

High School Graduation Requirements
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS – Class of 2016-2020
Required Credits
English
Mathematics
Science
Social Science
Physical Education
Electives
Total

4.0 credits
4.0 credits
3.0 credit
3.0 credits
2.0 credits
6.0 credits
24.0 credits

Required Courses
Algebra I (and higher)
Biology
Science Lab Classes 2.0 Credits
Life Science 1.0 Credit
American History
Government/Economics
2.0 Credits in the same World Language

Freshman must be enrolled in seven (7) courses per
semester. Sophomores must be enrolled in seven (7)
courses per semester.

Juniors must be enrolled in six (6) courses per
semester.*
Seniors must be enrolled in five (5) courses per
semester.*
*Must meet off period eligibility requirements.

●

30 hours of Volunteer Service

●

Select one of the criteria from the demonstrations of college and career readiness options.

●

To earn credit, students must pass their courses with a “D” (60%) grade or higher
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS – Class of 2021-Beyond
In pursuit of its mission to educate students to attain superior levels of academic performance, the Board of
Directors has established the following graduation requirements for students entering the 9th grade in the 201718 school year and each ninth grade class thereafter.
Beginning with the 2017-18 freshman class (scheduled to graduate in 2021), for a student to graduate from The
Pinnacle Charter School, the following must be achieved:
1. Meet or exceed the state and school academic standards by completing the school’s minimum course
and credit requirements, AND
2. Complete an Individual Career and Academic Plan (ICAP), AND
3. Demonstrate College and Career Readiness aligned to the adopted Colorado Academic Standards
through one of the following:
a. Meet or exceed the cut score or criteria on a state-approved measure of College and Career
Readiness in English and Math, OR
b. Complete the requirements and goals as listed on a student’s Individual Education Plan (IEP),
English Language Learner Plan (ELLP), or Advanced Learning Plan (ALP), which may
include modified content standards, AND
4. Complete 30 hours of Volunteer Service.

PINNACLE CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT REQUIREMENTS
Content Area
English
Mathematics
Science
Social Science
Physical Education
World Language
Electives
Total

Required
Credits
4.0 credits
4.0 credits
3.0 credit
3.0 credits
2.0 credits
2.0 credits
6.0 credits

Required Courses

Notes

Algebra I
Biology
American History, Government/Economics

Science Lab Classes 2.0 Credits, Life Science 1.0 Credit
2.0 Credits in the same World Language

24.0 credits

Freshman must be enrolled in seven (7) courses per
semester. Sophomores must be enrolled in seven (7)
courses per semester.

Juniors must be enrolled in six (6) courses per
semester.*
Seniors must be enrolled in five (5) courses per
semester.*
*Must meet off period eligibility requirements.
Credit is awarded for courses passed with a ‘D’ (60%) grade or higher.

Units of Credit
Graduation from Pinnacle Charter High School is achieved through earning of credits as specified in this policy.
Credits for all high school courses are awarded on a “unit of credit” basis. One “unit of credit” is equal to a
year of instruction. Students are awarded credit for courses passed with a ‘D’ grade or higher in which they are
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enrolled. Semester courses are granted .5 credit each. Year-long courses are granted 1.0 credit each. Credits
accrue at the completion of a course.
Transfer Credit from Other Institutions, Home-based Programs, Independent Study, and Middle School
Credit
Students entering from outside the school must meet the school’s graduation requirements. Transcripts must be
submitted to Pinnacle Charter School to the Registrar. The Pinnacle Charter School reserves the right to review
transcripts and determine credit to be granted for course work when a student enrolls. Credit will not be
awarded for course work for which the previous high school has not granted credit. Transcripts from other
schools will not be altered.
Pinnacle Charter School shall accept the transcripts from a home-based educational program. In order to
determine whether the courses and grades earned are consistent with Pinnacle requirements and academic
standards, the school may require submission of the student’s work or other proof of academic performance for
each course for which credit toward graduation is sought. In addition, The Pinnacle Charter School may
administer testing to the student to verify the accuracy of the student’s transcripts. The school may reject any
transcripts that cannot be verified through such testing.
Students who wish to obtain credit from outside institutions or programs, work experience, independent study,
work based study, or certification programs must meet the unit competencies appropriate to the credit type.
High School credit may be awarded to middle school students for courses taken during middle school years
provided that at least one of the following conditions are met. Middle school classes validated for high school
credit will be designated as such on a student’s transcript.
● Students take the class at The Pinnacle Charter Middle School
● Students take the course as part of an Advanced Learning Plan
● The course taken at the middle school is of the same level of course rigor as high school, validated and
approved by the Curriculum Director
Credit for Participating in Athletics
A student may receive .5 Physical Education credits per one completed Varsity-level Athletic season. To be
eligible, students must retain their athletic eligibility and submit a Credit for High School Varsity Athletics
form. Students may receive up to two semester credits (1.0 total credit) for Varsity–level Athletic participation.
INDIVIDUAL CAREER AND ACADEMIC PLAN (ICAP)
ICAP is a multi-year process beginning in 9th grade that includes a career planning, guidance and tracking
component, and portfolio with postsecondary and career goals. Students are required to participate in and
successfully complete the ICAP process.
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DEMONSTRATIONS of COLLEGE and CAREER READINESS
The Colorado State Board of Education has adopted state graduation guidelines that identify college and career
readiness measures in English and Mathematics. The Board has selected its own measures from these state
graduation guidelines.
Students must complete at least one of the following measures.
1. Demonstrate postsecondary workforce readiness from an approved menu of College and Career ready
options. Students must meet or exceed the measure’s corresponding cut score or criteria to demonstrate
college and career readiness in each of the content areas: English and Mathematics.
Students must demonstrate college or career readiness in English and math based on at least one measure.
ACCUPLACER
English
Math
62 on Reading
61 on Elementary
Comprehension
Algebra
ACCUPLACER is a computerized test that assesses
reading, writing, math and computer skills. The results of
the assessment, in conjunction with a student’s academic
background, goals and interests, are used by academic
advisors and counselors to place students in a college
courses that match their skill levels.

Pinnacle Capstone Project
English
Math
Completion of District
Completion of District
Capstone Project
Capstone Project
Colorado Charter School Institute and School Team
developed criteria to be approved beginning 2018-2019
school year.

ACT
English
Math
18 on ACT English
19 on ACT Math
ACT is a national college admissions exam. It measures
four subjects - English, reading, math and science. The
highest possible score for each subject is 36.

SAT
English
Math
430
460
The SAT is a college entrance exam that is accepted or
required at nearly all four-year colleges and universities
in the U.S. The current SAT includes sections on reading,
writing and math. The highest possible score for each
section is 800.

Concurrent Enrollment
English
Math
Passing grade per district and Passing grade per district
higher education policy
and higher education
policy
Concurrent enrollment provides students the opportunity
to enroll in postsecondary courses, simultaneously earning
high school and college credit. School districts and
institutions of higher education each determine passing
grades for credit. A passing grade is determined by district
and higher education policy for concurrent enrollment. An
eligible concurrent enrollment course is 1) the prerequisite directly prior to a credit-bearing course or 2) a
credit-bearing course.

English
31

ASVAB

Math
31

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) is a comprehensive test that helps determine
students’ eligibility and suitability for careers in the
military. Students who score at least 31 are eligible for
service (along with other standards that include physical
condition and personal conduct). Students who take the
ASVAB are not required to enlist in the military.

2. Demonstrate postsecondary workforce readiness from an additional approved menu of College and
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Career ready options for Exceptional Students and English Language Learners.
Special education students, gifted students, and English Language Learners will be provided multiple
pathways to demonstrate competency and earn a diploma through the use and attainment of one or more
of the following:
A. Completion of the requirements and goals as listed on a student’s Individual Education Plan
(IEP)/504, which may include modified content standards.
a. As appropriate, use the same competency measures and demonstrations that provide
meaningful and rigorous options for non-special education students.
b. Adapted college and career demonstrations necessary to earn a standard high school diploma
to accommodate for students with disabilities.
c. Individualized, standards-based Transition Individualized Education Plans (IEPs)/504s that
move the students toward identified postsecondary goals and competencies.
i. Industry standards, military standards, college entrance requirements and/or Colorado
Academic Standards as described in students’ Transition IEPs.
d. Extended Evidence Outcomes (EEOs) when appropriate.
B. Completion of the requirements and goals as listed on a student’s Advanced Learning Plan (ALP),
which may include modified content standards.
a. As appropriate, use the same competency measures and demonstrations that provide
meaningful and rigorous options for general education students.
b. Individualized, standards based Advanced Learning Plans (ALPs) that determine the timeline
for graduation and appropriate coursework that may include a blend of concurrent enrollment
and/or early exit as well as career-related internships or opportunities.
c. The school may offer opportunities for gifted students to demonstrate proficiency toward
completion of graduation requirements prior to the typical four-year high school program as
appropriate.
C. Completion of the requirements and goals as listed on a student’s English Language Learner Plan
(ELLP), which may include modified content standards.
a. As appropriate, use the same competency measures and demonstrations that provide
meaningful and rigorous options for general education students.
b. Individualized, English Language Development Plans (ELDPs) that outline the requirements
and goals for college and career readiness, which may include modified content standards.
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Volunteer Service
Students must complete and have documented 30 hours of volunteer service. Volunteer service is defined as
providing a service with a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Service hours accrue beginning with a student’s
first semester in 9th grade through May 1st of the senior year.
If a student has demonstrated volunteer service through another avenue, the principal or the principal’s designee
may determine that the demonstrated volunteer service hours are acceptable to meet the school’s graduation
requirement.
Student Progress toward Graduation
The high school principal shall assign appropriate personnel to assess and inform students annually of their
individual progress toward completion of graduation requirements.
Exceptions to the Board’s Requirements
If a student has demonstrated college and career readiness by completing an assessment or other measure that is
not included in this policy but is included in the state graduation guidelines the principal or the principal’s
designee may determine that such assessment or other measure is acceptable and meets the school’s graduation
requirements.
Early Graduation
The Board believes that most students benefit from four years of high school experience and are encouraged not
to graduate early. However, in some cases, students are ready for postsecondary education or other
opportunities at an earlier age. Therefore, the principal may grant permission to students wishing to graduate
early, provided the student has met all Pinnacle Charter School graduation requirements in accordance with this
policy.
Students and parents are responsible for ensuring that all graduation requirements are met prior to graduation
day. Consistent contact with counselors, teachers, and administrators throughout the course of senior year is
encouraged to ensure that students are on track to complete all graduation requirements. Under no
circumstances will students who do not satisfy all graduation requirements be permitted to participate in the
graduation ceremony.

K-12 Physical Education Requirement Exemption
Exceptions for Physical Education will be made for children who have temporary or chronic conditions which
would be adversely affected by exercise or climatic conditions. If your child has a chronic condition for which
exceptions should be made, this should be noted on the registration form and confirmed documentation must be
provided.
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Credit for Participating in Athletics (High School)
A student may receive .5 Physical Education credits per one completed Varsity-level Athletic season. Students
must retain their athletic eligibility and submit a Credit for High School Varsity Athletics form to qualify for
credit. Students may not receive more than two semester credits (1.0 total credit) for Varsity-level Athletic
participation.
K-12

Academic Awards

Blue Ribbon Honor Roll – Students who maintain a 4.0 Grade Point Average or above during a full
academic school year semester qualify for the Blue Ribbon Honor Roll.
Gold Honor Roll – Students who have a 3.6-4.0 Grade Point Average during first or second semester qualify
for the Gold Honor Roll.
Silver Honor Roll – Students who have a 3.0-3.5 Grade Point Average during the first or second semester
qualify for the Silver Honor Roll.

Graduation with Honors

A student earns the right to graduate with honors if they have 24 credits and a Grade Point Average of 3.5 or
higher.

Academic Lettering Requirements
Lettering is available for 9-12 grades. A Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.7 for 2 consecutive grading semesters
(obtained only through The Pinnacle High School) is required to obtain an academic letter. Letters are awarded
in the fall semester for the previous two semesters accomplished in the preceding year.

Valedictorian/Salutatorian Requirements
The student with the highest GPA through the 4th quarter of their Senior Year will be chosen as the
Valedictorian. If two or more students have equal GPAs, the student with the greatest number of Advanced
Placement (AP), Concurrent Enrollment, and Honors courses shall be names Valedictorian. The student with
the second highest GPA through the 4th quarter of their senior year will be chosen as the Salutatorian.

Clubs and Other Extracurricular Activities

Each school level offers extra-curricular activities for students. Please contact the Elementary, Middle or High
School for more information.
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High School National Honor Society
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who have attended the Pinnacle High School for at least one full semester
before the current school year with a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher and no major discipline referrals on their
record are eligible to apply for selection into the National Honor Society (NHS). Selection is based on four
areas of evaluation: scholarship, leadership, service, and character. Students will be evaluated by a 5-member
Faculty Council, appointed by the principal. NHS will be advised by a teacher, who participates on the Faculty
Council as the sixth, nonvoting member. For more information, contact the principal or the faculty advisor.

Student Council
Student Council is the official representative of the student body. The Student Council has a teacher sponsor to
discuss school-related concerns and activities. Both the Middle School and High School Student Council offer
student council participation.
Students must maintain at least a 2.0 GPA with no letter grades of D or F to be eligible for Student Council and
must have no major disciplinary referrals. Should the Student Council member receive a disciplinary referral,
he/she will be removed from the Student Council and the student alternate will become the Student Council
representative.

Assessment Program
All students attending The Pinnacle Charter School are required to participate in all State, Charter
School Institute, School, and teacher assessments. The information from assessments allows parents,
students, and educators to monitor progress and performance of both individual and groups of students, as well
as make decisions regarding the design and implementation of instruction.
Assessment and testing results will be shared with parents and students throughout the year, especially during
Parent /Teacher Conferences. It is important that families understand the testing information and results
which are sent home. If you have questions, contact your student’s teachers or the school administration. For
more information about assessments at Pinnacle, please contact the Assessment Department at
assessment@pinnaclecsi.org.
Why is testing information important for families?
•
•
•

Assessment results can tell you how your student is achieving in comparison to other students in the
same grade across the state.
Assessment results can tell you how much academic growth your student has made, or how they have
progressed academically both during the school year and through the grades.
Results on performance measures, including teacher-made tests, tell you how well students can use and
apply what has been learned.
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•
•

Testing information will tell you how you can help your student at home. It can provide information
on your student’s academic strengths, as well as areas where more work is needed.
State-mandated assessment programs provide accountability to parents and the community.

Paper-Based Testing Policy
It is the policy of the Pinnacle Charter School to administer tests online to students during the State, CSI and
School required testing to the extent possible given the time, equipment, technology, staff, and space
requirements for the testing. <Note: This policy was reached after consulting with parents and is posted on our
school’s website.>
Parent Refusal Policy
The use of data and state standards is integral to our Mission of providing students with opportunities to attain
superior levels of academic performance. The information from assessments allows parents, students, and
educators to monitor progress and performance of both individuals and groups of students, as well as make
decisions regarding the design and implementation of instruction.
To ensure that we continue to implement The Pinnacle’s Mission, it is our intention that all enrolled students
participate in State assessments that fulfill Federal guidelines. These currently include CMAS Science and
Social Studies assessments, PARCC ELA and Math assessments, and the state 9th, 10th and 11th grade
assessments. The ACCESS and READ Act assessments do not apply to this policy. The Pinnacle Charter
School is subject to the Federal government requirement that 95% of the students participate in testing.
Process for Electing to Opt Students Out of State Testing:
1. In the event that parents/guardians elect to opt their students out of these assessments (except for
ACCESS and READ Act assessments), a printed letter/form must be provided to the student’s teacher
which includes the following details:
●
●
●
●
●

the Student’s name,
the name of the test and which subject units,
reason for opting out of the assessment,
Parent/Guardian’s name & Signature,
Parent/Guardian’s contact information

2. Teachers will be responsible for collecting these letters/forms and passing them on to the schools’
Principals. Principals will forward all refusal letters to the Assessment Department to ensure that (1) all
original refusal letters will be securely filed to safeguard student privacy; (2) test materials are not
distributed to these students at any time during the testing window; and (3) on each day of the testing
window, the Assessment Department will cross-reference attendance rosters against a record of those
students whose parents provided refusal letters to guarantee the student is not assessed.
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The Pinnacle Charter School will not provide alternative in-school activities on scheduled testing days for
students whose parents submit a refusal letter.
3. Neither students nor parents/guardians will be discriminated against nor will they incur any negative
consequences including (but not limited) fines or fees or prohibition from participating in any in-school
or extracurricular activities due to their refusal to participate in these assessments.
4. All refusal letters submitted during the any school year will only pertain to state assessments
administered during that school year.
As part of our continual commitment to utilize all assessment data to drive curriculum development, staff
members of The Pinnacle Charter School are not permitted to engage in any activities that discourage a student
from taking any portion of the CMAS, PARCC or college preparatory/entrance assessments.

Assessment Information
Pinnacle students take several different types of assessments during a school year. Information on some of the
assessments is below.
In general, cell phones are not allowed during Pinnacle assessments. Phones will be collected before the
assessment and returned after the assessment is completed.
Colorado Measures of Academic Success (CMAS) – March, April, May
Why
Uses
Content
CMAS is required by the
State and tells us how
much students have
learned in core content
areas.

CMAS assessments ensure
that the school and
teachers are accountable
for student learning. The
results of the assessments
are used to identify
students who may benefit
from additional support.

Reading, writing, math,
science, and social studies

Grade Level

Grades: 3-11 (reading,
writing, math)
Grades: 5, 8, 11 (science)
Grades: 4,7 (social studies)

ACCESS for ELLs and the W-APT/WIDA Screener (English Language Learners)–January
Why
Uses
Content
Grade Level
A required assessment for
students learning English
and tells us how much
progress students have
made in acquiring English
language skills.

These assessments ensure
that teachers and the
school are accountable for
student’s progress in
learning English. The
results of the assessment
are used to identify
materials to support these
students and if additional
supports are needed.

Listening, speaking,
reading, and writing

READ Act – Beginning, Middle, and End of school-year
Why
Uses
Content
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This is a State required
reading assessment for the
Reading to Ensure
Academic Development
Act. Pinnacle uses the
DIBELS assessment to
meet this requirement.

These assessments ensure
that teachers and the
school are accountable for
student’s progress in
reading development. The
results of the assessment
are used to identify
students who need
additional support or may
have reading difficulties.

Reading

Grades: K-3(All students
required by State)
Grades:4-5 (Students who
need support)
Grades: 6-12 (Students
who need support)

Interim Assessments – Beginning, Middle, and End of school-year
Why
Uses
Content

Grade Level

Teacher Tests – Throughout the school-year
Why
Uses

Grade Level

These assessments tell
teachers and students how
well they are progressing
on core content material.

These tests may be
designed by the teacher or
may be part of the
curriculum being taught.
They are used to grade
students on the progress
made in the classroom.

Teachers use this
information to gauge if
students are ready for the
next level of instruction or
if content standards need
to be re-taught.
Students receive
information on how they
are progressing.

Students receive direct
feedback on progress from
teachers from these tests.
Teachers use the results of
these tests to determine if
content is mastered or
needs to be retaught.

Reading, writing, math,
and science

Content

All Pinnacle content areas
and classes

Grades: K-12

Grades: K-12

Athletics
Any questions concerning a specific sport, practice, lettering requirement, etc., should be discussed with the
head coach of that sport. Eligibility, financial, and athletic-check in questions should be discussed with the
Athletics Director.
All athletes participating in high school and middle school sports must return all required forms to their coach
and pay fees to the Business Office. The necessary forms are available in the attendance office and on the PCS
website. All athletes must comply with the following to participate in the high school athletics program:
1. Must be an undergraduate of the Pinnacle or any other public school not participating in athletics.
Students who are not registered at the Pinnacle and are participating in athletics will be expected to
abide by all rules, dress codes and behavior codes outlined in Pinnacle policy.
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2. Must be enrolled in and attending classes which offer a minimum of 2.5 Carnegie Units of credit during
the semester he/she is participating and the previous semester. If an athlete drops his/her class load to
less than the equivalent of 2.5 credits, he/she immediately becomes ineligible. (High School only)
3. Cannot be failing any classes after a two week period (High School only). Cannot be failing any of the
four core subject classes (Middle School only). Please note: absences, including excused absences will
be marked as zeroes and; therefore, will affect eligibility status.
4. Must have read and signed the Pinnacle Authorization for Athletic Participation form.
5. Must have a physical examination from a practicing physician, physician assistant or nurse practitioner
within the last calendar year. Physicals are good for one calendar year.
6. Must have a permission form signed by parent/guardian giving authorization to participate in the athletic
program and indicating coverage by an insurance plan. You will be required to sign a waiver if you do
not have insurance coverage.
7. Must not have turned 19 before August 1st
8. Cannot participate in more than four seasons in any one sport during their high school career. The period
for eligibility for a high school athlete shall be limited to eight consecutive semesters (if he/she begins
high school as a 9th grader). (High School only)
9. Should an athlete wish to participate in a sport that is not offered by The Pinnacle at another school,
he/she needs to receive permission from the Athletics Director. (High School only)
10. All student athletes must arrive on time and attend all classes the day of an athletic activity (game or
practice) in order to participate. Absences due to a doctor appointment, court appearance, or other
legitimate reasons need to be cleared by the Athletics Director. Any unexcused absence from any class
by the end of the school day makes the participant ineligible to participate on that day.
11. If student is serving a suspension for discipline, he/she shall not participate in athletics until they have
regained status as a student (e.g. a student suspended on Friday from school, cannot participate in
athletic contests until he/she regains student status the day following their suspension).
12. Any athlete with an injury seen by a physician must have a release form signed by that Physician prior
to resuming practice and competition.
It is the athletes’ responsibility to know and understand all rules regarding eligibility. If an ineligible player
participates on a Pinnacle team in any athletic contest(s), the contest(s) must be forfeited according to the league
and state association rules.
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Lettering in Athletics
Lettering is available for high school students participating in varsity sports. See the Handbook for Student
Athletes and Their Parents for the criteria of for lettering.

Athletic Participation Fees
Students who participate in two or more sports during a school year or families with more than one student
participating in sports during a school year qualify to pay the discount fee. All fees are due by the first competitive
contest for the student to participate. If fees are not paid, the student may be dropped from the team.
Discounts:
Sport
Varsity/JV
Middle School

Amount
$ 150.00
$ 75.00
$37.50

Multiple Sports
$125.00 per sport

Reduced Lunch Free Lunch
$75.00
$50.00 per sport

*Students participating in cheerleading are expected to pay for their uniforms.
Fees For Unreturned Uniforms and Equipment (no discounts apply):
Varsity/JV Football
Varsity/JV Other
Middle School Football
Middle School Other

$ 250.00
$ 150.00
$150.00
$ 75.00

Equipment and uniforms are checked out at the beginning of the season. All items checked out must be returned.
Full fees may be applied for any one item that is not returned. If fees for missing uniforms or equipment are not paid,
the student may be withheld from participation in future sports.

Athletic Fee Refund Policy
Criteria

Amount

a) Cut from the team by coach

100%

b) Quits the team or declared ineligible for semester:
● Day 1- 5 of practice
● Day 6 of practice to first sanctioned, competitive contest (scrimmage)
● After the first sanctioned competitive contest (scrimmage)
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c) Injuries or illness (serious) that will eliminate the athlete for the entire season.
Written diagnosis by a physician will be required.
● Day 1 of practice to the day of the first sanctioned,
competitive contest (scrimmage).
100%
● After the first sanctioned, competitive contest
to the middle of the competitive season.
50%
0%
● After the mid-season contest
d) Dropped for disciplinary reasons

0% (no exceptions)

e) Transfers out of the building:
● Day 1 of practice to the day of the first sanctioned,
competitive contest (scrimmage)
● After the first sanctioned, competitive Contest (scrimmage)

50%
0%

Drug and Alcohol Zero Tolerance Policy
The use, possession or possession with intent to distribute and/or distribution of alcohol, drugs, drug
paraphernalia, and tobacco are strictly prohibited. The consequences for possession, use, distribution, and/or
being under the influence of alcohol, tobacco, illegal drugs are as follows:
●
●
●
●

Referral to Assistant Principal (if incident occurred on school property or at a school sanctioned event).
A meeting with parents, Dean, Administration, and coaches will be called by the Athletic Director.
Immediate suspension or possible expulsion based upon the severity of the infraction.
Police will be notified and an official report will be written.

Summer School
Summer School is offered to students in grades K-5 to develop and strengthen basic skills. Middle School offers
a summer “Kick Start” program. The “Kick Start” Program will provide new 6th grade students with the
opportunity to learn about the academic and behavior expectations of middle school. They will also have a
chance to meet with the Middle School Principal, along with other staff. Credit Recovery for High School
students will be at the students request and expense.
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General Information
Arrival and Departure for Grades K-8
The Pinnacle is not legally responsible for unsupervised students in grades K-8 prior to 8:00 a.m. or for
unsupervised students in grades K-8 after 3:30 p.m. Students in the school building after 3:20 p.m. will be sent
to the before and after school program (The Cubs’ Den). Parents will be charged for the Cubs’ Den if they
continually pick up their student after 3:25 PM
Students in grades K-8th will be supervised by staff from 8:00 a.m. until school begins at 8:15 a.m. They
can begin entering the building at 8:00 a.m. Once students arrive, they must remain on the school grounds in
the designated areas, unless directed otherwise by an adult supervisor. Students will be allowed to enter the
building in the event of inclement or cold weather. There will be no adult supervision until 8:00 a.m.;
therefore, students may not be dropped off at The Pinnacle prior to 8:00 a.m. If you drop off your K-5 student
after 8:25 a.m., you must sign them in at the Front Office. If your work or transportation situation requires you
to have your student here prior to 8:00 a.m., a before and after School program (The Cubs’ Den) is available onsite at The Pinnacle for your daycare needs. Please contact the Cubs’ Den program Director for information
about registration and fees. Students are not supervised after 3:30 p.m. Parents must arrange to have their
child/children picked up before 3:30 p.m. Likewise, The Pinnacle does not provide supervision for children
that are not enrolled in athletics in the gym area. Students who are not enrolled in athletics that are in the
gym area, or inside the school building, after 3:45 p.m. may be referred to the Federal Heights Police
Department and/or Social Services.

Arrival and Departure for High School Students
The Pinnacle is not legally responsible for unsupervised students prior to 7:00 a.m. or for unsupervised student
after 2:25 p.m. (1:25 p.m. on Thursdays) unless participating in an after school event.
Students are not allowed in the building any earlier than 6:40 a.m. unless accompanied by an adult. Once
students arrive, they must remain on the school grounds in the designated areas, unless directed otherwise by an
adult supervisor. Students will be let into the school in the event of inclement or cold weather. Students are
not supervised after 2:40 p.m. Parents must arrange to have their child/children picked up before 2:40 p.m.
Likewise, The Pinnacle does not provide supervision for children that are not enrolled in athletics in the
gym area. Students who are not enrolled in athletics that are in the gym area, or inside the school building after
2:40 p.m. may be referred to the Police Department and/or Social Services.

Early Departure
All persons picking up students during school hours must be on the school information list.
In an effort to minimize the number of interruptions into the classrooms, parents must call the school’s early
release line no less than two hours in advance. Parents will need to leave the following information to place an
early release request:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Student Name, Grade and Teacher’s Name
Reason for leaving early
The time they will be picked up and time they will return
Name of the caller – must be parent or guardian
Contact Number

The teacher will try their best to have your student ready to leave upon your arrival. Students must report to the
front office before leaving the building and parents must present valid ID and sign the student out.
To maximize end-of-the-day classroom instruction, students in grades K-8 will not be released after 2:30 p.m.
without prior arrangement. Students age nine years and older may pick up a younger sibling at
dismissal time. All K-5 students must be accompanied by an adult when walking within the parking
garage.

Parking and Traffic Pattern
Please follow the directions of the staff as they direct you through the traffic pattern. Please observe this pattern
at all times. No parking is allowed in the pick-up/drop-off area or in Fire Lanes.
All students and children must be accompanied by an adult when picking up students and walking within the
parking garage.
J-Walking between schools is not to be tolerated. It will result in a referral to the Assistant Principal.
The arrow on the map show the traffic flow for those entering the campus from Huron Street and from 84th
Avenue.
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K8 Parking and Traffic Pattern
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High School Parking and Traffic Pattern

All High School Students must be dropped off by 7:00 a.m.
Public Transportation Information
For information on RTD transportation, call (303) 299-6000 or (303)299-6089. Their web site is www.RTDDenver.com. RTD does charge for this transportation.

Bus Service
The Pinnacle operates bus service for the convenience of students and their parents. For information about
routes, call 303-450-3985 Ext. 1015 or visit the school website. It will be located at www.thepinnacleweb.org on the
Transportation page. If your student takes the wrong bus after school or is not dropped off when expected, call
303-591-0599.
Bus riding is a privilege NOT a right. All students and parents are required to sign an agreement about bus
behavior. Violation of this agreement will result in revocation of Bus Riding Privilege.
It is mandatory that all K-2 grade students have a parent/guardian to be at the bus stop to put them on and take
them off the bus.
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Bus Fee
An annual bus registration fee of $175 per student will be charged for those riding Pinnacle busses payable
before the beginning of the school year. A fee of $50 per student per bus will also be assessed for every
additional route requested. However, if your student is approved for Free or Reduced lunch The Pinnacle will
adjust the fee accordingly. The Pinnacle Charter School will continue to waive the transportation costs for
homeless students, foster students, and students who have transportation as a related service on their IEP. Please
see the schedule below for transportation fees:
● The base fare for the school transportation is per student $175.00 and $50.00 for an additional stop. If
you have 4 or more students riding the bus, the base rate will be capped at $700.00 and $200.00 for an
additional stop.
● Students qualifying for free or reduced lunch will be charged $0.00 per student and $50.00 for an
additional stop.
The bus fee must be paid in full prior to your student riding, unless you have established a payment plan with
the Business Office. The 2018-2019 Free or Reduced Applications will be available July 1st
at https://www.pinnaclesfa.org/ . When applying or reapplying for Free or Reduced lunch please be sure to
contact the Business Office to have the information updated.

Bus Passenger Code of Conduct
Colorado Law does not require schools or school districts to transport public school pupils to and from school
(22-32-113, Colorado Revised Statues, 1973.) Therefore, riding the bus is a privilege. A student will lose bus
riding privileges for the rest of the year if he/she receives three major bus referrals (SEE BELOW.) Your
understanding, cooperation and support in helping to maximize the “safety” of all students while on a school bus
is required. The following rules and regulations exist which promote and help assure the safety of each student
while in transit.
THE BUS DRIVER IS IN FULL CHARGE OF THE BUS AND ITS PASSENGERS. STUDENTS MUST
OBEY THE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE DRIVER WITHOUT ARGUMENT.
If your student receives ONE major bus referral he/she will be suspended from riding the bus for a minimum of
ONE WEEK. If he/she receives THREE major bus referrals over the course of the school year, they will lose bus
riding privileges for the remainder of the school year. A major bus referral consists of the following infractions:
1. Fighting - (Depending on severity could result in expulsion from bus)
2. Abusive/Disrespectful Conduct to the Bus Driver and/or Others
3. Endangering Safe Operations (Depending on severity could result in expulsion from bus)
4. Destruction of Property
5. Throwing Objectives In/Out of the bus.
6. Use of Tobacco-based Products, Drugs or Alcohol
If your student receives ONE minor bus referral he/she will be suspended from riding the bus for a minimum of
ONE DAY. THREE minor bus referrals are equivalent to ONE major bus referral. If a student receives NINE
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minor bus referrals over the course of the school year, the student will lose their riding privileges for the remainder
of the school year. A minor bus referral consists of the following infractions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Leaving the Seat while the Bus is in Motion
Excessive Noise
Failure to Keep Arms, Head, Feet, etc. Inside the Bus
Littering on the Bus
Eating, Chewing Gum, or Drinking on the Bus
Using Profanity
Exhibiting or Using a School Issued iPad/ChromeBook on the Bus
Please discuss the following conduct procedures for school bus passengers with your child.

1. Only students and school personnel regularly assigned to the bus for a particular route or excursion shall
be allowed to ride in a school bus unless special permission is granted by the school official in charge.
Only K-8 students will be allowed to ride K-8 buses – NO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL BE
PERMITTED TO RIDE THE K-8 BUSES. Middle school and high school students must show, upon
request, proper identification to ride a school bus.
2. Arrive at the stop FIVE MINUTES prior to the scheduled time to ensure that the bus does not leave you.
NO matter how late the bus may be, due to unforeseen circumstances, all stops will be made in their prearranged order.
3. While at a bus stop or pick-up point students must:
a. Conduct themselves in an orderly manner. No disturbances of any type (i.e. fighting, assault, throwing
things, vandalism etc.)
b. Avoid littering.
c. Respect private property.
d. Stay out of the street
4. Students shall take seats promptly after boarding the bus. Seats cannot be reserved. Should the driver or
bus assistant assign a student to a specific seat, the student must comply. Students will remain seated
while the bus is in motion. All carry-on items MUST BE ABLE TO FIT ON THE STUDENTS LAP.
Large items must be transported by other means.
5. Students shall not open or close windows or emergency doors except when asked to do so by the driver
or bus assistant. Students must keep arms and head inside the bus at ALL times.
6. STUDENTS WHO EXIT FROM A BUS MUST NEVER WALK BEHIND THE BUS. Students must
obey all traffic controls for street crossing. If students must cross in front of a bus, they must do so
approximately 10 feet in front of the bus.
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7. Students are encouraged to report to the driver or bus assistant any damage to seats or other parts of the
bus. If a student causes damage to the bus, that student/family will be required to make payment for that
damage, as well as be subject to appropriate discipline.
8. Should a student persist in violating any of these rules and regulations, the driver or the bus assistant will
refer the incidents to the Transportation Supervisor. The student will receive consequences according to
the severity of the offense; up to and including suspensions from the bus and/or terminations of bus riding
privileges.
PARENTS PLEASE NOTE: The period of time your child is on a bus is considered an extension of the school
day and, as such, subject to the rules of the school. Any conference to be held between the bus driver and parent
because of disciplinary problems will be held at the school with the principal or designee.
PARENTS PLEASE NOTE: Parents engaging bus drivers in an abusive manner will result in your
child’s/children’s loss of bus riding privileges and may result in criminal charges. If you have a bus concern or
related issues please contact Andrea Myer-Pemble (Transportation Manager) at (303) 450-3985 x 1015 or Bill
Rosell (Facilities Director) at (303) 450-3985 x 1016.
PARENTS PLEASE NOTE: Impeding students and faculty is unlawful. It is a Class 3 misdemeanor for a person,
through the use of force or violence, coercion, or intimidation, to disrupt students, faculty or administration in
their educations activities.
PARENTS PLEASE NOTE: In 1996, the Governor of Colorado signed into law House Bill 1361, which allows
anyone who assaults passenger or drivers of a school bus to be charged with a Class 3 felony.

Fire and Emergency Drills
Fire, Tornado and Emergency drills will be conducted throughout the year.

Fundraising
All fund-raising must be pre-approved through the Building Principal. Non-school fund raising is not allowed
on school property.

Inclement or Severe Weather/School Closing
Please send students dressed for weather conditions. All major radio and television stations will be advised
of school closure. There will be an announcement for Pinnacle closure or delayed start. It is imperative that
phone numbers and email contact information be kept updated in the school information system. This
system is the source used for all emergency contacts.
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Lost Items and Items of Value
The school is not responsible for lost items. Please leave valuables (skateboards, electronics, etc.) at home and
mark all clothing and personal items so that they may be returned to your child if misplaced.
Items of value or large amounts of cash should not be brought to school. The school assumes no responsibility
if money or items are lost or stolen. Cellular phones, if brought to school, must be turned off during school
hours. Students may not use skateboards or wheelies at any time on school property.

Lunch Program and Pinnacle Food Service
Children need healthy meals to learn! The Pinnacle Charter School offers healthy meals to all students every
school day. As part of the National School Lunch Program (a USDA program), your student(s) may qualify for
free or reduced priced lunch. To apply for free or reduced lunch, please visit www.pinnaclesfa.org to apply
online or pick up a paper application from the front office. If you have any questions, please contact the
Nutrition Services Director at (303) 450-3985 x1136.
Guidelines for Students during Meal Times
-

Book-bags and backpacks are not allowed in the serving line.
If you need a jacket, please bring it to the cafeteria. Students will not be able to return to their classroom
for forgotten items during meal times, as classrooms will be kept locked during lunch.
Please leave your table and eating areas clean, just like you would at home!
Students will be supervised during meals times. At the appropriate time, a supervising adult will direct
students to a different supervised activity.
Hot water and microwaves are not available to students. We apologize for any inconvenience this may
cause.
Students who are caught stealing from the cafeteria will be sent to the Assistant Principal and
punishment will be determined by the Dean.

Lunches Brought from Home
Parents who wish to drop off lunch may do so at the front office. Please visit the front office for specific
instructions for your student’s grade level.
Breakfast after the Bell
We are proud to offer FREE breakfast to ALL students in grades K-12, regardless of their free reduced
eligibility. Breakfast is served from 7:45-8:20 am daily, so that students may still receive breakfast after they
are considered ‘late’ for school.
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If students have unopened, uneaten food items like milk, whole, fruit, packaged muffin, etc. that they do not
want to eat, they may leave them at the Share Table on their way out of the cafeteria. Students who are still
hungry may take these items from the Share Table. This is an effort to reduce food waste, and items are
available on a first-come, first-serve basis.
Meal Prices
Grade Category
Breakfast
K-5
6-8
9-12
Lunch
K-5
6-8
9-12

Free

Reduced

Paid

Free
Free
Free

Free
Free
Free

Free
Free
Free

Free
Free
Free

Free
$0.40
$0.40

$2.75
$2.75
$2.75

Milk: $0.50
Extra Entrée: $2.00
A la Carte snack items available at varying prices.
Lunch Loan Policy
Breakfast is offered free of charge to all Elementary and Middle School Students. Students at the Elementary
and Middle School level may charge lunch meals up to a total dollar amount of $13.75. Lunch loans are not
allowed on a la carte items. The $13.75 loan limit applies regardless of student eligibility status.
These lunch loans are to be repaid immediately, as the Pinnacle Nutrition Services Department will not be able
to extend further credit beyond the $13.75 loan. Once your students account balance becomes negative, you will
receive an automated phone call reminder each day until the loan amount has been paid. In order to
ensure that no student goes throughout the day without food, any student who has reached the $13.75 loan limit
will be provided an alternate lunch until their lunch loan has been paid. If the use of alternate lunches becomes
an issue, the Nutrition Services Director and Principle will be contacted to assist in resolving the problem.
If you would like to place a restriction or note on your student(s) lunch account (for example, student may not
purchase a la carte items), please contact the Nutrition Services Department at (303) 450-3985 x1136.
Payments can be made in the lunch line (cash or check), in the Nutrition Services office located in the cafeteria
(cash or check), or online (electronic check or credit card) at www.MySchoolBucks.com. **If a payment is
made on MySchoolBucks.com, you may be charged a transaction fee.
Parents are highly encouraged to use the My School Bucks website even if your student receives free or reduced
meals. The website allows you to make payments ahead of time for meals and a la carte items, and allows you
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to track your child’s meals and snacks. To set up a My School Bucks account, go to
www.MySchoolBucks.com. Click on ‘Sign up Today’ to create an account. If you need assistance or have
questions, please contact the nutrition services department at (303) 450-3985 x1136.
**Families that need assistance providing lunch are highly encouraged to submit an application for free or
reduced meals. Go to www.pinnaclesfa.org to learn more or apply.
30 Day Carryover Status
If your student attended the Pinnacle Charter School last year and received free or reduced lunch, we will carry
over their meal benefits status for 30 operating days into the new school year. Please submit a new application
each year to make sure your student keeps their free or reduced meal benefits status. To apply, pick up a paper
application at the front office or Nutrition Services Office, or go to www.pinnaclesfa.org. If you have questions
about your application or student’s meal benefits status, please contact the Nutrition Services Director at (303)
450-3985 x1136.
Special Dietary Needs
If your student(s) need meal modifications due to special dietary needs, please contact the Nutrition Services
Department for information on our policies for accommodating special dietary needs. All required forms are
available at www.pinnaclesfa.org and www.pinnaclecsi.org. Please contact the Nutrition Services Department at
(303) 450-3985 x1136 for more information.

Telephone Messaging
Delivering messages to the classroom is disruptive to the entire class. Permission to use the telephone will be
granted after school. In cases of emergency, the school will get a message to your child as long as it is received
no later than 2:00 p.m. Forgotten articles and making arrangements for after school social affairs are not
considered “emergency” reasons for student phone use nor the delivery of messages to students. Only message
regarding afterschool transportation are delivered to students. (Please give your child his/her after school
instructions before leaving home in the morning.)
In the event of an emergency situation/Lock down, all communication will be outgoing. Incoming calls
will not be answered.

Textbooks, iPads, ChromeBooks and Materials
Textbooks, iPads, ChromeBooks and other school materials (laboratory equipment, desks, etc.) are the property
of The Pinnacle. The condition of the Textbooks, iPads and ChromeBooks will be recorded by the Teacher
when they are distributed to the student. Textbooks shall be covered by students to help keep the books in good
condition. Fines will be assessed for damaged or lost books, iPads, ChromeBooks and materials at the end of
the school year when the teacher examines each Textbook and iPad to determine damage.
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Lost or Replacement Fees
Student ID (first one is free)
Student planner
Parking permit
Textbook Loss
iPad Replacement
iPad Lightning Cable (Apple Branded Replacement)
iPad Charger (Apple Branded Replacement)
iPad Protective Case
iPad Protective Neoprene Sleeve
iPad Damage

$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$20.00
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement Cost
Full Replacement or Repair Cost

Student Fees
Student fees are assessed for each student based on grade level and cost of supplementary materials such as art,
science labs, computers, band, and classroom workbooks. Fees are also assessed for AP classes and for
participation in the Pinnacle athletic program. The student fees can be found on the Pinnacle web site at
http://www.thepinnacleweb.org under Departments and Business Office/Student Fees. Payment for student fees
can be made via cash or check in the Business Office or parents may also pay online via credit card at the
Pinnacle web portal via the internet at https://www.studentquickpay.com/pinnacle/ . You will need your
student’s school ID and an email address to register for this pay-per-use service.
If you believe you qualify for free/reduced lunch, student fees may be waived or reduced. To apply for Free and
Reduced lunch, please go to https://www.applyforlunch.com/. Please bring a copy of the approval letter to the
Business Office to receive these discounts. Fees may only be discounted on presentation of the approval letter.
Returned checks are handled by an outside agency, Checkcare Systems. Once a check is identified as NSF by
the bank or financial institution, it is automatically sent to Checkcare by the bank and becomes the legal
property of Checkcare for purposes of collection. The Pinnacle Charter School will no longer have any legal
say in the fees or collection process of the check. You will be responsible for any and all fees assessed by
Checkcare for the collection of the NSF check. You will need to contact Checkcare Systems (303) 657-3230 to
resolve the situation. Until the NSF is resolved with Checkcare, your student’s account will remain unpaid and
may be subject to collection.
Although we make every reasonable effort to arrange for payment to be made in-house on unpaid balances; the
Pinnacle uses an outside collection agency for collection of past due accounts. If it becomes necessary to send
your account to an agency for collection of unpaid fees or late charges, you will also be assessed any and all
related charges, including reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs.
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Student Fees Schedule:

School Office Procedures
Absence Procedures
The school has the authority to accept or reject reasons for absences. Generally, excuses are granted for the
following reasons.
● Illness, injury, or physical/mental/emotional disability (a doctor’s verification may be required);
● Family emergencies (i.e. death in the family);
● Absences required by a legal body (Court, juvenile authorities, or police):
● Religious observances generally recognized by an established and bona fide religious organization.
Absences due to family vacations, educational experiences not sponsored by the school, and non-emergency
appointments will be reviewed on an individual basis. The student’s attendance and academic record will be
taken into consideration in making a determination. The student and parent must prearrange these absences
with the administration. School sponsored activities will not be considered absences.
1. Please call the attendance telephone line at 303-450-3985 (K-8) or 303-412-2940 (High School) to
report absences.
2. For the absence to be excused, you are required to call this line by 8:35 a.m.
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3. If your child is going to be absent more than one day, mention that on the first days’ call. If you
anticipate a one-day absence and the absence is for a longer time, call each day.
4. When an absence has been called in, it is not necessary to send a note.
5. The parent or guardian, not a student, must make the absence call to be excused.
6. When a student has an excused absence, he/she is given two (2) school days (including weekends) for
each day absent, in which to make up work. Make up work for absences in excess of four (4) days (*see
excessive absences) must be arranged through the teacher. It is the responsibility of the parent and
student to request make-up work from the teachers. You may leave your request for make-up in the
teacher’s voice mail and they will do their best to forward your student’s work to the front office by the
end of the next school day.
7. When a student has an unexcused absence he/she is encouraged to make up the work but may not
receive credit.
8. Give 7 days’ notice if you are going to be dismissing student for 3 or more days.
9. High School: If a student is absent (excused or unexcused) in excess of 10 times in one class, in one
semester, the student may not receive credit for that class, pending a review by the administrator.
Please give the following information (ONLY) when you call:
1. Month and day of absence
2. Student’s full name
3. Name of student’s teacher
4. Student’s grade
5. Reason for absence
6. Person reporting the absence
7. Leave a phone number where you can be reached.
8.

Pinnacle Charter School Attendance Policy

The Pinnacle Board of Directors believes regular school attendance is the single most important determining
factor in student achievement and success. All students are expected to participate in the educational program.
A consistent effort by our students, our parents and our staff to reduce absences is critical. Frequent absences of
students from regular classroom learning experiences disrupt the continuity of the instructional process for all
students in class. Class discussions and interactions among students and teachers are lost and cannot be entirely
regained, even with extra after school instruction. The regular contact of students with one another in the
classroom and their participation in a well-planned instructional activity under the guidance of a competent
teacher are fundamental requirements of a sound educational program.

Pinnacle Excused Absences

Students are expected to attend all classes for which they are registered. The school has the authority to accept
or reject reasons for absences. Generally, excuses are granted for the following reasons.
● Illness, injury, or physical/mental/emotional disability (a doctor’s verification may be required);
● Family emergencies (i.e. death in the family);
● Suspensions (in school or out of school);
● Absences required by a legal body (Court, juvenile authorities, or police):
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● Religious observances generally recognized by an established and bona fide religious organization.
Absences due to family vacations, educational experiences not sponsored by the school, and non-emergency
appointments will be reviewed on an individual basis. The student’s attendance and academic record will be
taken into consideration in making a determination. The student and parent must prearrange these absences
with the administration. School sponsored activities will not be considered absences.
1. Student absences must be excused by the parent/guardian by calling the appropriate school office. If
your child is to be absent for more than one day, you must call each day of the absence or make prior
arrangements with the appropriate school office.
2. Please give the following information when you call.
a. Month and day of absence being reported.
b. Student’s full name.
c. Name of the student’s teacher
d. Student’s grade
e. Reason for absence.
f. Person reporting the absence.
If a student’s absence is not called in, the absence will be reported as unverified. The Pinnacle will attempt to
make contact with parents/guardian to verify the absence during the school day as time allows. The most
common way to notify parents/guardians of a student absence is an automated message. However, it is still the
parent’s responsibility to notify the school. If no contact is made, the unverified absence will be considered
UNEXCUSED after 24 hours and will not be excused without written documentation with an explanation for
the absence.

Make-up Work

Make up work is allowed for a student with an excused absence. If possible pick up student’s work prior to the
absence. The student has two (2) school days for each day absent to make up the work. Make up for absences
in excess of four (4) days (see excessive excused absences), must be arranged through the teacher. It is the
responsibility of the parent and student to request make-up work from teachers.

Leaving During the School Day

Students needing to leave school during the school day MUST check out though the front office. Students who
do not check out will be counted as truant. Students must be signed out by a parent or guardian and/or receive
permission from the appropriate administrator.

Unexcused Absences

Any absence not listed above as excused absences may be considered an unexcused absence.
Missed work during unexcused absences may not receive credit.
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Excessive Absences

Students may be considered chronically absent when four absences occur in a class during a month or ten
absences accrue during a semester. The school administration may require official verification such as a
physician’s verification of illness, court subpoenas, etc. to excuse further absences.
Upon the request of a teacher, an administrator or designee may arrange and facilitate an attendance conference
with the student and parent to review the conditions related to the student’s absenteeism and develop an
intervention plan. If intervention strategies are ineffective in improving a student’s attendance, the student may
be subject to possible legal and/or disciplinary actions.

Tardiness

Students entering the classroom later than five minutes after the scheduled starting time of class without an
excused pass will be considered tardy. Every three unexcused tardies will convert to one unexcused
absence.

Habitually Truant Students
Students may be declared, “Habitually truant” if they have four (4) days of unexcused absences from school
in any month or ten (10) days of unexcused absences from school during any school year and have
attained the age of six years on or before August 1 of the year in question and are under the age of
seventeen years. Absences due to suspension or expulsion shall not be counted in making a declaration of
habitual truancy.
When a student has been designated as “habitually truant” or is in danger of becoming “habitually truant,” the
administration or designee shall make all reasonable efforts to meet with the parent, guardian or legal custodian
of the child to review and evaluate the reasons for the child’s truancy. The attendance conference will review
the conditions related to the student’s absenteeism and develop an intervention plan such as an Attendance
Contract. The goal of the plan is to assist the child to remain in school and, when practicable, the plan will be
developed with full participation of the child’s parent, guardian, or legal custodian. If intervention strategies are
ineffective in improving a student’s attendance, the student may be subject to disciplinary and/or legal actions.

Change of Address and Phone Numbers
Please notify the Records and Registration Office immediately if you change your address, telephone or place
of employment. This information is critical in the case of an emergency.

Leaving School Early
Students MUST be signed out by parent or guardian or Administration to leave school early. Those signing out
students must be on the Emergency Contact List and have a valid picture ID. Early Releases between 2:30- 3:20
p.m. are not allowed for safety reasons.
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Deliveries for Students
In order to maintain an optimum, uninterrupted learning environment in the classroom, we ask that you not
send deliveries for celebrations (balloons, flowers, stuffed animals, etc.) to students at school. Such
deliveries will not be accepted.
It is our desire to train and educate self-reliant students. Thus, it is the policy of the school not to let students
call home and ask their parents to bring their homework or projects that they may have forgotten at home. The
Front Office staff will receive a homemade lunch. The Pinnacle is not responsible for lost or stolen items.
Items of value may be left at parent discretion. We strongly encourage families to have a system in place that
helps students manage their responsibilities in an efficient way. If a child should neglect his responsibilities it is
important for him to learn from the natural and logical consequences so that next time he/she may have a more
positive outcome.

Parent Out of Town
If you leave your student(s) with another person, please send a note to the front office giving the name, address,
and phone numbers of the temporary guardian. Also, include permission for this person to check your student
out of school. Please note the length of time you will be out of town. The front office will hold all information
in confidence.

Publication of Student Directory Information, Name, Image, and/or Selected
Work
There may be times during the school year when different media groups (newspapers, television, university,
school production, class, etc.) will cover activities with articles, video or still photography that may be
published. In addition, The Pinnacle may want to include school-orientated articles, video or photography on
their web site. If you do not want your student to be included in any such media or web coverage, you may fill
out the “Opt-Out” form, which is available at the front office. In the absence of your formal objection, we
conclude you are giving consent for your student to be included in media and/or school web coverage, and
agree to hold harmless the school against any claims that may arise from the use of the student’s image or
likeness in the project.

Office Hours
The school office for grades K – 8 will be open from 7:30 to 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday except school
holidays and in-service days. The High School Office will be open from 6:45 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. Summer hours
for K-8 building and Business Office are from 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. The High School office is closed during
the summer.
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Visitors to the School
The Pinnacle is a closed campus. Only visitors on official business are allowed on campus during school hours.
Visitors must check in at the front office and must furnish a valid driver’s license or ID before being admitted to
the school. Students are not allowed to bring friends to school for the day. These types of visits can become
disruptive to the educational process.
In order to minimize interruptions to our instructional program, parents are welcome to visit their student’s
classroom with a scheduled appointment through their teacher. We ask that under school age children do not
accompany parents during these visits.
Students from other schools and former Pinnacle students are not allowed on The Pinnacle campus without a
scheduled appointment with a Pinnacle official. Visiting students must abide by all school policies.
Parents who are engaging in inappropriate or disruptive behavior will be removed from the campus. No parents
will be allowed in classrooms during school hours without an appointment.

Student Messages
Delivering messages to the classroom is disruptive to the entire class. In cases of emergency, the school will
get a message to your child as long as it is received no later than 2:00 p.m. Forgotten articles and making
arrangements for after school social affairs are not considered “emergency” reasons the delivery of messages to
students. Only messages regarding after school transportation are delivered to students. (Please give your child
his/her after school instructions before leaving home in the morning.) Other messages will be forwarded to
teachers’ voicemail.

Videotaping
Videotaping of events must be approved by the appropriate school principal.

School Standards and Discipline Policy
General Guidelines for the Operation of the Pinnacle Program
1.

Consistent behavior expectations provides an atmosphere for learning.

2.

Courtesy and respect are emphasized at all grade levels.

3.

Letter grades are earned in each subject 1st through 12th grades.

4.

Homework fosters good study habits and is vital for optimum development.
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5.

Proper spelling, grammar and penmanship are expected in assignments.

6.

Regular communication is critical in the educational process. Parents may access the Parent Portal to
stay abreast of their student’s progress.

General Classroom Management
Students are expected to behave respectfully to adults and peers in words and actions. Noise in the classrooms
and the halls should be maintained at a level of respect for the others in the building. Students are expected to
raise their hands and be recognized by the teacher to speak or leave their seats unless other classroom
procedures or methods have been established to supersede this.

Classroom Supervision
Classrooms must always be supervised by an adult. Individual teachers are responsible for assuring effective
supervision. Students will be held accountable for their cooperation with teachers and other supervising adults.
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Expectations of Student Behavior:
Pinnacle Three R’s (The Rules)
Be Respectful-Treat people how you want to be treated and honor the rights and feelings of
others.

Demonstrate Responsibility
your

Build Positive Relationships

– Solve the problems that you create and celebrate
success.
– Treat people in such a way that does not cause a
problem for them or anyone else…in the world.

Positive Behavior Intervention Support Program
The Pinnacle has been utilizing Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS) with support from the Colorado
Department of Education. PBIS is a systems approach to enhancing the capacity of schools to educate all
students, including students who present challenging behaviors. It is a three-tiered model that looks at universal,
targeted and individual supports. Our universal objectives are found in the following chart. They explain the
behavioral expectations in specific locations in school for all staff, students and parents. Please familiarize
yourself and your student with these before the beginning the new school year and as often as necessary.
Behavior In…
Cafeteria

Playground

Looks Like…

Sounds Like…

Using self-Control – appropriate body contact
Cleaning up after yourself and putting all trash in
trash cans
Following staff directions
Entering/exiting cafeteria in safe & orderly way
Remaining seated unless told otherwise
Consuming food only in the cafeteria

Using 1-3 voice level
Using respectful language and
tone of voice
Polite treatment of lunch staff
Using please and thank you

Using self-control-appropriate body contact
Using equipment properly and safely
Following teacher directions
Playing games that are teacher approved
Leaving rocks on the ground

Using a 2-4 voice level
Using respectful language and
tone of voice
Using words to problem solve

Hallway
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Walking
Using the right side of the hallway
Using self-control – appropriate body contact
Being respectful of other classrooms and the school
environment
Entering/exiting the building in a safe & controlled
manner

Using a 0-2 voice level
Using respectful language and
tone of voice
Closing lockers quietly

Using self-control - hands and feet to self
Raising your hand when you have a question and
waiting for acknowledgement
Following staff directions
Working on school assignments or homework
Remaining seated unless told otherwise

Using a 0 voice level
Using respectful language and
tone of voice when directed
Using please and thank you

Gymnasiums

Entering without food, gum, or drink
Being respectful of gym equipment and using
equipment only with permission
Using self-control – appropriate body contact
Wearing only appropriate tennis shoes on the gym
floor

Using a 2 -4 voice level
Using respectful/positive
language, gestures, and tone of
voice
Cheering for your team

Parking Lot

Displaying positive behavior
Respecting self, others, and the environment
Following staff directions
Showing respect to crossing-guards
Entering the parking garage only when supervised
by adult/parent

Using a 2-3 voice level
Thanking staff for keeping
students safe

Library

Being respectful of library resources & property,
staff, and each other
Putting items back where you found them
Entering/exiting in dress code and with permission
or a library pass
Using self-control-appropriate body contact

Using a 0-1 voice level
Using respectful language and
tone of voice
Asking questions without
interrupting

Theater and
Assemblies

Giving full attention to the speaker
Facing forward and staying in assigned areas
Sitting in seats appropriately
Consuming food and drinks in the appropriate areas
Leaving a performance only during intermission
Using self-control- hands and feet to self
One person in the stall at a time
Washing hands with one squirt of soap and rinsing
thoroughly
Dry hands with one push of the hand dryer
Respecting property and keeping the bathroom clean

Using 0-1 voice levels
Using respectful language,
gestures, and tone of voice
Cheering or clapping when
appropriate
Using 0-2 voice level
One flush
Busing respectful language and
tone of voice

Office

Bathroom
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Using self-control- appropriate body contact
Staying in your seat with all body parts and
belongings inside the bus
Behaving in a way that allows the driver to focus on
bus/passenger safety
Respecting property(no food/drink consumption),
the driver, and other students

Using 0-2 voice level
Using words to problem solve
Using respectful and appropriate
language and tone of voice

Voice Levels
0 = Silent
1 = Whisper
2 = Inside Voice
3 = Small Group Voice
4 = Outside Voice
5 = 911 Voice (RARE)

Discipline Policy and Procedure
Please familiarize yourself with the policies contained in this Handbook, as you will be responsible for them.
If a student should become suspended, he/she must be picked up within two (2) hours of parent/guardian
notification.
Parents who interact with bus drivers in an abusive manner will result in their child’s or children’s loss of bus
riding privileges and may also result in criminal charges. If you have a bus concern or related issues please
contact the Transportation Supervisor at (303) 450-3985 ext. 211.
NOTE: Impeding students and faculty is unlawful. It is a class 3 misdemeanor for a person, through the
use of force or violence, coercion or intimidation, to disrupt students, faculty or administration in their
educational activities.
NOTE: In 1996, the Governor of Colorado signed into law House Bill 1361, which allows anyone who
assaults passengers or drivers of a school bus to be charged with a class 3 felony.

Discipline Matrix
Each student is expected to conform to the rules and regulations of the school in order to insure maximum
educational benefits for all. Students have the right to a safe and orderly school environment, one that is
conducive to learning. Students who infringe on others’ rights to safety and order, or those who disrupt the
educational process and violate building regulations, will be removed from the school environment.
The purpose of the following chart is to serve as a guideline for major violations that result in an office referral.
It certainly is not an all-inclusive list and the administration reserves the right to impose consequences as it sees
fit. Any Out-of-School suspension of one or more days constitutes a strike, and under the Habitually Disruptive
policy, any student with three strikes will be referred to the Pinnacle Review Committee for an expulsion
hearing. During an In-School Suspension (ISS) the student is expected to be working on school work. If the
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student does not have school work he/she will be required to do work assigned by the Dean. Non-compliance
will elevate the ISS to an Out of School Suspension (OSS) and the student shall be picked up by his
parent/guardian within one hour.
The individual teacher has many other means at his/her disposal to deal with minor violations. However,
repetitive minor violations may result in a major office referral under the habitually disruptive policy.
Violation

1st Offense

2nd Offense

3rd Offense

4th Offense

Academic
Dishonesty Lying,
Cheating

Loss of credit for
assignment
Parent Contacted

Loss of credit for
assignment + 1 day ISS

Loss of credit for
assignment + 1
day OSS+RDP

Bullying

½ day ISS

1 day ISS+PC

1-4 day OSS+

Cell Phone/
Electronics use

Device turned into office
and student may retrieve at
end of day.

Device turned into the
office and only a parent
may retrieve at end of
day.

Disrespect (Major)

PT+PCH+ ½ day ISS

1 -2 days ISS+PC

Dress Code Violation
(3rd minor)
Food Throwing

½ day ISS

1 day ISS

Device turned into
the office and
only a parent may
retrieve. Device
may not be
brought for
remainder of year.
1-2 days OSS
+PC
1 day OSS

Loss of credit
for
assignment +
2 day OSS +
PRC
2-4 days OSS
+
RDP+PC+PR
C

1-4 days LD+

½ day ISS

1 day ISS

Harassment

½ day ISS

1-2 days ISS

Inappropriate Display
of Affection
Intent to Harm
(fighting, no weapon,
police will be called)

½ day ISS

1 day ISS

1-2 days
OSS+RDP+Police
contact
1 day OSS

1-5 days OSS+Police
notified+ticketed
Threat Assessment Process
Started

Expulsion+Police
notified+ticketed

Technology
Violation

Loss of internet for 1 week

Loss of internet for 1
quarter + 1 day ISS

Loss of internet
for one semester +
1-2 days
OSS+RDP

Off Campus Truancy
(running away)

PCH+1 day ISS + Police
Notified

2 days ISS + Police
Notified

3 days ISS +
Police Notified
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2-5 days OSS
+ RDP + PC
2-5 days OSS
+ RDP
1 day
OSS+RDP+P
RC
2-5 days
OSS+PRC
2 days OSS +
PRC

Loss of
internet of
remainder of
year+2 days
OSS
4 days ISS +
Police
Notified +

5th
Offense

PRC
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On-Campus Truancy
(multiple tardies)

½ day ISS
(After in classroom
consequences)
Police Notified +
ticketed+PRC+Expulsion
All actions above are at
Administrative Discretion

1 day ISS

Verbal Warning

1 day ISS

1-2 days ISS+
RDP

1-5 days/
OSS+PRC

Refusal to serve
detention
Repeated Disruption
of educational
process
Forgery/Theft/
Plagiarism

½ day ISS

1 day ISS

1 day OSS

PT+PCH+ ½ day ISS

1-2 days ISS +PC+RDP

1-5 days OSS

2 day OSS +
RDP
PRC

1 day ISS + Police Notified
(MS)

1 day OSS + Police
Notified

Threatening Behavior
/physical aggression
Property Damage/
Vandalism
(intent to destroy)
Defiance/Insubordina
tion/Non-Compliance
Arson

½ day ISS

1 day ISS

2 day OSS +
Police Notified +
PRC
1 day OSS

1 day ISS/OSS +
Restitution+RDP

1-3 days OSS +
Restitution

2-5 days OSS +
Restitution + PRC

PT +PCH+LD

1 day
ISS/OSS+PCH+PC

1-2 days OSS+PC
+ RDP

Use/Possession of
tobacco, controlled
substance (drugs),
weapons,
combustibles, alcohol
Abusive/Inappropriat
e language/Profanity

Bomb Threat/False
Alarm
Gang Affiliation
Display

Police Notified +
ticketed+PRC+Expulsion
Police Notified +
ticketed+OSS+PC+RDP
OSS+Police Notified+
PRC+Expulsion

2 day ISS

School Board
Referral
3 days ISS +
RDP

Police Notified +
ticketed+PRC+Expulsio
n

ISS=In School Suspension
OSS=Out of School
PCH=Phone Call Home
PT=Principal Talk
PRC=Pinnacle Review Committee Referral

2-5 days OSS
+ PRC

2-5 days
OSS+PRC

RDP=Remedial Discipline Plan
LD=Lunch Detention
PC=Parent Conference

Surveillance
Audio and/or video surveillance is maintained throughout the school for your child’s protection. This may
include discipline conferences or interviews. Registering your child at The Pinnacle indicates your acceptance
of this practice. Parents may view video footage of their student if he/she is the only participant in the incident.
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Water Bottles
Only water bottles that are clear in color are allowed. Students may only have water in bottles.

Detention Policy
Teachers may assign detention to enforce school and classroom rules. Teachers will allow students until the
next day to make arrangements to serve before or after school detention. Parents and students are expected to
make arrangements for students to attend detention. Failure to complete scheduled detention will result in the
teacher notifying parents and student being assigned up to two additional detentions. Failure to complete
reassigned detentions will result in a referral to the Assistant Principal.

Gum Policy
We are a gum-free campus. Students are not allowed to chew gum at any time during school hours. Students
who choose not to follow the NO GUM rule are subject to discipline by the teacher and/or the Assistant
Principal.

Public Display of Affection Policy
Kissing, prolonged hugging and prolonged touching is inappropriate for a K-12th grade setting. Therefore, it is
the obligation of The Pinnacle Charter School to enforce a No Public Display of Affection (PDA) policy.
Kissing is prohibited by all students on The Pinnacle Charter School property. In regards to touching and
hugging, the three second rule will be in effect. Appropriate hugging and touching is acceptable behavior as
long as it is brief (under three seconds). The length of touching and/or hugging and appropriateness of touching
and hugging will be determined by the PCS staff.
Students that violate the PDA rule may be referred to Middle School Discipline Office for further review.
Students may be suspended for more than one PDA violation.

Sherlock Hounds
In an effort to keep our campus weapon and drug free, The Pinnacle has contracted the services of Sherlock
Hounds. Sherlock Hounds is an independent organization that specializes in training dogs to detect drugs and
gun powder. Sherlock Hounds will be on campus randomly throughout the school year. Sherlock Hounds, in
cooperation with The Pinnacle, goes to great lengths to provide their services in a non-intimidating way. Items
that alert the dogs will be searched by an administrator or designee. Students that are in position of illegal items
will be dealt with in accordance to The Pinnacle Charter School Policy.
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Electronic Device Policy and Procedures (Grades 5-8)
Students in Grades 5-8 may use electronic music playing devices (e.g. mp3 players, iPods, etc.) during
lunch time only. These, and all other electronic devices, cannot be used at any other time during the
school day except for academic use as permitted by the instructor or the building administrator.
Students must keep cell phones in their lockers.
Failure to abide by this policy for grades 6 - 8 will result in the device being confiscated by
Administration.
Under all circumstances students shall be personally and solely responsible for the security of their cell
phones and personal electronic devices. The Pinnacle Charter School shall not assume responsibility for
theft, loss, or damage of any such devices and will not be responsible for investigation of such incidents.

Student Use of Cell Phones and Other Personal Electronic Devices (High School)
Cell phones and electronic devices, whether for personal, recreational, communication or instructional purposes,
are permitted as follows:
In academic settings (classroom, library, labs, etc.) such devices must be in the “off” or “silent” position and
stored out of sight except as permitted by the instructor or the building administrator. Examples of devices
which may be permitted for instructional purposes include but are not limited to calculators, “alphasmart”
keyboards, laptop computers, voice recording devices, iPad/ChromeBooks and other tablets, and personal data
organizers.
In a non-academic setting, (cafeteria only) such devices may be used in “silent mode” provided the use of such
device, as determined by the supervising staff member, in no way disrupts, poses a safety concern or otherwise
violates the School’s Code of Conduct for Students.
Cell phones and electronic devices may not be used in a manner which is potentially unsafe, illegal or otherwise
might violate the School’s Code of Conduct for students. Prohibited uses include but are not limited to:
● Using the devices to create video or audio recordings of students and/or staff, without permission of
the student and /or staff member;
● Using the device to take photographs of students and/or staff, without permission of the student
and/or staff member;
● Using the device for academic dishonesty or cheating;
● Using the device in any manner that disrupts the academic environment, or otherwise disrupts school
activities or functions;
● Using the devices to send, receive or possess text or e-mail messages reasonably interpreted as
indecent or sexually suggestive while at school, on school transportation, or at a school-related
function;
● Using the device to threaten, harass, intimidate, or bully;
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● Departing a class to activate or operate such devices.
Cell phones will be stored before, during, and after examinations.
Under all circumstances students shall be personally and solely responsible for the security of their cell phones
and personal electronic devices. The Pinnacle Charter School shall not assume responsibility for theft, loss, or
damage of any such devices and will not be responsible for investigation of such incidents.
If unique circumstances exist warranting the need for a student to use a cell phone or personal electronic device,
on a temporary basis, outside the guidelines noted in this policy, such requests shall be submitted to the
Principal in writing. The Principal’s decision shall be final in responding to such requests.
A building administrator may, at their discretion, impose further restrictions upon student use of personal
electronic devices, including but not limited to rules prohibiting the possession of personal electronic devices in
classrooms, hallways, and other locations on school property. A teacher may, upon mutual agreement with the
Principal, impose further restrictions upon classroom use of personal electronic devices than have been imposed
by the building administrator.
Typical progress of interventions for violations of this policy, except as otherwise noted in The Pinnacle Charter
School policy shall be addressed as follows:
1st offense The device shall be confiscated, secured and transferred to the appropriate school
administrator. Parent/guardian shall be notified and the device may be released to the student upon review of
this policy with the student.
2nd offense The device shall be confiscated, secured and transferred to the appropriate school
administrator. The parent shall be notified and the device may be released only to the parent/guardian, upon
review of this policy with the parent/guardian.
3rd offense Third offense shall be considered disruptive behavior and defiance of authority, and may
result in a minimum of one day of suspension to be served in or out of school at the discretion of school
administration. Subsequent violations may result in increasing suspensions of up to three (3) days. The device
shall be confiscated, secured and transferred to the appropriate school administrator. The parent shall be
notified and the device may be released only to the parent/guardian, upon review of this policy with the
parent/guardian. At the discretion of school administration, this may also result in the student losing the
privilege of bringing the phone or personal electronic device to school.
Depending upon the nature and the severity of the violation, as determined by school administration, any
violation of the “Student Use of Cell Phones and Other Personal Electronic Devices” policy may result in
disciplinary sanctions up to and including expulsion from school.

Cyber Bullying
Forms of verbal and psychological bullying may also occur on the Internet through email, instant messaging, or
personal profile websites such as Facebook and MySpace. Cyber bullying includes, but is not limited to, the
following misuses of technology: harassing, teasing, intimidating, threatening, or terrorizing another student,
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teacher, or employee of the district by sending or posting inappropriate or derogatory email messages, text
messages, instant messages, digital pictures, or images, or website postings (including blogs).
All forms of cyber bullying are unacceptable. Bullying shall mean an intentional electronic, written, verbal or
physical act or series of acts directed at another student (s), which occurs in or outside a school.

Medical
Health Office
The Pinnacle provides a full-time Registered Nurse and a health aide to support health needs for students
during the day. These individuals are responsible for providing minor first aid to those students becoming
sick or injured while at school, administering prescribed medicine, and record keeping. The registered nurse
also provides consultation to school staff and parents on medical concerns and acts as medical liaison
between school and outside agencies. The registered nurse provides health services to both regular education
and special education students.

Confidentiality
All health information is confidential. Please use discretion when discussing any student’s health and always
respect the confidentiality of all health information.

Children who become Ill or Injured at School
Your child will be sent to the clinic if ill or injured at school. The trained staff will determine if your child
needs to go home for illness or injury. If your child needs to be sent home, you will be contacted as soon as
possible. The school has no facility to keep ill children for long periods of time. Therefore, it is essential that
you keep the school informed of any change in address and/or telephone numbers. Please make
arrangements for a responsible adult that is listed on your emergency contact list to pick-up your student
should you be unavailable.

Emergency Health Situations at School
If your child is seriously injured or ill at school and requires care beyond the facilities of the school, an
attempt will be made to contact you before calling emergency medical personnel (911) for treatment and/or
transportation to a proper facility. (The Pinnacle is not responsible for financing these services).

Administration of Medications at School
Generally, children do not need to take medicine during the school day. However, when a doctor prescribes a
medication or over-the-counter medication that must be taken at school, the following steps need to be
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followed for the safety of the student and the other students in school. This policy is based on Colorado State
Health Department rules and regulations as well as the Colorado Nurse Practice Act. Unfortunately,
exceptions cannot be made to these laws.
1.

A medication request form (medical orders) signed by both a parent/guardian and a physician is
required for all medications given at school. It must provide information stating the name of the
child, the medication, the dosage, the route, when the medication needs to be taken, and why the
medication is being given. These medication request form is available at the school or on the PCS
web site. This policy applies to prescription medication and all over-the-counter medications such as
Tylenol, cough syrups, eye drops, ointments, etc. Please note that non-medicated cough drops are not
considered medication under this policy; therefore, only parent authorization is required for a student
to have these at school.

2.

Any time a medication is prescribed that may be administered at school, have the physician complete
and fax written permission to the school. Electronic orders are allowed. Please note that emergency
room or ‘after-hours’ visits also need written doctor orders. If necessary, two containers (one for
school and one for home) can be requested at your pharmacy. The PCS Health Office FAX is 720274-2056.

3.

Per CDE, any chronic health conditions require a Health Care Plan to be on file at the school health
office. Examples include, but are not limited to ADHD, asthma, diabetes, life-threatening allergies,
and seizures. You may obtain these forms from the PCS health office. Additionally, any special diet
must have a physician’s order which recommends alternative foods. The dietary forms are available
from either the cafeteria or health office although the dietary plan is managed by the food service
department.

4.

Medication must be provided by the parent in an individual pharmacy -labeled bottle for the student
or in the original over-the-counter container.

5.

All medication is kept in the clinic. Students are not allowed to keep medication in their lunch box,
backpacks, etc. Exception: Students may carry certain medications when both the physician and
parent specifically authorize this in writing. Those medications may include (1) inhalers necessary to
control an upper respiratory condition such as asthma, (2) auto-injector epinephrine pens for severe
allergies, 3) any other medications for serious health conditions which may require immediate
intervention with approval.

6.

The Registered Nurse, health aide, or delegated staff shall give your child the prescribed medication
during the school day. All medication taken at school is recorded in a daily log and initialed by the
school personnel giving the medication to the child.
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Guidelines for When Parents Should Keep Students Home.
Our Board Policy regarding communicable disease is based on the desire that the student recovers as quickly
as possible and doesn’t expose other students to the illness. In general, if the parents are unsure whether or
not to send their child to school, they should keep the child home for a day.
If your student becomes ill at school and needs to go home, please make arrangements for a responsible adult
that is listed on your emergency contact list to pick-up your student should you be unavailable. Also, parents
are asked to notify the school know if it is determined that your child has a communicable disease or serious
illness.
There are two main reasons to keep sick children at home:
1. The child doesn’t feel well enough to take part in normal activities, (overly tired, fussy or won’t stop
crying).
2. The child needs more care than teachers and staff can provide while still attending the needs of the other
children.
Remember, the best way to prevent the spread of infection is through good hand washing.

Vision and Hearing Screening Programs
Vision and hearing screening is mandated by the CDE for all students in kindergarten, first, second, third,
fifth, seventh, and ninth grade levels; for children new to the school; and for any child with a suspected
deficiency. This screening does not include extensive testing. If a deficiency is found, the parents are
contacted and advised to arrange for a more complete examination by a doctor or healthcare provider. If
reading or other vision concerns are noted, a parent may call to request an extra or repeat screening.

Other Screening Programs
When screeners are available, additional student screenings will be performed at the same time as the above
screening. Additional screenings may include lice, dental, height and weight, BMI ratios, and, in some cases,
blood pressure screening. Parents may decline any of these screenings by sending a written note to the
Health Office before the scheduled fall screening. Screening results are sent home in folders, given out with
report cards, or mailed.
Please note that the Health Office sponsors an on-site, dental program for lower elementary students. This is
done several times during the calendar year. The program is designed to provide simple dental care.
Information is sent home with each child explaining the details should you want to participate.
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Excused from Gym and Physical Activity
The physical education program and recess activities have many educational, healthful and social
values. Therefore, we recommend that all students participate in the regular physical education program
and recess activities unless there are sufficient medical reasons why a child cannot safely participate in
these programs. A current written doctor’s note MUST be on file for a student to be allowed ‘nonparticipation’.

Bathroom Passes and Snacks for Medical Conditions
If your student has a medical situation requiring a bathroom, extra fluids, or snacks, please provide the Health
Office with a written note from your doctor.

Colorado Mandatory Immunization Law
Immunizations are an important part of our children’s health care, and Colorado law requires that children
going to school be vaccinated to prevent vaccine-preventable disease. The information below is to let you
know which vaccines are required for school attendance and which vaccines are recommended for best
protection against vaccine-preventable disease (see chart).
As a parent, it is important to know that in addition to the vaccines required by the state of Colorado Board of
Health for school entry, there are vaccines that are recommended by the Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP). This is the immunization schedule that will best protect your child from even
more vaccine- preventable diseases.
Parents often have concerns or want more information about children’s immunizations and vaccine safety. A
resource developed for parents with frequently asked questions about the safety and importance of vaccines
can be located at: www.ImmunizeForGood.com . The Colorado Immunization Section’s website is located at:
www.ColoradoImmunizations.com .
Schools work hard to ensure compliance with the immunization laws. Your help in providing updated
immunization records at school registration and when your child receives additional vaccine(s) is greatly
appreciated. Please discuss your child’s vaccination needs with your child’s doctor or local public health
agency. (To find your local public health department’s contact information call the Family Health Line at 1303-692-2229 or 1-800-688-7777). Please bring your child’s updated immunization records to the school
each time your child receives an immunization.
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MINIMUM NUMBER OF DOSES REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATE OF
IMMUNIZATION
Kindergarten through Grade 12, 2016-17 Required for School Attendance
VACCINE

Number of
Doses

Grades K-12 (5-18 Years of Age)

Vaccines administered ≤ 4 days before the minimum age are valid

Pertussis
DTaP only licensed through
6 yrs of age.

Tetanus/Diphtheria DT
only licensed through 6
yrs of age.

Polio (IPV)
Measles/Mumps/Rubella
(MMR) Proposed for this
school year – 1 dose of
Rubella meets requirement.

5 to 6

3 to 5

3 to 4

2

Varicella (Chickenpox)
Documentation of disease
from a health care provider 1 or 2
(physician, RN or
PA) is required.
Hepatitis B
Students who have not
received 3 doses of Hep B
vaccine prior to 7/1/2009
must follow the minimum
intervals recommended
by
the
Advisory
Committee
on
Immunization Practices
(ACIP)

5 DTaP ( if dose 4 was administered on or after the 4th birthday, the requirement
is met). The final dose of DTaP must be administered no sooner than 4 years of
age. Tdap req. 6th through 12th grades.
5 DT ( if dose 4 was administered on or
after the 4th birthday, the requirement is met). If child is 7 yrs of age or older,
must have 3 appropriately spaced tetanus/diphtheria containing vaccines
(DTaP, DT, Td, Tdap) - 4 wks between dose 1 & 2 and 6 mos between dose 2
&
3
4 IPV ( if dose 3 was administered on or after the 4th birthday, requirement
met).
Final dose must be given no sooner than 4th
birthday.
The 1st dose cannot be administered more than 4 days before the 1 st birthday.
2 doses required for K thru 12th grades.
The 1st dose cannot be administered more than 4 days before the 1 st birthday. 2
doses are required for children entering
K through 7th grade. 1 dose is required for 8th through 12th grades.

The second dose must be administered at
least 4 weeks after the first dose. The third dose must be administered at least
16 weeks after the first dose and at least 8 weeks after the second dose. The final
dose is to be administered no sooner than 24 weeks (6 mos) of age. The 2-dose
series is acceptable for ages 11-15 years. 2 doses can only be accepted using the
approved vaccine for the 2-dose series with proper documentation (name of the
vaccine, dosage, dates, and interval).

3
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RECOMMENDED VACCINES FOR THE BEST PROTECTION AGAINST
VACCINE- PREVENTABLE DISEASE

VACCINE

Number of Doses

Influenza
(Flu)
Meningococcal
Meningitis
(MCV)
Human
Papillomavirus
(HPV)

Hepatitis
(Hep A)

Grades K-12 (5-18 Years of Age) Vaccines administered ≤ 4 days before the
minimum age are valid

1 to 2

2 doses initially if under 9 yrs of age with a minimum interval of 28 days
between doses, then 1 dose annually, thereafter. Recommended for
children 6 months of age and older.

1 to 2

Adolescents 11-18 years of age

3

Adolescents 11-18 years of age.

2

All children 1 year and older

A

Colorado state immunization requirements will be strictly enforced for all school children. Students who do
not meet the requirements listed below may be denied admission to school according to current Colorado
Revised Statutes. All students must submit a completed Certificate of Immunization or Exemption upon
enrollment.
Please be advised that:
The parent/guardian must provide one of the following to your student’s school in order to comply with the
law:
1.

Certificate of Immunization from a licensed physician or authorized representative of the
department of health or local health department certifying that your child has received minimum
immunizations as indicated above.

2.

Statement of Exemption to Immunization Law printed on the reverse side of the Colorado
Department of Health Certificate of Immunization:

a)
b)

Medical exemption signed by licensed physician stating that the student’s physical
condition is such that immunizations would endanger life or health; or
Religious exemption signed by parent or guardian or emancipated child that he/she
adheres to a religious belief whose teachings are opposed to immunizations; or
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c)

Policies

Personal exemption signed by parent or guardian or emancipated student that he/she
adheres to a personal belief opposed to immunizations.

Policies which address health related issues and pertinent forms are found in the back of this
handbook.

Colorado Mandatory Child Abuse Reporting Law
The Colorado Child Protection Act of 1987 is adhered to at The Pinnacle Charter School. For specific
information refer, ask to see the policy at the Front Desk.

Classroom Information and Policies
Parent Orientation Meetings:
Parents are expected to attend one of the Orientation Meetings for the school(s) their students attend to be held
during the first weeks of the Fall Semester.
During these meetings, the Pinnacle Agreement which outlines expectations for Parents, Students, and School
Personnel will be discussed.

Open House

Parents and students are expected to attend Open House: an opportunity to get an overview of the school year
from your child’s teacher(s).

Classroom Hours
Classes for K – 8th grade are from 8:20 a.m. to 3:20 p.m. Classes for high school are from 7:10 a.m. to 2:25
p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday and from 7:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on Thursday.

Field Trips
We encourage teachers to supplement and enhance your child’s learning experience with “hands on” experience
of field trips. The costs of all field trips include the rental fee for the buses and fees for the field trip itself. We
are required to pay for the field trips and bus rental before the trip. These fees are not refundable to us from the
vendors, and must be paid 30 days in advance. Therefore, we will no longer be able to grant any refunds for
any field trips if your child is unable to attend.
Students with failing grades and poor attendance may be excluded from field trips at the discretion of the
building administrator.
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Holiday Events and Observances
Holiday activities may be presented after school hours. Events will be scheduled in advance by filling out the
activities form available at the front office. All events must be pre-approved by the administration in writing.
Acknowledging holidays serves the academic goal of education about history, culture, and traditions within a
pluralistic society. As a public, non-religious, nonsectarian school, The Pinnacle must insist that concerts avoid
programs dominated by religious music, though some may be included.
Rooms, bulletin boards, and worksheets may be decorated with a holiday emphasis at the teacher’s discretion.
If a parent has concerns with this, he/she should discuss it with their student’s teacher. If a concern still exists,
he/she may contact the administration.

Parties
No outside food of any kind may be brought to school for classroom celebrations by parents, volunteers,
etc. Balloons, flowers, and other favors delivered to the school are not allowed and will not be accepted by the
Front Office.

Homework
Homework assignments are part of a student’s academic performance. You may usually expect 30-60 minutes
of homework nightly (or longer for special projects). If a problem arises due to excessive homework, please
contact the teacher to seek causes and remedies.
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Parents As Partners in Education
Parent Responsibilities
Parents, as well as the individual student, are considered responsible for the good behavior of their children;
therefore, it is essential that parents assist the school in promoting positive behavior. Parents shall cooperate
with all school policies, especially in the areas of dress, discipline, academics, and be respectful to all staff
members. Non-Compliant Parents will be banned from the campus. Please encourage students with their
academic endeavor, give help when necessary, and assist in drill assignments and oral reading.

Grievance Policy
The Board of Directors of The Pinnacle Charter School seek to provide the highest quality service to the public and
wishes to improve wherever service may be deficient. The Pinnacle is committed to promoting healthy communication
among students, parents, teachers, and administrators, and encourages Pinnacle community members to express any
concerns directly with the individual involved so that the school’s focus can be kept on student learning. In the interest of
promoting the efficient resolution of grievances, the procedures below set forth the process for resolving conflicts and
settling differences. This process is designed to support prompt and equitable resolution of disagreements at the lowest
possible faculty or administrative level.
● The Pinnacle trusts, values, and supports its employees and seeks to protect them against unwarranted and
unnecessary attacks. Therefore, all formal complaints by members of the public concerning school personnel
shall be in writing and bear the signature of the concerned party.
● Anyone who defames a Pinnacle employee and damages a person’s professional reputation, whether before
students or any third party, may be subject to legal action brought by the employee.
● The grievance process shall appropriately account for language barriers and provide accommodations to and equal
access for families where English is the second language.
1. Address Issue with Those Directly Involved. A member of the public with a concern or complaint must first try to
resolve the matter directly and informally with the individual(s) directly involved. A meeting should be scheduled where
the concerns can be expressed in private and in an environment conducive to resolution. Should a grievant bring a
concern directly to the attention of the School Level Principal without first attempting to address the issue at the lowest
level, the School Principal may re-direct the grievant to the appropriate level in the process.
2. Address Issue with School Principal. If the matter cannot be resolved informally at the initial level, the concerned
party should submit a written statement describing his/her concerns in a clear, specific and detailed manner and submit
it to the appropriate principal or the staff member’s supervisor.
The complaint shall be in writing and shall detail (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff member
involved (if applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the issue; (iv) the
conflict resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested resolution. Grievance
forms are available on the school website Board of Directors page.
The principal or supervisor shall investigate the facts, schedule a phone call or an in-person meeting in order to
address the situation, facilitate ongoing communication, and develop goals for resolution. The issue shall be resolved
within ten (10) school days from the receipt of the written statement unless the parties involved mutually agree to
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extend that period. After that time period, the principal or supervisor will supply the concerned party with a verbal or
written result of the resolution.
3. Appeal Decision with the Pinnacle Charter School Superintendent. If the issue has not been resolved to the
concerned party’s satisfaction, he or she may submit a written appeal within ten (10) school days of receipt of the written
response to the Superintendent.
The appeal shall be in writing and shall include (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff member
involved (if applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the issue; (iv) the
conflict resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested resolution. Grievance
Appeal forms are available on the school website Board of Directors page.
The Superintendent will hold a conference of all parties involved within ten (10) school days of receipt of the appeal. The
concerned party will receive a written response within ten (10) school days after the conference.
4. Appeal Decision with the Pinnacle Board of Directors. If the issue is still not resolved to the concerned party’s
satisfaction after completing steps 1, 2, or 3, the grievant may submit a written appeal within ten (10) school days of
receipt of the appeal decision to The Pinnacle Charter School Board of Directors.
The written grievance must detail (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff member involved (if
applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the issue; (iv) the conflict
resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested resolution.
Current contact information for the Board can be found on the School website, under the ‘Board of Directors’ page. The
Board has the discretion to accept or reject the Superintendent’s resolution of the issue. Within 10 days from receipt,
the Board President, or his/her designee, will review the written grievance and provide a written response to the
grievant either determining that the grievance warrants full review by the Board or declining to review the written
grievance. If the Board Chair, or his/her designee, determines that the grievance warrants full review by the Board,
the Board shall review the grievance at its next regularly-scheduled Board Meeting. A vote by a simple majority of
the Board members shall be required to come to a decision. A written decision will be issued to the grievant within
10 days of the meeting. If declining review, the Board’s written response to the grievant will explain the reasons for
the determination.
While any member of the public is always welcome to speak in an open board meeting, no grievance issue will be
addressed by the Board without the grievant having first followed these proper procedures. Issues of employee or
student privacy may be addressed in Executive Session, as is legally proper.
If the grievant is not satisfied with the School’s Board determination not to review the written grievance or the written
resolution reached by the School Board after reviewing the grievance, the grievant may submit its concerns in written
format to the Charter School Institute’s Executive Director within five business days from receiving the written
decision of the School Board. After review, the Charter School Institute’s Executive Director will publish his/her
conclusions in writing within 15 calendar days from receipt of the written concern. The decision of the School’s
Board will not be overturned unless there are compelling grounds that the School violated an applicable law,
regulation, policy, or contract provision. The Institute can be contacted at (303) 866-3299 or csi_info@csi.state.co.us.
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Formal Grievance - Procedures
Members of the public who wish to express a concern must follow the procedure listed below:
1.
Address Issue with Those Directly Involved. A member of the public with a concern or complaint
must first try to resolve the matter directly and informally with the individual(s) directly involved. A meeting
should be scheduled where the concerns can be expressed in private and in an environment conducive to
resolution. Should a grievant bring a concern directly to the attention of the School Level Principal without first
attempting to address the issue at the lowest level, the School Principal may re-direct the grievant to the
appropriate level in the process.
2. Address Issue with School Principal. If the matter cannot be resolved informally at the initial level, the
concerned party should submit a written statement describing his/her concerns in a clear, specific and detailed
manner and submit it to the appropriate principal or the staff member’s supervisor.
The complaint shall be in writing and shall detail (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff
member involved (if applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the
issue; (iv) the conflict resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested
resolution. Additional Grievance forms are available on the school website Board of Directors page.
The principal or supervisor shall investigate the facts, schedule a phone call or an in-person meeting in order to
address the situation, facilitate ongoing communication, and develop goals for resolution. The issue shall be
resolved within ten (10) school days from the receipt of the written statement unless the parties involved
mutually agree to extend that period. After that time period, the principal or supervisor will supply the
concerned party with a verbal or written result of the resolution.
3. Appeal Decision with the Pinnacle Charter School Superintendent. If the issue has not been resolved to
the concerned party’s satisfaction, he or she may submit a written appeal within ten (10) school days to the
Superintendent.
The appeal shall be in writing and shall include (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff
member involved (if applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the
issue; (iv) the conflict resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested
resolution. Grievance forms are available on the school website Board of Directors page.
The Superintendent will hold a conference of all parties involved within ten (10) school days of receipt of the
written appeal. The concerned party will receive a written response of the decision within ten (10) school days
after the conference.
4. Appeal Decision with the Pinnacle Board of Directors. If the issue is still not resolved to the concerned
party’s satisfaction after completing steps 1, 2, or 3, the grievant may submit a written appeal within ten (10)
school days of receipt of the appeal decision to The Pinnacle Charter School Board of Directors. The written
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grievance must detail (i) the date of the incident (if applicable); (ii) the School staff member involved (if
applicable); (iii) a description of the incident, decision, or practice that gave rise to the issue; (iv) the conflict
resolution strategies that have been attempted thus far; and (v) the grievant’s requested resolution. Grievance
forms are available on the school website Board of Directors page.
Current contact information for the Board can be found on the School website, under the ‘Board of Directors’
page. The Board has the discretion to accept or reject the Superintendent’s resolution of the issue. Within 10
days from receipt, the Board President, or his/her designee, will review the written grievance and provide a
written response to the grievant either determining that the grievance warrants full review by the Board or
declining to review the written grievance. If the Board Chair, or his/her designee, determines that the grievance
warrants full review by the Board, the Board shall review the grievance at its next regularly-scheduled Board
Meeting. A vote by a simple majority of the Board members shall be required to come to a decision. A written
decision will be issued to the grievant within 10 days of the meeting. If declining review, the Board’s written
response to the grievant will explain the reasons for the determination.
While any member of the public is always welcome to speak in an open board meeting, no grievance issue will
be addressed by the Board without the grievant having first followed these proper procedures. Issues of
employee or student privacy may be addressed in Executive Session, as is legally proper.
If the grievant is not satisfied with the School’s Board determination not to review the written grievance or the
written resolution reached by the School Board after reviewing the grievance, the grievant may submit its
concerns in written format to the Charter School Institute’s Executive Director within five business days from
receiving the written decision of the School Board. After review, the Charter School Institute’s Executive
Director will publish his/her conclusions in writing within 15 calendar days from receipt of the written concern.
The decision of the School’s Board will not be overturned unless there are compelling grounds that the School
violated an applicable law, regulation, policy, or contract provision. The Institute can be contacted at (303)
866-3299 or csi_info@csi.state.co.us.

Monthly Newsletter
Every month, the Family Communications Newsletter (FCN) will be sent to parents electronically to
communicate academic classroom information and school news. Parents can view classroom newsletters online
and other school news at the school website: www.pinnaclecharterschool.org.

Communications to Parents from Teachers and Progress Reports
Notes, newsletters, and communications to parents from the teacher are available online.
Progress report to parents:
Parents have access to the Pinnacle’s online Parent Portal where they can monitor student progress at any time.
Information about how to access the Parent Portal will be made available once the transition to the Infinite
Campus student information system has been completed.
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Parent-Teacher Conferences
Teachers are always available by appointment for parent conferencing. Teachers will contact parents to
schedule “teacher requested” conferences. Parent Teacher conferences are scheduled throughout the school
year. (see calendar)

Voting For Pinnacle Board Members
The Pinnacle School Board of Directors is composed of five (5) parent members and two (2) community
members who have vested in them the responsibility to set school policy and provide oversight of the school.
Self-nominations for parent members begin in Mid-August and continue through Mid-September. Board
elections are held prior to November 1. Parents are encouraged to run for the Board and vote for individuals
running for the Board.

School Advisory Council
The School Advisory Council is a working group of parents, teachers, community members, and school
administrators who meet monthly, and are elected annually following the schedule of School Board elections.
Members of this group are charged with providing recommendations to the School Board of Directors regarding
spending state, federal, and grant monies along with providing school budget recommendations. Further, the
group advises the school concerning the preparation and content of the school performance or improvement
plan or the priority improvement or turnaround plan if necessary and reviews progress on the plan quarterly.
Members of the School Advisory Council serve on this committee for two years.

Volunteer Work
The Pinnacle encourages and welcomes parent volunteers. Volunteering adds to your child’s educational
experience and demonstrates your commitment to your child’s education. We ask that under school age
children do not accompany parents while volunteering. Volunteers must be on the student’s list of contacts.
Contact your child’s teacher if you are interested in volunteering. Please see the Front Office for Volunteer
application packet.

Title I Parent Information
The Pinnacle Charter School is a partially funded with Federal Title grants. This funding provides opportunities
for educational programming that benefits all Pinnacle students.

Right to Know
As a parent of a student at The Pinnacle Charter School, you have the right to know the professional
qualifications of the classroom teacher who instructs your child. This is a requirement for all districts and
schools that receive Title I funds. Federal law allows you to request certain information about your student’s
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classroom teacher. The law also requires us to give you this information in a timely manner upon request. You
have the right to ask for the following information about your student’s classroom teachers:
● Whether the Colorado Department of Education (CDE) has licensed or endorsed your student’s teacher
for the grades and subjects taught.
● Whether CDE has decided that your student’s teacher can teach in a classroom without being licensed or
qualified under state regulations because of special circumstances.
● The teacher’s college major; whether the teacher has any advanced degrees, and, if so, the subject of the
degrees.
● Whether any teachers’ aides or similar para-educators provide services to your child and, if they do,
their qualifications.

Highly Qualified Teachers
The Pinnacle Charter School receives Title I federal funding under the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA). The law states that any school that receives funds for educationally disadvantaged students (Title I
funds) must inform parents if their child is assigned a teacher for four or more consecutive weeks who is not
considered “highly qualified” under No Child Left Behind (NCLB).
According to the ESEA law, a “highly qualified” teacher is one who:
● Has obtained a Bachelor’s degree or higher;
● Has obtained full State certification – in Colorado this means that the teacher has a valid, Colorado
teaching license; and
● Has demonstrated competency in the core academic subject area(s) that he/she teaches.
The core academic subjects are English; Reading or Language Arts; Mathematics; Science; Foreign Languages;
Social Studies (Civics, Government, Economics, History, Geography); and The Arts (Visual Arts, Drama,
Music).
The Pinnacle strives to always place teachers designated as highly qualified into classrooms. However, should
this not be possible, parents will be informed in writing.

Colorado Parent Information and Resource Center
The Colorado Parent Information and Resource Center (CPIRC), a program of the Clayton Early Learning
Institute provides parents with information and support for school and family partnerships in Colorado. The
center offers parents opportunities such as parent involvement in early childhood education, the State standards,
homework management, and becoming involved in a child’s classroom. CPIRC is located at 3805 Martin
Luther King Blvd, Denver, CO 80205.
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Charter School Institute Parent Involvement Policy
Parental Involvement in Education Policy
The Colorado General Assembly believes that the education of each student is a responsibility shared by the
school as well as parents. The Board recognizes the need for a constructive partnership between Institute
Schools and parents that provides for two-way communication and fosters educational support for students and
parents. In this policy, the word “parent also includes guardians and other members of a student’s family
involved in the student’s education.
In keeping with these beliefs, it is the intention of the Institute Board to cultivate and support active parental
involvement and to set and realize goals for parent-supported student learning.
To that end all Institute schools shall:
1. Consult with and encourage parents to share in school planning and in the setting of objectives through
participating in school accountability committees.
2. Help parents understand the educational process and their role in supporting student achievement.
3. Inform parents of school choices within the home district, including but not limited to, information on
open enrollment, choice programs and charter school options.
4. Provide opportunities for parents/guardians to be informed about their student’s progress toward
attaining proficiency on state and Institute content standard through written materials and public
meetings. Information shall explain how the student’s progress will be measured and how parents will
be informed of such progress. This information shall also be provided to the school and Institute
accountability committees.
5. Provide appropriate avenues for parent to find support in their role.
6. If a school must adopt an improvement, priority, or turnaround plan, districts must inform parents at
affected school(s) within 30 days and hold public hearing for parents to provide input.
The Board also recognizes the special importance of parental involvement to the success of its Title I,
Migrant Education Program (MEP), and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) programs and directs the
School Boards to ensure that the Schools jointly develop with parents written parent involvement policies
that meet the requirements of federal law.
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Parent and Family Engagement Policy
The Pinnacle Charter School Board of Directors believes the contributions of parents add value to the educational
program and student learning. The academic achievement of each student is a responsibility shared by the entire
school community including the school district, school, community members, school administration, staff, students,
and parents or guardians. It is important to reach out to, communicate with, and work with parents as equal partners.
The term parent, for purposes of this policy, is defined to include guardians and all members of a student’s family
involved in the student’s education.
In carrying out this policy, the school, to the extent practicable, shall provide opportunities for the informed
participation and engagement of parents and family members including those who have limited English proficiency,
those with disabilities, and those with migratory children.
The Pinnacle Charter School will:
● Involve parents in the planning, review, and improvement of the school’s parental involvement policy in an
organized, ongoing, and timely way.
● Consult and encourage parents to share in school planning and in setting of objectives through participating
in school accountability committees.
● Involve parents in the joint development of any school-wide program plan in an organized, ongoing, and
timely way.
● Inform parents of school choices within the Pinnacle’s geographic district, including information on open
enrollment, choice programs, and charter school options.
● Hold a public hearing within 30 days of implementing an Improvement, Priority Improvement or Turnaround
Plan in which parents at the school may provide input into the school improvement plan.
● Hold an annual meeting to inform parents of the school’s participation in Title I programs, and to explain
that these funds come with requirements, and that parents have a right to be involved.
● Provide parents information about Title I programs, a description and explanation of the school’s curriculum,
the forms of academic assessment used to measure a child’s progress, and the proficiency levels students are
expected to meet.
● The school will offer a flexible number of additional parental involvement meetings, at convenient times for
families, such as in the morning, or evening, so that as many parents as possible are able to attend. The
school will invite all parents of children participating in Title I programs (participating students) to meetings,
and will encourage them to attend.
● Ensure information is provided to parents of participating students in an understandable and uniform format,
including alternative formats upon the request of parents with disabilities, and, to the extent practicable, in a
language that parents can understand.
● On the request of parents, the school will provide opportunities for regular meetings for parents to
participate, as appropriate, in decisions about the education of their children. The school will respond to any
such suggestions as soon as practicably possible.
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● Provide each parent an individual student report about the performance of their child on the State assessment
in at least math, language arts, and reading which includes information on the level of achievement and
academic growth of the student, if applicable and available, on each of the state academic assessments
required.
● Provide each parent timely notice when their child has been assigned or has been taught for four (4) or more
consecutive weeks by a teacher who does not meet applicable state certification or licensure requirements at
the grade level and subject area in which the teacher has been assigned.
● Jointly develop with parents school-parent compacts which outlines how families, school, staff, and students
will share the responsibility for improved student academic achievement and develop a partnership to help
students achieve state standards. School-parent compacts will meet federal and state statutory guidelines. The
compact shall:
o Describe share responsibility.
o Describe parent-teacher communications.
o Build dual capacity for involvement.
o Submit any parent comments regarding the school-wide Title I program plan to the Charter School
Institute as the acting Local Education Agency.

If you have any questions regarding Title programming, please contact your school administrator.

Pinnacle Technology Acceptable Use Policy
Philosophy
It is intent of The Pinnacle Charter School to provide Internet and technology resources to its staff and students
to assist in education, curriculum planning and classroom enhancement.
Use of technology resources demands personal responsibility and an understanding of the Pinnacle's Acceptable
Use Policies. Use of the technology and the Internet is a privilege, not a right, and therefore entails
responsibility. General rules for behavior and communications apply when using the technology. Failure to
follow the Pinnacle's Acceptable Use Policies will result in the loss of the privilege to use these educational
tools and restitution for costs associated with damages, and may result in school disciplinary action (including
suspension, expulsion, and dismissal) and/or legal action.
The Pinnacle's network administrators may review files and monitor communications and device use to
maintain system integrity and to ensure that users are using the system appropriately and responsibly. Staff and
students shall have no expectation of privacy in any information stored on the Pinnacle's servers, or in
their use of school technologic devices. The Pinnacle reserves the right to monitor, inspect, copy, review and
store (at any time and without prior notice) all usage of Pinnacle computers, mobile devices, and computer
systems and software, including all Internet and electronic communications access and transmission/receipt or
materials and information.
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Staff, students and their parents/legal guardians shall be required to complete and sign The Pinnacle's
"Acceptable Use Policy" prior to being permitted to access the Internet at school. The completed and signed
AUPs shall be kept on file with the school.
Website Acceptable Use Policy
Appropriate use of technology resources is the responsibility of all individuals involved in the educational
process. The Internet is an educational tool that can greatly benefit instruction and learning through interactive
lessons, research, collaborative learning, and the exchange of ideas and information.
The Pinnacle Charter School promotes compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) and all
activities must meet the requirements and restrictions of resources approved by the instructors for legitimate
scientific and educational purposes.
It is the policy of the Pinnacle Charter School that any use of the Internet that adversely affects its operation in
pursuit of teaching and learning or jeopardizes its use or performance for other community members is strictly
prohibited.
Students and staff who use online resources are expected to do so in accordance with the following rules:
● Use the online resources only for school-related, educational activities.
● Be polite and use appropriate language.
- Students/staff may not engage in the use of profanity, obscenities, or sexually explicit material.
- Students/staff may not use expressions of bigotry, racism, and/or hate.
- Students/staff may not intimidate, bully, harass, or embarrass.
CYBER-BULLYING WILL NOT BE TOLERATED. Incidents of Cyber-bullying will be reported
to the police.
● Use resources and course materials appropriately.
- Students/staff may not engage in acts of vandalism (malicious attempts to harm or destroy
others’ files, material, software, or equipment).
- Students/staff may not use course software or network resources to display or convey personal,
political, or commercial messages.
- Students/staff must retain privacy of individual passwords.
- Staff should not use email or Pinnacle technical resources for personal use.
● Maintain individual anonymity and privacy.
- Staff must comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), and must
protect student privacy.
- Students/staff may not reveal personal addresses, phone numbers, social networking identities, or
other personal information.
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Internet Use
The following activities are NOT permitted on The Pinnacle Charter School electronic resources:
● Accessing, uploading, downloading, transmitting or displaying or distributing obscene or sexually
explicit material; transmitting obscene, abusive, sexually explicit language; violence, terrorist activities,
or racial epithets. Violation of The Pinnacle Charter School’s anti-harassment and anti-discrimination
policies is strictly prohibited.
● Engaging in personal attacks including discriminatory, prejudicial, harassing, slanderous, or libelous
comments. (Cyber Bullying)
● Damaging technical devices, computer systems or computer networks; vandalizing, damaging or
disabling the property of another person or organization; debilitating or disabling computers, systems or
networks through the intentional mis- or overuse of electronic distribution or storage space, e.g.
downloading audio or video files not used in the classroom, or the spreading of computer "viruses"
through the inappropriate use of files or diskettes.
● Violating copyright, or otherwise using another person's intellectual property without his or her prior
approval or proper citation; using another person's passwords; trespassing in another person's folders,
work or files.
● Criminal acts such as arranging the sale, production or trade of alcohol, drugs, weapons or other
controlled substances; engaging in criminal or gang activity; threatening the safety of others or theft of
records or information.
● Using the school’s computers, iPad/ChromeBooks, Internet, or email for personal reasons, e.g. banking,
chatting with friends, online auctions, job searches, personal email, and other instances as determined by
the school on a case-by-case basis.
● Using the school’s computers or network for private commercial or for-profit purposes, product
advertisement or political lobbying.
● Wasting district resources. This includes wasting network bandwidth by streaming music or video for
non-educational purposes and/or storing personal, redundant, or out of date materials on district
computers and servers.
● Accessing hacker-related sites or use of hacking tools or utilities.
● Attempting to circumvent Internet content filtering. Disabling the filter for student use is prohibited as
per federal law. (CIPA)
● Running executable or programs from USB Devices.
● Violating local, state or federal statute.
Technical Device Use
The Pinnacle Charter School provides computers, iPad/ChromeBooks and other devices for staff and student
use. While staff and students use these computers and devices on a daily basis it must be remembered that these
computers, iPad/ChromeBooks and devices are the property of The Pinnacle Charter School and must be used
appropriately. Inappropriate use of The Pinnacle Charter School’s electronic resources includes, but is not
limited to:
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● Using school computers and electronic devices for storage of personal documents, e.g. bank statements,
personal photos, resumes, etc.
● The installation of personal software, as this can lead to licensing issues.
● Use of CD burners to copy MP3s or software. If you need copies, ask the IT Department to make copies
for you.
● Screensavers or wallpaper downloaded from the Internet or a CD.
● Use of telnet or any instant messenger service at any time.
● Use of email that is not directly related to education.
● Use of chat, instant messaging or posting to non-school related message board programs at any time.
● Deliberate attempts to disrupt the technology system performance or destroy data by any means.
● Attempts to gain unauthorized access to any outside system through The Pinnacle Charter School’s
system.
● Logging into any other account or accessing any other account for the purpose of deleting or browsing
files.
● Having hidden or password protected files.
● Streaming music or video for non-educational purposes.
● Students’ agreement to meet in person with someone they have met online.
● Students’ failure to promptly disclose to their teacher any message they receive that contains
inappropriate content or makes them feel uncomfortable.
Software
As restricted users, students DO NOT have permission to load and install software. Students will not download
programs or other large files without the permission of the IT Department or other administrator.
If staff members would like to use non-approved freeware and shareware available on the Internet, please
contact the IT Department for testing and approval before downloading or installing. The IT Department will
then install it for you.
Website Access
The Pinnacle Charter School uses hardware to monitor and restrict Internet access. If you need access to a site,
submit an IT request. The IT Department and will review your request and will notify you of a decision. All
decisions are final.
Security Practices
● Keep passwords absolutely secret. This ensures each user that no one else can access his/her computer
and network resources by using his/her password.
● Network accounts are to be used only by the authorized owner of the account for the authorized purpose.
Do not let someone else work on your computer while you are logged in.
● Log off computers when leaving workstation. When a user logs off the system, all of the user’s open
files are closed. Windows remains running, so that another user can log on.
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● It is your responsibility to ensure that your password is kept secret. There will be no excuses for
someone else using your password. If a password has been misused and the IT Department has not
been contacted, you will be held responsible for any misuse.
● If you feel that your password has been compromised, contact the IT Department. This will limit your
liability.
Plagiarism and Copyright
● Staff and students will not plagiarize works found on the Internet. Plagiarism is the taking of ideas or
words from others and presenting them as if they were original to yourself.
● Staff and students will respect the right of copyright owners. Copyright infringement occurs when an
individual reproduces a work that is protected by copyright without permission from the copyright
holder. This includes downloading copies of songs, movies, or other media, whether from websites or
peer-to-peer networks without the permission of the copyright holder.
● Staff and students will not use or duplicate software unless it is in accordance with the appropriate
license agreement.
● Students will cite works in an appropriate format.
Disclaimers
The Pinnacle Charter School makes no warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied, for the provided
access. The Pinnacle Charter School and its staff are not responsible for any damages incurred, including, but
not limited to, loss of data resulting from delays or interruption of service; the loss of data stored on The
Pinnacle Charter School resources, personal property used to access The Pinnacle Charter School resources; the
accuracy, nature, or quality of information stored on The Pinnacle Charter School resources or gathered through
corporation-provided access; unauthorized financial obligations incurred through The Pinnacle Charter School
provided access. All provisions of this agreement are subordinate to local, state and federal statute.
Consequences for Violation of the Acceptable Use Policy
Consequences for misuse of Pinnacle technology resources will be at the discretion of the Assistant Principal in
conjunction with IT and may involve administration or law enforcement. The following chart indicates the
consequences for specific technology infractions.
Infraction

Consequence

●

Working or playing on the
iPad/ChromeBook/ChromeBook while
standing in line or walking down the hall

Loss of the iPad/ChromeBook for the remainder of
the day (or if during the last hour of school, the
following day). All assigned work must still be
completed manually.

●

Attempting to bypass the filter and/or visit
inappropriate websites

Depending on severity of the infraction*,
iPad/ChromeBook will be confiscated for 1 to 30
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school days with referral to Dean for possible
suspension.
●

Taking inappropriate photos / videos

Loss of access to the camera on the
iPad/ChromeBook for the remainder of the year.

●

Playing on the iPad/ChromeBook or using
the iPad/ChromeBook for non-instructional
purposes during school

Loss of the iPad/ChromeBook for the remainder of
the day (or if during the last hour of school, the
following day). All assigned work must still be
completed manually.

●

Adding a passcode and then forgetting what
it is
Adding a restrictions passcode and then
forgetting what it is

A mandatory reinstall of software (when this occurs,
all personalized settings and documents will be lost).
iPad/ChromeBook will not be available for student
use for at least one full day. All assigned work must
still be completed manually.

●

Removing or defacing the
iPad/ChromeBook cover

iPad/ChromeBook confiscated by teacher for one day.
All assigned work must still be completed manually.
If cover needs replacing, student will be responsible
for replacement costs.

●

Failing to bring the iPad/ChromeBook to
school
Failing to bring the iPad/ChromeBook to
school fully charged

All assigned work must still be completed manually.
This may have a negative impact on student grade.
Student report card will reflect lack of responsibility.

●

Losing or damaging the iPad/ChromeBook
or any iPad/ChromeBook accessories

Per iPad/ChromeBook Agreement, students are
responsible for repair and/or replacement costs.

●

Repeated infractions (more than three minor
infractions)

iPad/ChromeBook will be confiscated and parents and
students will be required to attend a meeting to revisit
iPad/ChromeBook expectations.

●

●

* Major infractions include (but are not limited to): searching for or storing sexually explicit material; engaging
in personal threats or attacks including discriminatory, prejudicial, harassing, slanderous, or libelous comments
(cyberbullying); malicious attempts to harm hardware, software, or systems.
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Important Policies and Statutes
Public Challenges
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 It shall be the policy of The Pinnacle, to allow parents/guardians/patrons/school personnel/students to challenge the
use of any materials, methods, curriculum, activities or presentations in accordance with procedures established for
implementation of the policy.
2.0 In keeping with the intent of this policy, please follow the Grievance policy.

Child Abuse Reporting
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The Pinnacle has established procedures for reporting suspected abuse to the specified social service agency and/or
law enforcement agency in compliance with the provisions of the “Child Protection Act of 1987”. In addition, The
Pinnacle will implement periodic in-service programs for all school personnel about the recognition and reporting of
suspected child abuse or neglect, and other related issues as provided by law.
2.0 The confidentiality of reports of suspected child abuse or neglect shall be preserved in accordance with statute.

Controversial Issues
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 It shall be the policy of The Pinnacle to permit, when deemed appropriate, the inclusion of issues of a controversial
nature with the schools instructional goals, objectives, and curriculum, subject to regulations and standards imposed by
law, and the orderly operation of the schools.
2.0 A controversial issue is herein defined as any issue which has generated sufficient interest and discussion to have
provoked dissent and opposing points of view.
3.0 The Superintendent or designee is charged with the responsibility of establishing procedures for implementation of
this policy.
Administrative Procedure
In compliance with Pinnacle Policy, the following criteria shall be followed when implementing or dealing with
controversial issues.
1.0 School personnel and parents share the responsibility for identifying and responding to controversial issues. School
personnel shall develop procedures to:
1.1 Notify parents, in a timely manner, of anticipated curricula, materials, learning activities and instructional
strategies which could reasonably be considered controversial; and,
1.2 Provide opportunities for parents to request and receive additional information as is reasonably necessary to
comprehend the curriculum, learning materials, learning activities, and/or instructional strategies.
1.3 School personnel shall notify parents/guardians by mail when students will be involved in a school-approved
controversial health education course or topic prior to such involvement. Parents’/guardians’ have a right to exclude
their child from all or part of such instructions.
1.3.1 To assist parents/guardians in determining whether to request an exemption, each school shall give
parents/guardians so requesting, an opportunity to review the materials to be used and participate in a conference
with the instructor and principal or designee.
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1.3.2 Parents/guardians shall direct requests for exemption to the school, in writing, and shall specify the
components of the curriculum from which the student is to be excused.
1.3.3 Administrators shall maintain all requests for exemption in students’ files.
1.3.4 Students for whom parents/guardians have submitted a signed exemption request shall be provided with
appropriate alternative activities.
2.0 Controversial issues shall be reviewed and judged with reference to the context within which the specified activity
occurred. Controversial issues shall be related to the curriculum being taught and be appropriate to the grade level,
maturity and intellectual capacity of the students.
2.1 Surveys designed to determine student perceptions of themselves as learners must:
2.1.1 Be age appropriate, relevant to the curriculum being taught, and have a clear educational purpose;
2.1.2 Be shared with parents; and be administered only as set forth in Pinnacle policy if intended to reveal
information concerning the student or the student’s parents or legal guardians:
(1) Political affiliations or beliefs;
(II) Mental and psychological conditions potentially embarrassing to the student or the student’s family;
(III) Sexual behavior and attitudes;
(IV) Illegal, anti-social, self-incriminating or demeaning behavior;
(V) Critical appraisals of individuals with whom a student has close family relationships;
(VI) Legally recognized privileged or analogous relationships, such as those with lawyers, physicians, and
members of the clergy;
(VII) Religious practices, affiliations, or beliefs of the student or student’s parent; or
(VIII) Income, except as required by law. This provision applies whether or not the name of the student or
his/her parent/guardian will be connected to the information.
2.2 Teachers shall refrain from demonstrating practices, or directing students to demonstrate practices, which have
significant religious or spiritual components.
2.3 Sensitivity to practices and beliefs of other cultures shall be manifested in instructional methods and academic
content.
2.4 This Policy shall not be construed to prevent teachers from teaching about the many religious, ethnic, and cultural
groups and their contributions to our American heritage.
3.0 An educational climate shall be established which is conducive to rational thought, free inquiry, and reflect respect for
the dignity of the individual.
4.0 Students shall be taught how to study issues and shall be provided the opportunity to identify, express, and defend
their opinions without penalty, or fear of reprisal or ridicule.
5.0 Adequate instructional resources shall be provided in order to promote fair representation of a variety of views on all
issues presented.
6.0 Staff members shall consult with the principal or designee concerning the nature of a known controversial issue that is
to be presented. Staff members shall also inform the principal of all controversial issues that arise unexpectedly which
cause or are likely to cause concern among students and/or parents.
7.0 Administrators are responsible for seeking guidance from legal sources whenever the presentation of a controversial
issue may be illegal or threatens the orderly operation of the school.
8.0 Whenever possible, appropriate learning alternatives, equivalent in value/quality to those which parents object, shall
be provided in a non-stigmatizing manner when a student’s parent/guardian determines that the student should not be
exposed to the assigned materials, methods, curriculum, activities or presentations. This provision shall not be invoked so
as to fundamentally alter school curriculum.
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Homeless Students
Pinnacle Policy

1.0 It is The Pinnacle’s intent to remove barriers to the enrollment and retention of homeless students in school in
accordance with state and federal law. The Pinnacle shall take reasonable steps to ensure that homeless students are not
segregated or stigmatized and that decisions are made in the best interests of the student.
1.1 The term “homeless children” is defined in federal law as individuals who lack a fixed, regular and adequate
nighttime residence; including:
1.1.1 Children and youths who are sharing the housing of other persons due to loss of housing, economic
hardship, or a similar reason; are living in motels, hotels, trailer parks, or camping grounds due to the lack of
alternative adequate accommodations; are living in emergency or transitional shelters; are abandoned in hospitals;
or are awaiting foster care placement;
1.1.2 Children and youths who have a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private place not designed
for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human beings;
1.1.3 Children and youths who are living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard housing,
bus or train stations, or similar settings; and
1.1.4 Migratory children who are living in circumstances described above.
1.2 School-based personnel will work cooperatively with the liaison and/or agents, including participation in meetings
and training sessions, as appropriate, to facilitate on-going, pro-active and accurate identification of homeless
students/families.
1.3 Policies/procedures which would conflict with The Pinnacle’s legal obligation to homeless students are hereby
waived. Such policies include, but may not be limited to, Student Immunizations; and Age Requirement.
2.0 Each homeless student shall be provided services for which the student is eligible comparable to services provided to
other students in the school, regardless of residency, including transportation services, education services, vocational and
technical education programs, gifted and talented programs, and school nutrition programs.
2.1 Homeless students shall be provided access to education and other services necessary to ensure that they have
equal opportunity to meet the same student performance standards to which all students are held. All educational
decisions shall be made in the best interests of the student.
2.2 Decisions on enrollment and transportation for homeless students shall be made in accordance with other Pinnacle
policies.
Administrative Procedure
1.0 The grade level Principal will:
1.1 Identify homeless children and facilitate each homeless child’s access to and success in school
1.2 Mediate disputes concerning school enrollment;
1.3 Assist in making transportation arrangements;
1.4 Assist in requesting the student’s records, provide information, and give referrals on services and opportunities; and
1.5 Assist any homeless child who is not in the custody of a parent or guardian with enrollment decisions.
1.6 In addition, the Superintendent shall report the number of homeless students enrolled in the school to the Colorado
Department of Education by October 1 of each year.
1.7 In carrying out these functions, the Principal may designate, hire, or contract with another person or entity to
provide services.
2.0 Enrollment shall be immediate even if the student lacks records routinely required prior to enrollment. The school
shall make arrangements to obtain any necessary records and to have the student receive any necessary immunizations.
When feasible the school shall seek immunization through no- or low-cost health care providers. If an expense is incurred,
the school shall seek reimbursement through Medicaid if possible.
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3.0 Transportation. Subsequent to a determination that the student shall attend The Pinnacle, a request for transportation
may be made by the student, or by the student’s custodial parent/guardian.

Law Enforcement [Partners]
The Pinnacle works cooperatively with the Federal Heights or Thornton Police departments. The Pinnacle has access to a
law enforcement officer known as a “School Resource Officer” (S.R.O.). Maintaining campus safety and an orderly
environment conducive to learning is of the utmost priority at The Pinnacle. In addition to working with Pinnacle safety
support staff, school administrators are directed to notify proper law enforcement representatives in all school-related
situations which may involve criminal violations.

No Child Left Behind
Under Public Law 107-110 (No Child Left Behind Act, 2001), parents must be informed of their right to know the
qualifications of their child’s teacher(s). This notification serves as one measure of The Pinnacle’s compliance with its
responsibilities under that act. Parents are invited to contact their grade level principal for further information.

Non Discrimination/Harassment
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The Pinnacle Charter School is committed to a policy of nondiscrimination/ harassment in relation to race or color,
sex, religion or creed, national origin, marital status, sexual orientation and disability. Pinnacle policies, programs and
activities should foster a climate of inclusiveness in which all individuals have the opportunity to participate, to be heard,
and to be acknowledged for their dignity and worth and for their unique role in the pluralistic nature of our society.
Students and staff who feel safe and welcome are more likely to perform more effectively.
2.0 Publication of Policy - The Superintendent, or his designee, shall notify students, parents of students, sources of
referral of applicants for employment, applicants for employment and employees, that The Pinnacle does not discriminate
in relation to race or color, sex, religion or creed, national origin, marital status, sexual orientation and disability in school
educational programs or activities, or in employment decisions.
3.0 General Information. The purpose of this nondiscrimination/harassment policy is to prevent conduct or
communication that is directed at a person’s particular characteristics as defined in paragraph 5.0, and that is likely to
substantially disrupt the educational environment or interfere with the rights of others.
Nothing in this policy shall be construed to prohibit discipline of a student or staff member for conduct which, although it
does not rise to the level of harassment as defined here, otherwise violates one or more of The Pinnacle’s policies.
4.0 In keeping with these statements, the following shall be objectives of The Pinnacle:
4.1 To promote the rights and responsibilities of all individuals as set forth in the state and federal constitutions,
pertinent legislation and applicable judicial interpretations.
4.2 To focus on education about and publication of policies of nondiscrimination so that all Pinnacle personnel,
students and community members are in a position to promote and contribute to a positive climate of inclusiveness.
4.3 To carefully consider, in all decisions made which affect The Pinnacle, the potential benefits or adverse
consequences that those decisions might have on the human relations aspects of all segments of society.
4.4 To implement recruitment, compensation, fringe benefits, job classification, in-service, promotion, termination
and grievance procedures which promote the focus of inclusiveness and prevent discrimination in any area of
employment.
4.5 To encourage positive experiences in human values for children and adults who have differing personal and
family characteristics or who come from various socio-economic, racial and ethnic groups.
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5.0 Definitions – Any person found to be in violation of this policy is subject to discipline, including, but not limited to,
reprimand, probation, demotion, suspension, expulsion, termination, or cessation of business.
5.1 “Staff member” means all teachers, student teachers, Para educators, support staff, administrators, bus drivers,
custodians, nutrition services workers, coaches, contractors, and other agents of the school, whether employed by the
school or by a contractor or subcontractor of the school, or acting in a volunteer capacity.
5.2 “Harassment” includes, but is not limited to unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct based on a student’s
or staff member’s actual or perceived race, religion, creed, color, national origin, marital status, sex, sexual orientation
or disability which has the effect of substantially undermining or detracting from, or interfering with, the victim’s
educational or work performance or access to The Pinnacles resources and activities, or creating a hostile, offensive or
intimidating school environment. Such conduct can include, but is not limited to, derogatory remarks, jokes,
demeaning comments or behavior, slurs, mimicking, name calling, graffiti, innuendo, gestures, physical contact,
stalking, threatening, bullying, or the display or circulation of written materials or pictures when such conduct creates
a hostile, offensive or intimidating school environment or substantially undermines or detracts from, or interferes
with, the victim’s educational or work performance or access to The Pinnacles resources and activities.
5.3 “Racial harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed at a
person’s race or color, such as, racial slurs, taunts, or insults when the conduct creates a hostile, offensive or
intimidating school environment or substantially undermines and detracts from, or interferes with, the victim’s
educational or work performance or access to The Pinnacles resources and activities.
5.4 “Sexual harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and
other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:
5.4.1 Submission to that conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of a student’s
education, academic status or progress, or a staff member’s work environment or employment; or
5.4.2 Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a component of the basis for decisions
affecting that individual; or
5.4.3 The conduct has the effect of substantially undermining and detracting from, or interfering with, a student’s
or staff member’s educational or work performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and activities, or
creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment.
Sexual harassment can include, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, or physical conduct of a sexual nature,
such as sexual gossip or personal comments of a sexual nature, sexually suggestive language, sexual jokes,
comments or anecdotes, offensive touching, pinching or grabbing, or restraining someone’s movement when the
conduct creates a hostile, offensive or intimidating school environment or substantially undermines and detracts
from, or interferes with, the victim’s educational or job performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and
activities.
5.5 “Religious or creed harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct,
directed at the characteristics of a person’s religion or creed, such as religious slurs, taunts or insults when the conduct
creates a hostile, offensive or intimidating school environment or substantially undermines and detracts from, or
interferes with, the victim’s educational or job performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and activities.
5.6 “National origin harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct
directed at the characteristics of a person’s national origin, such as ethnic slurs, insults or taunts when the conduct
creates a hostile, offensive or intimidating school environment or substantially undermines and detracts from, or
interferes with, the victim’s educational or job performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and activities.
5.7 “Marital status harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct,
directed at the characteristics of a person’s marital status, such as taunts, insults or slurs regarding pregnancy or the
status of being an unwed mother or father when the conduct creates a hostile, offensive or intimidating school
environment or
5.8 “Sexual orientation harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct,
directed at the characteristics of a person’s sexual orientation, such as ridicule, taunts, insults or slurs when the
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conduct creates a hostile, offensive or intimidating school environment or substantially undermines and detracts from,
or interferes with, the victim’s educational or job performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and activities.
5.9 “Disability harassment” includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome verbal, written or physical conduct, directed
at the characteristics of a person’s disabling mental or physical condition, such as intimidation, ridicule or insults
based on manner of speech or movement, cognitive ability, receipt of educational services outside the general
education environment, or other manifestation of a person’s disability when the conduct creates a hostile, offensive or
intimidating school or substantially undermines and detracts from, or interferes with, the victim’s educational or job
performance or access to The Pinnacle’s resources and activities.
6.0 Reporting (student):
6.1 Any student who believes that s/he has been harassed by a person subject to this policy, or who witnesses conduct
that s/he believes might constitute harassment, shall report the conduct to a person designated under this policy as a
principal or designee, department head or designee, or to any other school employee. An employee who witnesses
conduct or who receives a report that s/he believes might constitute harassment under this policy shall report the
conduct to a principal or designee, department head or designee. A complaint or report may be made either orally or
in writing.
7.0 Reporting (staff members):
Procedures for staff members to report alleged violations of this policy are included in The Pinnacle Charter School
Employee Handbook.
8.0 Consequences:
8.1 The Superintendent or shall take appropriate action, beginning with initiation of an investigation. Consequences
may include, but is not limited to, disciplinary action where warranted, in all cases where the investigating official
concludes that this policy has been violated. Any person who is determined to have violated this policy may be
subject to consequences including but not limited to, warning, exclusion, suspension, expulsion, transfer, remediation,
termination or discharge. Action taken for violation of this policy shall be consistent with the requirements of any
applicable state and federal law, and Pinnacle policy. Depending on age and circumstances, educational interventions,
rather than, or in addition to, discipline shall be appropriate.
8.2 The Pinnacle will provide interventions for the victim (e.g. counseling, etc.) as appropriate.
9.0 Engaging in Retaliation or Making a False Report:
9.1 It shall be a violation of this policy for any person to retaliate against a person who alleges harassment or who
testifies, assists or participates in an investigation, proceeding or hearing relating to harassment allegations. Violation
of this anti-retaliation provision may exist regardless of whether the underlying complaint of harassment is
substantiated.
9.2 Retaliation may take the form of intimidation, reprisal or harassment, and shall be subject to the reporting,
investigation, and enforcement procedures set forth in this policy.
9.3 Any person who knowingly makes a false report of harassment shall be subject to disciplinary action in accord
with Pinnacle Policies.
10.0 Mandatory Response to Report:
10.1 Any staff member who witnesses conduct, or otherwise has reasonable cause to believe that conduct which,
either as a single incident or if continued or repeated, could constitute harassment, has the duty to take action,
including reporting to the Superintendent, a principal or designee, or department head or designee to stop the conduct.
Administrators have the duty to take those actions reasonable and necessary to prevent the conduct in the future.
When a student reports such conduct to a staff member, the person to whom the conduct is reported shall refer the
report to a building administrator or other individual for informal or formal resolution in accord with the procedures
related to this policy.
10.2 In the event the staff member is unable to take appropriate and prompt action after witnessing or receiving a
complaint about conduct that could constitute harassment, the staff member must report the incident or complaint to a
building administrator as soon as possible after witnessing or receiving the complaint.
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Administrative Procedure
(Compliance with Title VI, Title VII, Title IX, Section 504, and Americans with
Disabilities Act)
The Pinnacle shall implement the following procedures in compliance with Title VI, Title VII, Title IX, Section 504, and
The Americans with Disabilities Act:
1.0 Designation of Responsible Employee –The Superintendent or designee will be responsible for coordinating,
monitoring and documenting school compliance with Nondiscrimination/Harassment, Equal Employment Opportunity
policies, and with Title VI, Title VII, Title IX, Section 504, Americans with Disabilities Act, and administrative
regulations there under.
1.1 The Superintendent or his designee shall serve as the schools nondiscrimination/harassment policy compliance
person, shall formulate procedures for carrying out The Pinnacle’s policies of harassment / nondiscrimination in
school programs, activities, and employment practices, and shall be responsible for continuing surveillance of these
matters with regard to compliance with federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to nondiscrimination.
1.2 All students and staff members of The Pinnacle shall be notified of the title, address, and telephone number of the
nondiscrimination/harassment policy compliance officer*. Notification shall be by posting and/or other means
sufficient to advise all students and employees.
1.3 For staff members, The Pinnacle’s Business Office (Human Resources) Administrator may also receive
complaints under this procedure.
1.4 If one of the designated principal or designee, department head or designee is the person alleged to be engaged in
the conduct complained of, the complaint shall be filed with The Pinnacle Board of Directors, Business Office
(Human Resources) or other principal or designee, department head or designee.

Obtaining Offender Information
(Notification of Sex Offenders)
Sexual Offender Information – Colorado Revised Statute 16-22-110(6) instructs school districts to notify parents of their
right to request information concerning registered sex offenders in their community. More information on accessing such
information may be obtained online at either of the following:
http://dcj.state.co.us/odvsom/Sex_Offender/SO_Pdfs/schoolresourceguideregistration.pdf
http://www.cde.state.co.us/cdeprevention/download/pdf/School_Sex_Offender_Guide.pdf

Political and Campaign Matters
Pinnacle Policy

1.0 The Pinnacle Board of Directors has a responsibility to ensure that Pinnacle resources are dedicated to the support of
educational programs and activities. It is the Board’s obligation to take all reasonable steps to preserve an environment
which is conducive to learning. The Board’s policy on Political and Campaign Matters is focused on those goals.
Administrative Procedure
1.0 Use of Facilities - Use of Pinnacle facilities for political and campaign purposes (other than in connection with student
activities) shall be governed by Policy/Procedure Community Use of School Facilities.
2.0 Political Signage - There shall be no political and/or campaign signs on or in the facilities or on the grounds of The
Pinnacle.
3.0 Use of Equipment - The school shall prohibit the use of school letterhead, printing and copying equipment,
telephones, bulk mailing permit, or other Pinnacle equipment or resources; or staff time to urge voters to vote in favor of
or against any ballot issue or candidate.
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4.0 Use of Bulletin Boards - The Pinnacle shall prohibit placement of political material on school bulletin boards except to
the extent such a bulletin board is generally available for public use.
5.0 Use of Pinnacle Forum
5.1 The Pinnacle may not use its meetings or publications for the purpose of influencing an election.
5.2 The Pinnacle must present both sides of issues; all candidates must have the opportunity for equal time. The
Pinnacle’s method of communicating an invitation, access given to Pinnacle facilities, and the opportunity to present
information and positions must be substantially the same for all candidates.
5.3 As citizens, candidates may participate in school meetings to the same extent members of the public are allowed
to participate in such meetings.
6.0 Distribution of Political and Campaign Literature
6.1 The Pinnacle prohibits distribution of political and campaign literature on school grounds during the school day.
6.1.1 The Superintendent may designate a temporary table or location at which candidates may leave campaign
materials during a public after-school event while the event is in session. It is the responsibility of each candidate
or committee to remove campaign material immediately after the event; campaign materials remaining after the
event will be discarded.
6.2 Information regarding candidates may not be sent home via students, nor included in school newsletters.
6.3 If a ballot issue is of “official concern” to The Pinnacle, the school may make expenditures to publish newsletters,
flyers, and other materials which present a balanced, factual summary of a ballot question. The summary must include
statements in support of and against the issue, may not be slanted in favor of either position, and may not include a
conclusion or opinion in favor of or against the issue. An issue of official concern is one unique to The Pinnacle, such
as bond issue. It does not include statewide issues.
6.4 If the board adopts a resolution concerning a ballot issue, the board may report this resolution through established,
customary means. A special flyer reporting the board resolution or a paid advertisement is inappropriate.
7.0 Use of Employee Mail Boxes - The Pinnacle shall prohibit use of the employee mail system, staff lounges, or offices
for the purpose of distributing political or campaign information.
8.0 Communication of Political and Campaign Matters Policy - This policy shall be included in the Individual Rights and
Responsibilities booklet distributed at the beginning of the school year, and additional communication through Pinnacle at
the beginning of any year in which a significant federal, state, or local election will be held.

Section 504 (Rehabilitation Act of 1973)
1. Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act is a nondiscrimination statute barring discrimination on the basis of one’s

disability.
2. It is the policy of The Pinnacle Charter School not to discriminate on the basis of disability in its educational programs,
activities or employment policies as required by the Act.
3. The Act requires The Pinnacle Charter School to locate, evaluate and determine if the student is a qualified individual
requiring accommodation necessary to provide access to educational programs.
4. Parents are entitled to have the opportunity to review relevant educational records under the Family Education Rights
and Privacy Act (FERPA).
5. Parents or guardians disagreeing with the decisions reached by school personnel for accommodations necessary for
access to educational programming and/or facilities may request a hearing before an impartial hearing officer by notifying
the Superintendent.
6. Contact The Pinnacle Charter School Section 504 Coordinator at:
The Pinnacle Charter School. 1001 W. 84th Ave., Federal Heights, CO 80260
Ph: (303) 450-3985
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Special Education [Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004]
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 guarantees basic rights and provides the framework
for special education services at The Pinnacle. Every student between the ages of 3 and 21 with a disability is assured a
public education at no cost to the parent. The public education is to be appropriate to the needs of the student. In addition,
students with disabilities must be educated in the least restrictive environment. This means that they must be educated in
the most “normal” setting possible while still meeting their educational needs.

Staff Relations with Students
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The relationship between staff members and students should be one of cooperation, understanding, and mutual
respect. Staff members have a responsibility to provide an atmosphere conducive to learning and to motivate students to
perform to their capacity.
2.0 Staff members shall extend to students the same respect and courtesy which they as staff members have a right to
demand. Any staff member who violates Pinnacle policy regarding nondiscrimination, corporal punishment, sexual
harassment, use of profanity, or other policies which protect students’ rights to be free from intimidation, harassment, or
physical harm, by engaging in conduct that directly or indirectly causes intimidation, harassment, or physical harm to a
student, shall be subject to appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination.
3.0 Staff members as well as students and others are expected to report any incident of intimidation, bullying, harassment
or physical harm of students to a building administrator, or Superintendent.

Notification of Rights under the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
Directory Information Student Records
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords parents and students who are 18 years of age and older
(“eligible students”) certain rights with respect to the student’s education records. These rights include:
1. The right to inspect and review the student’s education records within 45 days of the day The Pinnacle Charter
School receives a request for access.
Parents or eligible students should submit to the grade level principal a written request that identifies the record(s)
they wish to inspect. The principal will make arrangements for access and notify the parent or eligible student of
the time and place where the records may be inspected. Alternate arrangements may be made upon request.
2. The right to request revision of the student’s education records that the parent or eligible student believes are
inaccurate, or misleading, or otherwise in violation of the student’s privacy under FERPA.
Parents or eligible students may ask The Pinnacle to change a record that they believe is inaccurate or misleading.
They should write the school administrator, clearly identify the part of the record they want changed, and specify
why it is inaccurate or misleading. If The Pinnacle decides not to change the record as requested by the parent or
eligible student, The Pinnacle will notify the parent or eligible student of the decision and advise them of their
right to a hearing regarding the request. Additional information regarding the hearing procedures will be provided
to the parent or eligible student when notified of the right to a hearing.
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3. The right to provide written consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information (PII) contained in the
students education records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.
One exception which permits disclosure without consent occurs when school administrators disclose to school
officials with legitimate educational interests.
A school official is a person employed by the school as an administrator, supervisor, teacher, or support staff
member (including but not limited to, paraprofessionals, transportation personnel, health and law enforcement
unit personnel and before-and after school program personnel); a member of the Board of Directors; a person,
agency or company with whom the school has contracted, or otherwise arranged to perform a special task or
service; or, a parent or student serving on an official committee, such as a disciplinary or grievance committee, or
assisting another school official (as defined in this Notification of Rights) in performing his or her tasks. A school
official includes a volunteer, contractor, or consultant who, while not employed by the school, performs an
institutional service or function for which the school would otherwise use its own employees and who is under the
direct control of the school with respect to the use and maintenance of PII from education records, such as an
attorney, auditor, medical consultant, or therapist.
A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an education record in order
to fulfill his or her professional and/or official responsibility. A legitimate educational interest will also be found
where a staff member or authorized volunteer works directly with students and needs to review education records
to increase his/her awareness of steps necessary for the safety and welfare of students and staff members. This
provision applies whether or not the school official receives compensation.
Upon request, The Pinnacle discloses education records without consent to officials of another school or school
district in which a student seeks or intends to enroll, or is already enrolled if the disclosure is for purposes of the
student’s enrollment or transfer.
4. The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education concerning alleged failures by the school
to comply with the requirements of FERPA.
FERPA permits the disclosure of PII from students’ education records, without consent of the parent or eligible student, if
the disclosure meets certain conditions found in § 99.31 of the FERPA regulations. Except for disclosures to school
officials, disclosures related to some judicial orders or lawfully issued subpoenas, disclosures of directory information,
and disclosures to the parent/guardian or eligible student, FERPA regulations requires the school to record the disclosure.
Parents and eligible students have a right to review the disclosures. Information may be released by Pinnacle Charter
School to the following personnel and agencies (third parties) without written authorization from parents, legal guardians
and/or adult students:
1. To other school officials, including teachers, within the school whom Pinnacle has determined to have a
legitimate educational interest;
2. Officials of other schools, school systems, or institutions of postsecondary education in which the student intends
to enroll;
3. Authorized representatives of federal or state education agencies;
4. In connection with a student’s application for, or receipt of financial aid;
5. State and local officials or authorities to whom state law specifically says such information must be reported or
disclosed, including State agencies;
6. Organizations conducting studies for, or on behalf of, the school, in order to: (a) develop, validate, or administer
predictive tests; (b) administer student aid programs; or (c) improve instruction, if applicable requirements are
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met;
Accrediting organizations;
Parents of a student who is 18 years or older and who is defined as dependent for income tax purposes;
Under certain emergency situations, to protect the health or safety of students;
Information the school has designated “directory information;”
Agency caseworkers or other representative of a State or local child welfare agency or tribal organization who is
authorized to access a student’s case plan when such agency or organization is legally responsible for the care and
protection of the student in foster care placement;
12. Authorized representatives of the Food and Nutrition Service for purposes of conducting program monitoring,
evaluations, and performance measurements of programs authorized under the National School Lunch Act or
Child Nutrition Act; and
13. A recruiting officer for any branch of the U.S. armed forces who requests names, addresses and home telephone
numbers of secondary school students.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Parents and students, who have reached 18 years of age, may refuse to have any or all of these types of information
released without written consent. To indicate such refusal, parents/guardians or eligible students must submit a written
“opt out” request to the school principal by October 1 of the school year.
Federal regulations permit the disclosure, without prior parental consent, of certain types of information contained in an
education record of a student to third parties when such disclosure would not generally be considered harmful or an
invasion of privacy. Such information is designated “directory information.” The primary purpose of directory
information is to allow the Pinnacle Charter School to include information from your child’s education records in certain
school publications such as: a playbill showing your student’s role in a drama production, the annual yearbook, honor roll
or other recognition lists, graduation programs, and sports activity sheets such as for basketball or football.
Directory information may also be disclosed to outside organizations without a parent/guardian’s prior written consent.
Outside organizations include, but are not limited to, companies that manufacture class rings or publish yearbooks.
Directory information includes student’s name, parents’ names, address, telephone listing, electronic mail address,
photograph, student’s date and place of birth, major field of study, participation in officially recognized activities and
sports, weight and height of members of athletic teams, dates of attendance at The Pinnacle, degrees and awards received,
and most recent previous educational agency or institution attended. In addition, student ID number, user ID or other
unique personal identifier used to communicate in electronic systems or student ID number or other unique personal
identifier that is displayed on a student ID badge is designated directory information but only if the identifier cannot be
used to gain access to education records except when used in conjunction with one or more factors that authenticate the
user’s identity, such as a PIN, password, or other factor known or possessed only by the authorized user.

PCS Student Data Collection Policy Student Data Collection Policy
Student Data Collection Policy
Overview: Using Student Personally Identifiable Information (PII) effectively and responsibly is foundational to making
informed student educational decisions. Capturing accurate information is necessary for public, state, and federal
reporting. Data also needed to create accurate school and district performance reports. State and federal laws establish
baseline parameters for what is permissible when collecting and sharing student information. [LEP] uses additional
applicable state and federal guidelines and strict processes to protect the privacy of every student and to ensure the
confidentiality and security of all data Pinnacle Charter School collects.
1.
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2. Purpose: Pinnacle Charter School’s primary responsibility is to service the educational and administrative needs of
students as outlined in state and federal law. To provide necessary services, it is required that we collect, store, manage,
and process various pieces of student, teacher, and organizational data. All [LEP] data collections are governed by federal
and state statutes, laws, and rules. The purpose of this policy is to identify, categorize, and communicate the information
Pinnacle Charter School collects as part of its commitment to transparency and student services.
3. Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.
4. Policy :
A. COLLECTION CATEGORIES
The following categories of PII shall be collected as part of normal Pinnacle Charter School operations:




Student Demographics
o Name
o Birthdate
o Race/Ethnicity
o Gender
Enrollment
o State Assigned Student Identifier (SASID)
o School
o District
o Grade level
o Entry/Exit date/type
o Courses completed
o Course Educator ID



Federal and State Program Participation
o Title I
o Special Education/Gifted
o Free/Reduced lunch
o English Language Learner
o Migrant status



Early Childhood
o Enrollment start/end dates
o Early Childhood Assessments



Special Education (Federal IDEA and State)
o Disability/Gifted type(s)
o Services received
o Discipline incidents
o Parent contact information
o Individualized Education Program (IEP) Plans and Information
o English Language Learners (ELL)
o Primary language
o English language proficiency level



Migrant
o Certificate of Eligibility
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o

Services received



Colorado Measures of Academic Success (CMAS) including PARCC
o Scores/results
o Testing accommodations
o Student growth percentiles



Alternative/Special needs test results (program specifics)

Policy Note: Data collection requirements change from time to time based on new and revised laws. The list provided
here is not intended to be an exhaustive element or domain listing of Student PII collected and managed. Rather, it
provides a basis for the types of information managed through Pinnacle Charter School Specific information on data
collections should be directed to the Chief Business Officer at Pinnacle Charter School.
A. DATA SECURITY AND PROTECTIONS
Pinnacle Charter School shall use industry standard best practices to protect and safeguard Student PII. Controls employed
against various systems include but are not limited to:


User Access Control
o Identity Management (Authentication/Authorization)
o Role based access
o Strong passwords and controls
o Ninety (90) day password expiration
o Local access management
o Access logging/monitoring (device & location)
o Intrusion penetration/vulnerability testing
o Laptop/mobile device password locks
o Annual mandatory user security awareness training



At-Rest and In-Transit Data Encryption
o Multi-level database encryption
o Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)
o HTTPS and TLS Security



Physical security
o Controlled building and data center access
o Video surveillance
o Key Card Access



Student Identity Protections
o Suppression of small N-sizes for aggregated student data reports
o Blurring and various best-practice data de-identification techniques to protect student privacy

B. PII ACCESS AND RETENTION
Student PII shall be accessed, stored and retained according to applicable state and federal guidelines surrounding
educational records and archiving policy. Minimally, the following controls shall be in place:
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PII access is granted explicitly to the following personnel on a need to know basis:
o Authorized and authenticated Pinnacle Charter School education officials and information services
personnel
o Authorized and authenticated school and Charter School Institute personnel
o Contracted vendors with signed privacy obligations for specified applications and designated “School
Official” status
o Vendors designated as School Service Contract Providers or School Service On-Demand Providers in
accordance with Colorado’s Student Data Transparency and Security Act Retention is based on schedules
produced and recommended at the State and applicable Federal levels. At a minimum, all electronically
archived PII shall be:




Encrypted and rendered non-individually identifiable through data partitioning
Access is restricted and actively monitored

Please see the Pinnacle Charter School Data Retention Policy for more information on Pinnacle Charter School archiving
and retention.
5. Audit Controls and Management: On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for
this operational policy as part of the Pinnacle Charter School general management practices.
6. Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
7. Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.

Securing Sensitive Information Policy
Overview: Pinnacle Charter School has a responsibility to maintain high standards of security for all electronic
information under its control. Data that is stored on or accessed by Pinnacle Charter School assets must be secured
against intentional or unintentional loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability regardless of location.
Purpose: This policy protects Pinnacle Charter School information assets and helps ensure our ability to continue business
operations for Pinnacle Charter School.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff, users, and contractors who use information resources.
Policy
GENERAL
Computers, systems, and application must have an identified local Data Owner who is responsible for the data
and can act as a point of contact.
Devices shall be both managed and reviewed on an ongoing basis for appropriate security measures by
information technology support professional within the IT Department. These reviews shall include adherence
to baseline security requirements as well as additional strategies for protecting Pinnacle Charter School
information.
SECURING ASSETS
The following policies and procedures are to be implemented relating to securing sensitive assets:
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All devices shall have appropriately supervised professional technical support staffing sufficient to
maintain information security. Staffing levels should be appropriate to ensure the type of private
information for which they are responsible and the level of risk is adequately managed.



Devices shall be set up in accordance with applicable Pinnacle Charter School information security
guidelines and standards.



Security vulnerabilities are regularly found and publicized for software. Regular patching,
installation of newer versions, and other maintenance shall be performed to protect data. Automatic
settings or centralized updating of security patches is strongly recommended for most desktop and
server based hardware.



Access to private data shall be authenticated (e.g. by using a strong and complex password) with file
access privileges differentiated by user. Administrator or root level passwords should be
exceptionally strong. User accounts with fewer privileges should be used instead of root accounts
whenever possible. Periodic review of access privileges and account scavenging is required.



All external transmission across open networks shall require both the authentication data (e.g. user ID
and password) and the data itself to be encrypted with strong encryption.



Encryption of all data stored on laptop computers or other portable devices is required.



Use of portable flash media is expressly forbidden without prior approval from the Chief Business
Officer. Should portable flash media be used, data must be encrypted on the device.



Pinnacle Charter School computers shall have anti-virus software and/or malware filters installed and
updated daily (automatic updates recommended) excepting for devices expressly excluded by Chief
Business Officer authorization.



Physical access to computers shall be restricted to the degree possible when not in use. Devices must
be turned off when not in use. Laptops must be physically restrained using typical anchoring devices
and servers must be housed in an appropriate and secure physical facility.



Password protected screen saver programs should be used in all locations and should universally
locked. Timeouts shall be set at a minimum of twenty minutes on internal devices.



Host security log files must be configured and reviewed for anomalies. Logs must be of sufficient
size to provide useful information in case of a security event (at least 90 days of logs).



Servers storing sensitive information must be scanned regularly with vulnerability testing software so
that corrective actions can be taken should an exploit be found. Desktop vulnerability scans shall be
scanned regularly and sent to the IT Manager for review and mitigation if necessary.



Sensitive information in databases, logs, data files, backup media, etc. shall be stored securely by
means of encryption, masking, truncation, de-identification, or other means of blurring identifying
features.
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Periodic backup copies of software and data must be made, tested, and stored securely. The physical
security of the removable media must be maintained and plans made to allow recovery from
unexpected problems.



A secure deletion program or mechanism shall be used to erase data from hard disks and media prior
to transfer, surplus, or disposal of hardware. Permanent media (e.g., CD's, DVD’s, etc.) must be
physically destroyed.



Services available on computers or other devices shall be limited as much as possible. Procedures
shall exist for component services installed on workstations. Web server, ftp server, mail server, peer
to peer, and anonymous file sharing software can significantly raise the security risk to private data.



Workstation firewalls shall be instituted at the discretion of the IT Manager to further limit malicious
desktop intrusions.



Pinnacle Charter School provided education on data security practices shall be completed for both
new and existing employees. Employees working with sensitive information may require additional
training.

PROTECTING SENSITIVE DATA
One or more of the following additional actions should be used to further protect sensitive information
depending upon on the data sensitivity, classification, and requirements:


Limiting storage of private data to a hardened file server



Severely restricting the volume and duration of the information stored



Moving data to a dedicated computer holding no other applications or data



Limiting network access to a list of specific machines or devices (access control list)



Using a local non-routed IP address or network which prevents any access either to or from the
Internet



Separating sensitive information from other data and storing that information independently on nonnetworked devices

REVIEWS, AUDITS AND OVERSIGHT
Pinnacle Charter School shall conduct periodic reviews of information systems in their control that contain
sensitive information and adjust controls/procedures as appropriate. Each Pinnacle Charter School department
is required to document the activities they will conduct to review information systems activity. These
activities shall include:


Regular review of user permissions and roles for those who have been granted access to systems that
contain sensitive information to ensure that only those who need access have access to the systems
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Periodic review of Pinnacle Charter School and departmental policies and practices to ensure they
address emerging data security trends in the department



Document the completion of the periodic reviews described above



Periodic review of audit logs



Periodic review of user areas to ensure a clear desk for papers and removable storage media and a
clear screen at the end of a work day

IT Managers and Systems Administrators shall have the following responsibilities:


Establishing and publishing server criteria and role to be determined a critical server



Periodically reviewing critical servers based on established criteria



Performing and reviewing vulnerability scans of critical servers



Implementing intrusion detection systems and reviews



Performing and reviewing ad-hoc scans for security threats



Monitoring local data security compliance in their individual areas of responsibility

PERIMETER CONTROLS AND FIREWALLS
A software firewall, hardware firewall, or other network filtering (e.g. port or IP address filtering) technology
must be used to protect against Internet threats and to limit network access to devices storing sensitive
information.


Firewalls shall be installed at each internet connection and between any demilitarized zone (DMZ)
and the internal network



Firewalls shall be installed and active on mobile devices such as laptops and similar devices



Inbound Internet traffic shall be limited to IP addresses within the DMZ. Firewalls shall not allow
direct traffic between a public network and sensitive data



All exceptions to this policy shall be documented and authorized by the Chief Business Officer or
their designee

Firewall documentation shall include:


Services and ports allowed (inbound and outbound)



Business need for each service and port



Information security features to be implemented
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Date of last change



Exceptions and reasons for exceptions

ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION
The Chief Business Officer shall ensure policies and procedures govern the collection, use, processing,
storing, transmitting, and disclosing of sensitive information. The Chief Business Officer shall ensure:


Policies and procedures are clear, reasonable, and protect Pinnacle Charter School and individuals



Appropriate consent is obtained before collecting, using, and disclosing PII



Sensitive information is fairly collected and processed in reasonable, appropriate, and lawful ways



Requests for sensitive information are processed for limited purposes



Controls are adequate, relevant, and not excessive



Information is maintained no longer than necessary and in accordance with applicable federal and
state regulations, statutes and laws



Data requests are processed in accordance with student and employee rights in mind



Assets and information are transferred only to areas with adequate protection and all assets are
encrypted to protect unauthorized access



Transparency is provided to the public and to parents on the data that is collected, used and shared
within

Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of the
Pinnacle Charter School internal application development and release methodology. Various control and documentation
examples are provided throughout relevant Pinnacle Charter School operational policies.
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Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff and vendors managing and supporting
Pinnacle Charter School systems.

Outsourcing Policy

Overview: Pinnacle Charter School uses service and facility outsourcing as a means of reducing costs, accessing
specialist expertise, and providing greater focus on non-core functions. While this service offering provides great
benefit to Pinnacle Charter School and its customers, processes must be carefully managed to ensure service levels are
maintained and risks remain within acceptable levels.
Purpose: Outsourcing involves the use of a third party service provider in any number of operational functions to perform
ongoing activities (including agreements for a limited period), that would normally be undertaken by Pinnacle Charter
School personnel. This policy is designed to manage the risks associated with outsourcing agreements.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School management and staff involved in procuring outsourced services
across Pinnacle Charter School.
Policy
GENERAL
Management shall ensure all outsourcing arrangements do not diminish Pinnacle Charter School’s ability to
meet regulatory, contractual and/or compliance obligations. Procedures shall be identified to ensure that
outsource providers employ the same standard of care in performing services as would Pinnacle Charter
School employees.
RISK ASSESSMENTS
Material outsourcing contracts have the potential to significantly impact Pinnacle Charter School business
operations, customer service, and reputation. As such, management shall use the following indicators to
determine outsourcing materiality:


The level of importance of the service provided by the outsourcer



The potential Pinnacle Charter School impact should the outsourcer be unable to provide services



The potential impact of an outsourcer security breach



Outsourcer costs and related cost controls

Risks that should be evaluated and analyzed by Pinnacle Charter School management include:


Strategic Risk – Potential the outsourcing agent may conduct business in a manner inconsistent with
Pinnacle Charter School goals and objectives.
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Operational Risk – The potential that the service provider experiences a failure in business
operations and be unable to meet its contractual service levels or performance obligations.



Compliance/Regulatory Risk – The potential that service provider failure might cause Pinnacle
Charter School to face penalties related to privacy, security, and regulatory items.



Legal Risk – The potential that Pinnacle Charter School might be out of compliance with statute or
law should the service provider fail.



Termination Risk – The potential for impacts to Pinnacle Charter School should a termination of
services occur with the service provider.

Outsourcing to any third party service provider creates risks that must be identified and managed. However,
under no circumstances shall any supplier provide Pinnacle Charter School services outside the United States.
Outsourcing engagements using international locations are expressly forbidden in form and substance.
PROCEDURAL IMPLEMENTATION
For each outsourcing engagement, Pinnacle Charter School management shall consider and ensure the
following:


The ability of the service provider to comply with its obligations and meet the performance service
levels required by the Pinnacle Charter School



The compatibility of the Pinnacle Charter School system environment, delivery philosophy, and
implementation logistics with those of the service provider.



Multiple outsourcing arrangements that subject Pinnacle Charter School to potential exposure with
one particular service provider shall be avoided.



Outsourcing service provider staff are subjected to required or recommended background checks and
adhere to all component state laws, regulations, and statutes.



Appropriate disclosure and FERPA notifications, public transparency requirements, and
acknowledgements are adhered to when service providers are acting on systems with student
Personally Identifiable Information (PII).



Proper contractual agreements with the service provider as required by Pinnacle Charter School
policy, regulations, state, and federal laws.



The service provider adheres to all applicable state laws and regulations related to service delivery,
data privacy, and public notification/disclosure.



Outsourcing of any activity does not diminish Pinnacle Charter School obligations and those of
Pinnacle Charter School management who have the ultimate responsibility for the outsourced service.
Outsourcing a business process or function shall in no way interfere with the ability of a department
to effectively oversee and manage its activities. Pinnacle Charter School departments maintain full
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responsibility for the actions of the outsourcer and the confidentiality of information collected,
transmitted, stored, or processed by the third party service provider.


Management shall consider compliance, contractual, and legal requirements when qualifying,
evaluating, and selecting an outsourcer.

Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of
Pinnacle Charter School management practice. Examples of appropriate audit controls and evidence include:


Compliant state contracts with third party service providers



Established change management and agency governance practices



Day-to-day observational operational management processes, archival documentation of management practice,
and anecdotal evidence of compliance

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff responsible for contracting services and
outsourcing procurement.

Information Security Training Policy
Overview
A strong security program requires staff to be trained on security policies, procedures, and technical security controls. All
staff need to have the necessary skills to carry out their assigned duties. This policy promotes continuous employee
supports around data security and privacy education.
Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to ensure security awareness and training controls protect information systems and
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and ensure information availability, confidentiality, and integrity of data.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.
4. Policy
GENERAL
Pinnacle Charter School management is charged with ensuring all Pinnacle Charter School employees are
knowledgeable and following best practice protocols for managing data. As such, a high priority is given to
effective security awareness and training throughout the organization. This includes implementing a viable
information security program comprised of a strong awareness and training component. The Chief Business
Officer is ultimately responsible for the security of data and assets of Pinnacle Charter School. The IT
Manager in cooperation with senior Pinnacle Charter School management shall ensure that a consistent,
school wide, well-supported and effective security program is implemented and maintained.
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The IT Manager shall be responsible for developing, implementing, and maintaining a Security Awareness
and Training Plan. This plan shall document the process for staff security training, education, and awareness
and ensure that all Pinnacle Charter School employees understand their role in protecting the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of data assets. The plan shall cover what information to communicate, when to
communicate it, with whom to communicate, responsibility for communication, and the process by which
communication shall be effected.
Secondly, the plan shall ensure that staff are provided with regular training, reference materials, supports, and
reminders that enable them to appropriately protect Pinnacle Charter School data assets. Training shall
include, but is not limited to:


Responsibilities for protecting sensitive information



Risks to information assets and resources



Data encryption and access management



Secure use of data and information assets



Pinnacle Charter School information security policies, procedures, and best practices



Protecting assets and identities

TRAINING PLAN REQUIREMENTS
The training plan shall ensure:


All Pinnacle Charter School users attend an approved security awareness training class within 30 days
of being granted access to Pinnacle Charter School resources.



Staff receive training appropriate for specific job roles and responsibilities. After such training, staff
must verify through certificate completion and assessment that he or she received the training,
understood the material presented, and agrees to comply with it.



Staff are trained on how to identify, report, and prevent security incidents and data breaches.



Appropriate security policies, procedures, and manuals are readily available for reference and review.



Staff annually attend security awareness refresher training.



Users sign an acknowledgement stating they have read and understand Pinnacle Charter School
acceptable use requirements regarding computer and information security policies and procedures.



Staff must be provided with sufficient training and supporting reference materials to allow them to
protect Pinnacle Charter School data and assets.
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The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall prepare, maintain, and distribute an information
security manual that concisely describe information security policies and procedures.



Cloud computing and outsourcing security awareness training shall address multi-tenant, nationality,
and cloud delivery models.



Staff are aware and accept the risks, responsibilities, and limitations related to the Bring Your Own
Device (“BYOD”) Policy.

MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall:


Develop and maintain a communications process to communicate new security programs and items of
interest.



Ensure that staff responsible for implementing IT Department safeguards receive training in security
best practices.



Ensure periodic security reminders (flyers or posters, emails, verbal updates at meetings) keep
Pinnacle Charter School staff up-to-date on new and emerging threats and security best practices.
The frequency and method of delivery of such reminders shall be determined by the Chief Business
Officer.

5. Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of
Pinnacle Charter School internal operations. Examples of management controls include:


Documented information security training plan with evidence of consistent update and version control of the
document



On-demand review of existing training program information and implementation within the organization



Completion and employee acceptance logs for completed education



Completion rate statistics



On-demand evidence of continuing education and reminders are in place
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Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff using or accessing Pinnacle Charter
School information resources and assets.

Data Privacy Policy
Overview
Data privacy is a critical component of Pinnacle Charter School operations. The protection and management of the
various types of student and staff Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is critical to Pinnacle Charter School
operations. Pinnacle Charter School computer systems and related devices collect and record data as required for
educational delivery, management, and reporting purposes. This key information should never be disclosed to
unauthorized individuals.
Purpose: This policy establishes general privacy requirements for information captured or generated by Pinnacle Charter
School operations, systems, network devices, or communications. This includes systems and devices involved in the
transmission and storage of voice data. The policy further delimits conditions where PII may be disclosed.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff that create, deploy, or support Pinnacle Charter School
gathered or processed information.
Policy
GENERAL STATEMENT OF STUDENT DATA PRIVACY
Pinnacle Charter School policy surrounding data privacy falls into three broad classifications protecting
information gathered to manage and deliver services to employees, students, and districts. This policy is
broken three separate sections – general network data, PII, and employee information.
Using data effectively and responsibly is foundational to making the best decisions in today’s schools about
improving student performance. The Family Educational Rights Privacy Act (FERPA), Colorado’s Student
Data Transparency and Security Act, and other state or federal laws establish baseline parameters for what is
permissible when sharing student PII.
Capturing accurate information is necessary for public, state, and federal reporting. Data is also needed to
create accurate school and district performance reports. Per state and federal laws, the Colorado Department
of Education (CDE) is required and/or permitted to gather data from Local Education Providers. This policy
does not restrict the transfers of data to CDE, provided that laws do not prohibit such transfers.
Pinnacle Charter School uses additional guidelines and strict processes to protect the privacy of every student
and ensure the confidentiality and security of all PII collected and managed.
PINNACLE CHARTER SCHOOL NETWORK DATA
In the course of normal network operations, computer systems, voice systems, access control systems, and
network devices generate and track logging data, source and destination internet protocol (IP) addresses,
session times, port numbers, file sizes, etc. (referenced as Network Data).
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Network Data Policy - Pinnacle Charter School treats all network data as confidential information.
This information may be obtained, stored, and reported for legitimate business, compliance and audit
purposes but shall not be exposed to unauthorized individuals except as specifically discussed in this
policy.
o



Network data may be disclosed under the following conditions. Requests shall be authorized
by the [Insert Appropriate Role] or their designee:

Network Operational Viability - Network data may be released under the following situations:
o

Network performance monitoring or troubleshooting

o

Security incident analysis and remediation

o

Audit, group policy, and security log management and analysis

o

Litigation holds and requests

o

Copying, archiving, or otherwise preserving portions of any messages transmitted over the
network in the course of business or maintenance



Legal or Pinnacle Charter School Policy Analysis – Network data may be released to appropriate
authorities to indicate the presence of activities that violate internal policies, federal or state law.
These requests shall be in response to legal discovery or court requests.



Network Security Threats – All relevant data, protocol, logs, and user information may be released
as part of incident and breach analysis and remediation. Pinnacle Charter School shall investigate and
remediate possible network security threats by means of capturing logging, and examination of files,
communications, and other traffic and transmissions over or on the network.



Network Data Requests - All requests to retrieve and share network data must be submitted to the
Chief Business Officer or their designee. Any litigation and legal requests require confirmation by
both the Chief Business Officer and Chief Academic Officer. Such requests shall include:
o

Name and role of the requestor.

o

Reason for the request, in accordance with the principles set forth in this policy.

o

Intended use of the requested data.

o

Any network data intentionally shared with third parties must be sanitized and redacted to
preserve the anonymity of network users unless that data is used directly in legal discovery or
authorized by HPA general counsel. Requests shall be documented and stored as part of the
implementation of this policy.
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EMPLOYEE DATA
All employee data is treated as confidential and private. No employee related information shall be released or
disclosed without the express approval of Pinnacle Charter School’s Chief Business Officer or Human
Resources Manager.
Employee Data Policy - Pinnacle Charter School treats all employee data as private and confidential
information. This information may be obtained, stored, and reviewed for legitimate business purposes related
to personnel employment, compliance, and audit purposes but shall not be exposed to unauthorized
individuals, agencies, or external sources except as specifically discussed in this policy.
Requests shall be authorized by the Chief Business Officer in concert with the Chief Academic Officer when
electronic records are involved. Data shall be disclosed only under the following conditions and employees
shall be informed of such activity prior to release:


Employee Performance or Transitions – Employee work data may be released under the following
situations:
o

Security incident analysis and remediation

o

Litigation holds and requests

o

Personnel transitions involving email and work products

o

Restoration or otherwise preserving portions of messages transmitted over the network in the
course of business.



Legal or Agency Disciplinary Analysis – Employee data may be released to appropriate authorities
to indicate the presence of activities that violate internal policies, federal or state law. These requests
shall be in response to internal policy incidents, personnel management, legal discovery, or court
requests.



Network or Agency Security Threats – All relevant data, protocol, logs and user information may
be released as part of incident and breach analysis and remediation. Pinnacle Charter School shall
investigate and remediate possible network security threats by means of capture, logging, and
examination of files, communications, and other traffic and transmissions over or on the network
including all employee communications and component activities relevant to the incident or breach.



Employee Data Requests - All requests to retrieve and share employee data must be submitted
through the Pinnacle Charter School Human Resources Manager. Any litigation and legal requests
require confirmation by executive management including at a minimum the Chief Business Officer.
Such requests shall include:
o

Name and role of the requestor.
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o

Reason for the request, in accordance with the principles set forth in this policy.

o

Intended use of the requested data and whether this information will be used as part of a
personnel action.

o

Employee notification of the event unless barred due legal or disciplinary investigation. In all
circumstances, employees shall be notified if information is placed in their permanent files
related to an incident or discovery request.

Any employee network data intentionally shared with third parties shall be sanitized and redacted to
preserve the anonymity of the employee unless that data is used directly in legal discovery or authorized
by Pinnacle Charter School General Counsel. Requests shall be documented and stored as part of the
implementation of this policy.
STUDENT PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION (PII)
All student PII is confidential and private. Pinnacle Charter School student data privacy procedures adhere to
the guidelines set forth in applicable federal and state law and includes additional safeguards as follows:


Formal information security policy



Security and privacy policies



Policy review and revision by national experts and advisors



Institutional Review Board (IRB) or a formal process to review and approve research requests to
ensure appropriateness and confidentiality of the research



Specific liability language and support in vendor contracts/agreements around student data privacy,
data breaches, appropriate uses and disclosure of student data, and termination/penalties for noncompliance.



Annual independent security audits



All PII releases shall require the express approval of the Chief Business Officer or Chief Academic
Officer.

Student Data Policy - Pinnacle Charter School treats all student PII as private and confidential information.
This information may be obtained, stored, and reviewed for legitimate educational purposes related to student
achievement, accounting, pupil services, operations, compliance and audit purposes but shall not be exposed
to unauthorized individuals, agencies or external sources except as specifically discussed in this policy.
Student data may only be collected and utilized when meeting the express educational needs of the child and
as mandated by state and federal law. It shall not be disclosed to any party unless they are designated as the
data owner (parent or student beyond the age of majority), an identified “School Official” or an “Authorized
Representative’ pursuant to federal FERPA guidelines acting in the best interests of the student’s education.
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All record release requests shall be authorized by the Chief Business Officer of the Chief Academic Officer.
PII shall be disclosed only under the following conditions and employees shall be informed of such activity
prior to release:




Disaggregated Individual Student Data including but not limited to:
o

Allocation of state education funding

o

Administering state assessments

o

Calculating individual student growth

Aggregated (Summary and De-Identified) Student Data including but not limited to:
o

School and District Performance Reports

o

Program evaluation and measurement

o

School and District Improvement Plans

o

Federal reporting/funding

o

Public reporting



Legal or Pinnacle Charter School Disciplinary Analysis – Student PII may be released to appropriate
authorities to indicate the presence of activities that violate LEP policies or federal/state law. These
requests shall be in response to documented policy incidents, legal discovery, or judiciary requests.



Network or Pinnacle Charter School Security Threats – All relevant data, protocol, logs and student
information may be released as part of incident and breach analysis and remediation. Pinnacle
Charter School shall investigate and remediate possible network security threats by means of capture,
logging, and examination of files, communications, and other traffic and transmissions over or on the
network including all student communications and component network activities relevant to the
incident or breach.



Student Data Requests - All requests to retrieve and share student data must be submitted to the Chief
Academic Officer through a written request. Any litigation and legal requests require confirmation
by executive management. Such requests shall include:
o

Name and role of the requestor.

o

Reason for the request, in accordance with the principles set forth in this policy.

o

Intended use of the requested data and whether this information will be used as part of a
personnel action.
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o

Parental notification of the event (unless explicitly barred due to legal or disciplinary
investigation) shall be made. In all circumstances, parents shall be notified when individual
educational record requests are made that are not bound by legal constraints.

No student data shall be intentionally shared with third parties outside of legally compliant (e.g. research,
compliant third party provider operational contracts, federal and state reporting etc.) activities unless that data
is authorized by the parent, guardian, or student of majority. All student data requests shall be documented
and stored as part of this policy.
Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of
Pinnacle Charter School operations. Examples of audit control and evidence include:


Process, authorizations, and documentation for PII requests



Historical evidence or organizational compliance



Functioning IRB and research authorization process and regular evidence of board activity



Procedures for executing legal holds, chain of command, and discovery requests

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.

Data Retention Policy
Overview: Records retention and management is an important component of the educational process. Local Education
Providers have a need to store and manage information on general operations, student records, and finance as part of
day-to-day activities. As part of a retention scheme, classes of documents are retained on different schedules based
on various criteria. Pinnacle Charter School specific record retention schedules are included in this policy as
Appendix A.
Purpose: This policy provides general provisions for adherence to records and retention schedules and provide a
consistent Pinnacle Charter School policy regarding retention and disposal of educational and operational records.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff involved in collecting, managing, and storing information
assets (whether written or electronic).
Policy
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Pinnacle Charter School shall set records retention schedules to address legal, statutory, and compliance
requirements as well as litigation needs, business processes, and data privacy concerns.
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Pinnacle Charter School retention periods are generally determined by evaluating:


Applicable regulatory, statutory, legal, or general state and federal compliance requirements



Determining electronic data components collected, their purpose, and applying the appropriate
retention procedure to each class of data asset



Identifying other internal or external entities that collect, store, archive, or use Pinnacle Charter
School information and records

Pinnacle Charter School departments shall develop procedures and documentation that implement and
maintain the retention requirements as outlined in this policy. Specific procedures shall specify the retention
time, archival rules, data formats, and the permissible means of storage, access, and encryption (if any).
RETENTION REQUIREMENTS
The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall:


Implement data retention and disposal guidelines limiting data storage and retention times to those
that are required for legal, regulatory, and business requirements



Ensure automatic or manual processes exist for the secure destruction of paper and electronic records
when no longer needed



Follow specific retention requirements for sensitive data as set forth by this policy



Identify retention periods for log files and audit trails



Define and enforce email retention requirements



Determine procedures and personnel to handle litigation, public and individual records requests

Different types of records require varying retention periods. In addition to describing how long various types
of information must be maintained, retention procedures shall specify:


Steps used to archive information and locations where this information is stored



The appropriate destruction of electronically stored information after the identified retention period.
Such steps shall adhere to the requirements outlined in this policy



Procedures for chain of custody and handling of electronically stored information when under
litigation
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In certain instances, individual departments may have unique record retention requirements outside of
documented groups. These shall be documented as part of internal processes and procedures and
communicated to the Chief Business Officer. Such requirements may include contractual obligations with
customers or business contacts or data retention requirements to maintain business operations. In some
instances, departments may need to retain electronically stored information for a historical archive.
During the appropriate retention period for electronic records, archived data must be retrievable. Doing so
shall require the following protocols to be in place:


As new software and/or hardware is implemented, IT support staff shall ensure new systems and file
formats can read legacy data. This may require that older data be converted to newer formats.



Data that is encrypted must be retrievable. IT shall implement key management procedures that
ensure encrypted data can be decrypted when needed.

When establishing record retention periods, Pinnacle Charter School shall rely on (in order of precedence):


Federal guidelines, laws, and statutes



State guidelines, recommendations, rules, and statutory requirements. Pinnacle Charter School
adopted and follows the State of Colorado Record Management Manual for School District
Guidelines. https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/SchoolsRMManual.pdf



Any Pinnacle Charter School policy and procedure enhancing existing federal and state retention
periods

Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy. Examples of
effective organizational management, audit controls, and employee practices include:


Documented record retention schedules and archival information of Pinnacle Charter School enforcement



Procedures and anecdotal evidence of data migrations to manage electronic record compatibility with newer
systems



Documented encryption and decryption strategies that allow for retrieval of archival electronic records



Regular employee procedures and anecdotal documentation of records management and archival processes



Direct observation of archival records organization and storage
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Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff responsible for data storage and archival
processes.
Appendix A - Retention Schedules
GENERAL RECORDS
Duplicate Copies: Provided that no retention period is specified for duplicate copies, retain those that are created for
administrative purposes for 1 year, and retain those created for convenience or reference purposes until no longer needed
or for 1 year, whichever is first. Duplicate copies should not be retained longer than the record copy.
SCHEDULE 1 SCHOOL BOARD RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the elected school board and its members that govern the school district. The
specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the
record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Minutes of the Meetings of the Board of Education that record the issues that come before the board at all
official meetings and the board’s decisions to these issues.
Retention: Permanent



Legal Opinions requested by the Board and supplied by school district counsel or the courts, that provide legal
guidance on various matters pertinent to the school district.
Retention: Permanent



Certification of School Board Election Results that have been validated and affirmed by the county clerk and
record the number of votes each prospective board member or board ballot issue received.
Retention: Permanent



Organization and Reorganization Records of the School District that may include but are not limited to:
o

Citizen petitions

o

Legal descriptions and maps

o

Requests for exclusion

o

Mill levy data

o

Election results
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o

Court orders

Retention: Permanent


Board Meeting Packets that include summary and detail information to be considered at the upcoming Board
meeting.
Retention: Permanent



Board Meeting Agendas that provide the schedule of topics that the Board will consider at each meeting.
Retention: 1 year



School Board Election Records that include but are not limited to:
o

Absentee voter ballots

o

Election ballots

o

Voter signature cards

o

List of registered voters

Retention: 30 days after the election provided the election or the results of it have not been challenged. Should an
election be contested all records are to be retained until such time that the appropriate court allows them to be
destroyed.


Board Policy and Procedures Manual that identifies the official district policies and procedures that are to be
followed by staff and students
Retention: Permanent

SCHEDULE 2 - GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the administration and direction of the school district’s various programs. The
specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the
record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Affidavits of Publication - proof of publication provided by newspapers that are required of the school district’s
such as budget, board meetings and other special notices
Retention: 6 years



Agreements and Contracts of various kinds that document some form of agreement or contract that is
enforceable by law between the school district and other parties regarding leases, franchises, professional services
and other ones that the school district should enter in to.
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Retention: Duration of the agreement or contract plus 6 years, to include any terms limiting action there under


Annual Report of the school district to the Board of Education and/or citizens of the district.
Retention: Permanent



Awards and Honors that the district has received from various public or private sources.
Retention: Permanent



Committee Records - Internal that document the actions and decisions of various committees, task forces or other
special school sanctioned groups that meet on an ongoing basis or are established for a specific purpose. Some
examples of these would be textbook review, school lunch program and the parent – school resource groups.
o

Ongoing Committees
Retention: 2 years, provided records have no long-term value

o

Specific Purpose Committees
Retention: Until work of the committee ends and there is no long- term value.



Complaints - communications that are received from parents and/or other persons regarding objections,
dissatisfactions or disagreement with school district policies or actions.
Retention: 2 years after response or action by the school district, and all rights of appeal have been exhausted



Correspondence – Routine - is written communication that is sent or received by one or more individuals via the
US mail, private courier, facsimile transmission or electronic mail. The information contained in this type of
correspondence is general in nature and does not convey district policy or legal/fiscal positions.
Retention: 2 years



Correspondence – Legal, Fiscal, Policy - this written communication is sent in the same manner as the routine
correspondence, but its’ value is important to the school district by the very nature of its subject matter. Examples
of this type of correspondence are communications dealing with district fiscal policy, legal issues, property
records, court filings and other topics that may be needed for future use.
Retention: Permanent



Electronic Mail is an electronic message that is transmitted between two or more computers or electronic
terminals.
Retention: Follow the Colorado Records Management Manual for School Districts
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Forms – Blank that are not considered to be records and should be separated from the school district’s records.
However, a master forms file may be maintained to track the evolution of the form and instructions regarding use
of the form.
Retention: Until superseded, except retain one copy permanently if a master forms file is maintained



General Administrative Records that are created or received in the course of administering programs, including
daily, weekly or monthly activity reports which are summarized in the district’s annual report
Retention: 2 years or until no longer needed for reference



Housekeeping Files that are maintained by an office and that do not relate directly to the primary educational
mission of the office. Includes such records as charity fund drives, office parties, custodial service requests,
parking space assignments, telephone and fax logs and distribution of keys.
Retention: Until no longer needed for reference



Mail & Postage Records that record the amounts of mail dispatched, the cost center to be charged and the total
amounts of postage charged.
Retention: 2 years



Minutes of the School Board that serve as the official record of the actions and decisions of the school district
Retention: Permanent



Maps & Drawings that relate to building construction and/or remodeling, site plans, engineering, cartographic or
other graphic presentations that are needed for the continued operation of the school district and its facilities.
Retention: Permanent



News Releases that are prepared statements or announcements issued to the news media regarding school board
decisions, changes is senior administrative personnel, and or program changes or termination of specific school
programs. It should be noted that major policy or historical news releases should be retained indefinitely.
Retention: 4 years



Policy and Program Development Records that document the formulation and adoption of policies, procedures
and functions of the school district. Includes narrative and/or statistical reports, related correspondence on
program activities, organizational charts and records related to significant events in which the school district
participated.
Retention: Permanent
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Publications that are produced for wide internal or external distribution, including district brochures, pamphlets,
studies, proposals, newsletters, proposed instructional materials, and similar materials produced and made
available to the public. One copy should be retained permanently and extra copy destroyed.
Retention: Permanent



Reports (Daily, Monthly, Quarterly) that are prepared by various school district departments regarding the
educational operation and/or activities, and are for use in compiling other reports, planning and budgeting,
monitoring academic achievement and progress, etc.
Retention: 3 years



Resolutions of the School Board that relate to the school district’s endorsement of a position, action or policy on
a given topic such as supporting a statewide referendum on school funding.
Retention: Permanent



Rules & Regulations adopted by the school board in relation to various school activities and functions. Examples
of these would be to protect students and staff, set standards of conduct and dress, and provide accountability to
the taxpayers.
Retention: Permanent



Studies & Plans prepared by the school district or contractors for the district. Examples include feasibility
studies, planning and land use, population estimates, educational achievement, capital projects, transportation
projections and other documents that have long-term reference or historical value to the school district.
Retention: Permanent



Surveys & Questionnaires or other similar documents used by the district to evaluate or gain feedback from
students and citizens.
Retention: Until no longer needed for administrative or educational purposes



Training & Conference Materials that document school employees at seminars, conferences or other training
events not sponsored by the school district, including instructional materials obtained at these meetings or training
sessions.
Retention: 2 years



Worksheets & Drafts such as rough notes, calculations or drafts assembled or created and used to prepare or
analyze other documents; records of preliminary or working stage which are used in preparation of the final
version or a document or report.
Retention: Until no longer needed
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SCHEDULE 3 - STUDENT SERVICES RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to academic records of children within the school district. The specified retention
period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the record (paper,
microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).
NOTE: Records of the student from elementary, middle and junior high school should be merged into the student
permanent record when he or she reaches high school.


Student Permanent Record These records are divided into three categories: personal information, enrollment
history and academic performance. Each Colorado school district keeps information about students in different
ways and on different forms. Therefore, the retention schedule presents the kinds of information or data elements
that are maintained in files, rather than the names of the forms on which information may be found.
o



Personal Information --This information, except for the immunization record, is usually found with the
student's permanent record.


Student's identification number - A number used for recordkeeping purposes. It might be one
assigned by the district or a Social Security number



Legal name of student



Legal name of parent or guardian



Date of birth



Address



Sex



Telephone number



Immunization record for withdrawals

Enrollment History -- This information may be with the transcript or it may be on a different form, depending
upon the district. It consists of the following:
o Exact date the student enrolled in the district
o

Name, city and state of the previous school(s) attended outside the district

o

The schools attended within the district

o

The dates and grade levels of the student

o

Date the student withdrew or graduated from the district
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o


Name, city and state of the school to which the student is withdrawing

Academic Performance -- usually found on the transcript or on report cards.
o Classes and/or grade level taken
o

Semester grades

o

Postsecondary courses/semester grades

o

Standardized test scores

o

Advanced placement (AP) test scores

o

Grade point average (GPA)

o

Class rank

o

College placement test scores (i.e., ACT/SAT)

Retention: Permanent


Student Fall Enrollment Report (October Count)
Retention: Permanent



Student End of School Year Enrollment Report to the Colorado Department of Education that reports the
number of students in school at the close of the academic year.
Retention: Permanent



Student Cumulative Records that contain optional information on students attending school in the district. The
record may contain but is not limited to:
o

Other such information as shall enable school officials to counsel with students and plan appropriate
activities.

o

Immunization record for graduates

o

Ethnic code - This code is of use only to the district in which the student is enrolled.

o

Withdrawal Grades (sometimes called grades in progress) - Withdrawal grades are not official grades,
i.e., no credits are earned. Their purpose is to facilitate enrollment at the student's next school.

o

Supplementary programs - Examples of such programs are gifted and talented, bilingual, English as a
Second Language (ESL), Chapter 1, etc.
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o

Health records - Hearing and vision screenings, visits to the school clinics, or similar records are not
required information.

o

Signed releases of records - The purpose of this record is to document whether or not student record
information was released, as requested by the parent or student.

o

Progress reports - Mid-semester grades which inform parents and students of how the student is
doing. These are not official grades and do not have long-term value.

o

Out-of-district records

o

School fines

o

Emergency information

o

Marriage licenses - Students may obtain a copy from the state or country in which they were married.
It is not the responsibility of the school district to maintain these records permanently.

o

Birth certificates - Students may obtain a copy from the state or country in which they were born. It is
not the responsibility of the school district to maintain these records permanently.

o

Court orders denying access to records

o

Adoptions - The child's legal name should be changed on the transcript, although the previous name
should also remain part of the transcript. It is not the responsibility of the school district to maintain
permanent adoption records.

o

Guardianships - It is not the responsibility of the school district to maintain guardianship records.

o

GED records - This information is retained permanently at the Colorado State Department of
Education.

Retention: (1) For graduates: purge immediately after graduation. (2) For withdrawals: destroy after the
student leaves the district unless there is a compelling need to keep it longer.


Student Drop Out Records are distinct from the student cumulative record and are maintained as a separate
file.
Retention: 10 years



Student Transfer In-Transfer Out Records are distinct from the student cumulative record and are maintained
as a separate file.
Retention: 10 years
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New Student Orientation Schedules.
Retention: 1 year



Report Cards that document the periodic report by a school about a student's academic, social, emotional, and
physical progress. Information includes but is not limited to full legal name of student; teacher's name; name
and address of school; indication of attendance during reporting period; grades; and other related
information.)
Retention: 1 year after school year in which records were created provided semester grade is recorded in the
student permanent record



Student Schedules File of forms completed by school personnel for student scheduling into class. Information
includes printouts of student schedules, class lists, student class assignments and requests for change of
schedule.
Retention: Until no longer needed for administrative purposes, then destroy



Student Discipline, Suspension, and Expulsion Records documenting inappropriate student behavior and
corrective actions taken. Information includes referral and action form, notes, letters to parents, suspension
documentation, detention documents, hearing notices, bus driver referrals, statements and conference notes.
Retention: (1) When suspended and subsequently expelled permanently: Transfer to Student Permanent
Record File and retain until student reaches the age of 21.(2) When disciplined or temporarily suspended and
returned to school with no further rules infractions: 3 years



Student Truancy Records - Records created to document student's excessive absences and action taken to
correct the problem by school personnel. Information includes referral and action forms, letters to parents,
attendance profile sheets, correspondence, release forms, copies of initial court petitions, copies of court
orders, hearing notes, affidavits and visitation documentation.
Retention: 3 years after school year in which records were created

SCHEDULE 4 - SPECIAL SERVICES/SPECIAL EDUCATION RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to special needs of children within the school district. The specified retention
period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the record (paper,
microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Special Services Student File - Records may include but are not limited to:
o

EP and Supporting Documentation

o

ISP (Individual Service Plan)

o

IFSP (Individual Family Service Plan)
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o

Testing Documentation

o

Health Record

o

Psychological Report

o

Student Achievement

o

Referrals, Permissions & Notices

o

Student Assessment Reports

o

Evaluations and Accompanying Reports

o

Outside Agency Information

o

Literacy Plan

o

Behavior Support Plan

o

Communication Plan

o

Health Plan

o

Service Plan

o

Request for Records

o

Record of Access

Retention: Five years after all special services/special education and related services have ended PROVIDED that the
school district has issued a notification of pending destruction to the parents and/or guardians.
SCHEDULE 5 - BUILDINGS & GROUNDS RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the construction and operation of facilities and grounds within the school
district. The specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical
format of the record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Construction Project Files -Records may include but are not limited to:
o

Surveys and plot plans that pertain to school real estate

o

Final blueprints, specifications and shop drawings and all modifications made thereto

o

ADA plan
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o

Evacuation plan

o

Federal and state environmental reports (asbestos, lead, radon etc.)

o

Certificate of occupancy and final building inspection reports

Retention: Permanent


Deeds to Real Property that legally convey the land to the school district ownership and include the filing
reception number in the county clerk and recorder’s office.
Retention: Permanent



Building Key Schedules that itemize the list of different master keys and individual keys, and the assigned holders
of those keys.
Retention: Until superseded plus 1 year



Inventory of Buildings or Grounds Equipment that itemizes the authorized support equipment assigned to each
school or facility.
Retention: Until superseded plus I year



Maintenance Records for Each School Facility that record the service and repair record on the building and
equipment.
Retention: Life of the equipment or 10 years whichever comes later



Record of Utility Usages documents the electricity, gas, water or other utility that each building consumes each
month or year.
Retention: 5 years or until no longer needed



Application and Approval for Use of School Premises for purposes other than regular school activities.
Retention: 2 years



Working Drafts of Proposed Drawings that are used to provide for making estimates and other needs before
proceeding to request official cost estimates for construction or alteration work.
Retention: 2 years
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SCHEDULE 6 - STUDENT ACTIVITIES RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the operation of student activities programs, athletic events, clubs and
organizations within the school district. The specified retention period applies to the information contained within the
record, regardless of the physical format of the record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


School Yearbooks that are printed each year to record the highlights of the school year and document those
students who attended each grade level.
Retention: Permanent



Student School Policy Handbook that inform and advise the student of the Board of Education rules and
regulations and any specific school building requirements.
Retention: Until superseded



Student Organization Records that serve the as the by-laws, election documentation and minutes of the
organization. Some of these organizations are:
o

National Honor Society

o

Future Homemakers of America

o

Future Farmers of America

o

Future Business leaders of America

o

Student Council and other school clubs

Retention: Until no longer needed by the organization


Alumni Lists that identify the names of students who have graduated.
Retention: Until updated



Scholarship Awards that document the students and scholarships that were awarded to them.
Retention: 5 years



Scorebooks (Athletics) that have recorded the game scores and statistics for various athletic events.
Retention:: 5 years



Athletic Equipment Inventory a summary of authorized uniforms, equipment and other athletic support items
necessary for class instruction or interscholastic sports.
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Retention: Until audited plus 2 years


Athletic Agreements between Schools provide for the specifics of when and where an athletic event will be
played and who will provide for officiating and other contest requirements.
Retention: 2 years after expiration of the agreement



Athletic Officials Contracts these are independent game contracts that an official agrees to officiate on a specific
day and time for a set fee. Most, if not all, are coordinated with the Colorado High School Activities Association.
Retention: 2 years



Athletic Conference Reports may document the reporting required by the athletic conference, proposed game
schedules and other procedural information.
Retention: 2 years or until no longer needed



Athletic Eligibility Certificates and Reports that verify the eligibility of students to participate in interscholastic
events.
Retention: 1 year



Athletic Event Schedules, which identify the date, time, location and team being played.
Retention: 2 years



Physical Education Excuses that exempt a student from physical education classes or contests.
Retention: Until no longer needed

SCHEDULE 7 - FINANCIAL RECORDS
Description: Records documenting and ensuring accountability for the receipt and expenditure of public funds. The
specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the
record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Accounts Payable Records - that serve as the basis for payment of bills by the school district, including copies of
bills paid, copies of checks, invoices, purchase orders and receiving reports, and correspondence with vendors.
o

Accounts Payable Records in General
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Balance Sheets
Retention: Until updated
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o

Bills Paid - Includes invoices and statements.
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Charge Slips and Credit Card Statements - Documentation of charges for items such as printing and meals
or credit card transactions.
Retention: 2 years + current



Credit Card Records - Records of credit cards issued to the school district for official school use.
Retention: 1 year + current after cancellation



Expense Records -Records maintained to document travel, mileage, claims for reimbursement and other expenses
of school officials while on educational business, including requests, authorizations, reimbursements and other
similar.
Retention: 2 years, provided audit has been completed



Form 1099 - Sent to vendors such as contractors when the vendor's charges for services
Retention: 4 years



Petty Cash Records - Records of petty cash funds account and requests for petty cash for various purposes.
Retention: 1 year + current



Vendor Files - Files maintained as a unit to track accounts payable activity for specific vendors, including
information such as Federal Taxpayer Identification Number, name and address, correspondence, copies of
checks, etc.
Retention: 6 years + current



Accounts Receivable Records that serve as the basis for collection of amounts owed by vendors, organizations
and citizens having accounts with the school district and documentation of billing and collection of monies.
o

Accounts Receivable Records in General
Retention: 2 years + current

o

Balance Sheets
Retention: Until updated

o

Cash Books, Receipts and Reports - Cash book showing receipts, cash account pre-edit listing, daily cash
reports and other documentation of receipt of monies for fees, parking tickets, rentals, registrations, etc.
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Retention: 2 years + current


Cash Register Validation Tape
Retention: 1 year + current



Invoices and Statements Issued by School District - Billings by school district to outside companies or institutions
for damages, supplies, services or repairs, etc.
Retention: 6 years + current



Audit Records documenting external audits of the financial position of the school district
o

Audit Reports - Annual or special reports prepared by external auditors examining and verifying the
school district financial activities or the financial activities of a fund, department or other component of
the municipal government.
Retention: Permanent

o

Audit Work Papers - Documentation consisting of routine correspondence with auditors and copies of
school district records compiled for use by auditors in performing an audit.
Retention: 2 years + current after completion of audit



Bank Records that document the current status and transaction activity of school district funds held at banks
o

Bank Statements - Monthly statements showing the amount of money on deposit to the credit of the
school district
Retention: 6 years + current



Check Records
o

Cancelled Checks
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Duplicate Copies of Checks - Carbon copies or photocopies of checks issued and maintained solely as a
quick reference source.
Retention: 1 year + current

o

Register - Check - Chronological listing of check entries.
Retention: 6 years + current
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o

Stubs - Check
Retention 1 year + current

o

Deposit Pass Books - records of school district savings account deposits, withdrawals and balances.
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Deposit Slips - Bank cashiers' slips showing amount and date of deposit of monies into school district
accounts.
Retention: 1 year + current

o

Reconciliations
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Trial Balances
Retention: 2 years + current



Bond Issue Records
o

Bond Issue Files - Records that document the authorization to finance school improvements through
bonded indebtedness and implementation of school bond issues, including bond anticipation notes,
industrial development revenue bonds, general obligation bonds, revenue and refunding bonds, water
bonds and special improvement bonds; usually include correspondence and general documentation,
authorizations supporting financial arrangements, bond ratings, contracts or sales agreements, and sample
copies or specimens of bonds sold as evidence of school district indebtedness.
Retention: 2 years after final payment

o

Bond Issue Proceedings Books - Certified record of proceedings related to a bond issue, containing
specimen (usually original) documents related to the approval process and issuance of bonds typically
compiled in book form for presentation to the school district by the bond agent or bond counsel.
Retention: Permanent

o

Bonds, Notes and Coupons Paid - Cancelled or redeemed bonds and coupons received from paying agents
throughout the lifetime of the bond issue; cancelled upon receipt.
Retention: 1 year after maturity

o

Bond Registers and Ledgers - Used to document the redemption of coupons for school district bonds.
Bond registration and redemption transactions may be handled by a bond registration or paying agent for
some school districts.
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Retention: Permanent


Budget Records
o

Budget - Final Adopted - Final financial plan for the budget established by the school district as approved
by the school board for the allocation and budgeting of all expenditures of the school district .
Retention: Permanent- Duplicate Copies Until superceded

o

Budget - Preliminary - Draft version of the budget presented for public inspection and review prior to
consideration of the budget by the school board.
Retention: 1 year after adoption of final budget
Duplicate Copies: Until final budget is adopted



Budget Reports
o

Monthly or Quarterly Reports - Periodic reports regarding the status of receipts and disbursements in
comparison to the adopted budget.
Retention: 2 years + current

o

Year-End Reports - Summary annual budget reports compiled at year-end.
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Budget Work Papers - Papers used to assist in the preparation and review and decision-making processes
for department budget request, including reports, budget instructions, work sheets, spending plans, budget
proposals, financial forecasting reports and similar records.
Retention: 1 year + current



Fee and Rate Schedules that document the fees and rates collected by the school district for various services.
Retention: Retain current and previous schedules



Financial Guarantees - Records relating to the acquisition and release of various forms of financial guarantee -including escrow accounts, letters of credit, liens, promissory notes -- required by the school district from other
parties to ensure performance, payments or the completion of certain specified actions, such as the completion of
projects, required improvements or the payment of delinquent bills or assessments.
Retention: 1 year after expiration, completion of guaranteed project (if applicable) or release of the guarantee by
the school district
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Fixed Asset Records - Inventories and listings kept to track and control the fixed assets of the school district,
including buildings, real estate, office equipment, tools, machinery, and other equipment.
o

Annual Reports - Work sheets compiled for annual reports listing totals of all fixed assets, purchases and
disposition of assets.
Retention: Until superseded

o

Auction Records - Summary reports and other records of school district property sold at public auction.
Retention: 2 years + current

o

Depreciation Detail
Retention: 3 years + current

o

Disposition Records - Records of disposal of school district property (non real estate) and unclaimed,
abandoned or confiscated property such as bicycles and computer equipment by competitive bidding or
destruction, including date, department name, description of item, value, disposition, method and reason
for disposition, condition, value and approvals.
Retention: 3 years + current after disposition of property

o

Fixed Asset Files - Listings of all school district property (buildings and real estate), vehicles, equipment
and furniture. Includes description, cost, date purchased, location, name of vendor and depreciation.
Retention: 10 years

o

Inventories - Fixed Assets - Listings of expendable and non-expendable property of the school district,
including buildings, real estate, vehicles, furniture, equipment, supplies and other items owned or
administered by the school district.
Retention: Until revised + 1 year

o

Surplus Property Records - Documentation of the sale of surplus real property, including invitations, bids,
acceptances, lists of materials, evidence of sales and related correspondence.
Retention: 6 years after final payment



Trust Fund Records - Documentation of bequests to the school district
Retention: 2 years after trust fund closed



Government Revenue Programs - Records pertaining to governmental programs allocating state or federal
revenue sharing funds to school district for specific purposes.
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o

Federal Revenue Programs


Federal Excise Tax - Exemption certificates from gasoline vendors issued to the school district,
which are required for allowance of federal tax credits for vendors to bill less the excise tax.
Retention: 6 years + current



Revenue Sharing - Documentation and reports of the school district's receipt and reallocation of
federal revenue sharing funds, including public notices, expenditure records and reports, project
records, financial and payroll records, etc.
Retention: 6 years + current



Instructions for Completing Government Forms
Retention: Until superseded or obsolete



Grant Records - Files pertaining to applications for grants and the administration, monitoring and status of grants
received by the school district from private and governmental sources.
o

Awarded Grants – Documentation of awarded grants that are accepted by the school district, including
records of grant application, performance under the grant, grant contracts and agreements, annual and
final performance reports.
Retention: Duration of grant + 6 years

o

Rejected Grants - Documentation of grants applied for by the school district and either rejected by the
grantor or not accepted by the school district.
Retention: 2 years + current after rejection or withdrawal

o

Reports - Grant Funded Programs - Periodic reports on the administrative and fiscal operations of federal
or state funded programs compiled on a monthly, quarterly, or semiannual basis.
Retention: 3 years after completion of all applicable audits

o

Supporting Documentation - Background supplemental information relating to grant applications and
administration.
Retention: 3 years after conclusion of the grant



Insurance Records
o

Certificates of Insurance - Documentation provided by insurance providers as proof of insurance coverage
for specific purposes.
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Major School District
Retention: 10 years after substantial completion



Other Certificates of Insurance
Retention: 6 years after expiration



Claim Records - Records of claims for damages made by the school district against other parties and made by
other parties against the school district.
o

Claim Records - Statements of claims and completed claim forms.
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Claim Reports - Summary reports regarding handling and disposition of claims made against the school
district and/or its insurance company by other parties
Retention: 6 years + current



Employee Insurance Claim Records - Records pertaining to employee claims for medical, dental, long term
disability and other insurance coverage.
Retention: 3 years + current after incident is closed and all rights of appeal have expired



Insurance Policies - Documents issued by the insurance company to outline liability, theft, fire, accident, property
damage and other coverage and risk control standards for the school district under the insurance policy.
Retention: 6 years after expiration of policy, or after all claims made under the policy are settled, whichever is
later



Investment Records -Records documenting various investments made by the school district.
o

Bank Statements - Investments
Retention: 2 years after investment ends

o

Certificates of Deposit - Registers
Retention: 6 years after maturity

o

Money Market Certificates
Retention: 6 years + current after maturity

o

Reports - Investment of Funds
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Retention: 6 years provided audit has been completed
o

Saving Bond Records
Retention: 6 years + current after final payment

o

Treasury Bills and Notes
Retention: 6 years + current after maturity



Ledgers and Journals
o

General Ledger - Year-end summary of receipts and disbursements by account and fund reflecting the
general financial condition and operation of the school district. May also include documentation from
subsidiary ledgers to general ledger an accounting adjustments in the form of general entries.
Retention: Permanent

o

Subsidiary Ledgers and Journals - Daily, monthly or quarterly transaction detail showing receipts and
expenditures such as depositor payment amount, date payee, purpose, fund credited or debited, and check
number; provides backup documentation to General Leger.
In General
Retention: 2 years



Loan Records - Records of loans entered into by the school district
Retention: 6 years + current after payment and cancellation



Purchasing Records - Records pertaining to procurement of services or commodities, including purchase
requisitions, purchase order, vouchers, field order, work orders, invoices and supporting documentation for
purchases.



Purchasing Records in General (Orders and Requisitions)
Retention: 4 years + current



Bids - Bids, quotes and proposals regarding services and commodities received by the school district in response
to solicitations.
o

Accepted Bids - Received from successful bidders.
Retention: 6 years _ current after acceptance of the bid

o

Rejected/Unsuccessful Bids - Received from unsuccessful bidders.
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Retention: 2 years + current
o

Unsolicited Bids - Received from bidders without solicitation
Retention: 2 years + current



Lease-Purchase Records - Records pertaining to the acquisition of property by lease-purchase transactions.
Retention: Term of lease-purchase arrangement + 6 years



Procurement and Purchasing Policies - Directives, memoranda or manuals pertaining to policies established by
the school district for the procurement of commodities and services
Retention: Permanent



Duplicate Copies Until superseded



Purchasing Control Forms - Purchase orders, purchase requisitions, field purchase orders, vouchers and other
forms documentation to procurement process.
Retention: 6 years + current



Solicitations and Specifications - Requests for proposals (RFPs), requests for quotations (RFQs), and other
solicitations by the school district for competitive bids, proposals or quotes for the provision of services or
commodities; includes bid specifications.
Retention: 6 years + current



State Bid List
Retention: Until superseded



Vendor Lists - Listings of vendors providing goods and services to the school district, usually including names,
addresses, phone numbers, description of goods or services provided.
Retention: Until superseded or obsolete



Reports – Financial - Reports created for internal use to document the status of funds, bank accounts, investments
and other accounting of school district funds, including financial projection reports.
o

Annual Financial Reports - Statistical reports on the financial affairs of the school district or specific
departments, including a statement on the value of all school district owned property and an accounting of
all income and expenditures in relationship to the final budget.
Retention: Permanent
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o

County Treasurer's Reports - Periodic reports of the County Treasurer regarding the distributions of taxes
collected on behalf of the school district, including information regarding taxes collected, interest and
fees.
Retention: 10 years + current

o

Revenue and Expenditure Reports - Reports including information regarding cost analysis, itemized
expenditures and revenue sharing.
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Departmental Expenditure Reports
Retention: 1 year + current

o

Financial Reports - Monthly
Retention: 2 years + current



Cash Receipt Journals
Retention: 2 years + current



Worksheets Financial - Documents such as rough notes, calculations or drafts assembled or created and used to
prepare or analyze other documents; spreadsheets, worksheets, preparatory notes, tentative financial estimates and
projections, and other documentation of a preliminary or deliberative and transitory nature.
Retention: Until no longer needed.

SCHEDULE 8 - TRANSPORTATION RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the operation and maintenance of the school district’s transportation program.
The specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of
the record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Driver Qualification File – to include but not limited to:
o

CDE school bus driver annual written test

o

CDE small vehicle driver annual written test

o

Driving performance test

o

DOT medical report

o

Motor vehicle record check
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o

First aid certificate

o

Commercial driving license (CDL) copy
Retention: 6 years



Driver Qualification File Continued – new hires:
o

Pre-service training record outline

o

Mountain driving written test

o

Adverse weather driving written test

o

CDL skills test
Retention: Until driver resigns, is terminated or retires



Vehicle Maintenance File – to include but not limited to:
o

Annual inspection form

o

Vehicle repair form

o

Preventive maintenance inspection form
Retention Life of the vehicle or 10 years



Daily Pre-Trip Inspection Sheets that verify the driver has completed the required inspections.
Retention: 6 months



Emergency Evacuation Drills that document the driver’s knowledge and application of evacuation procedures.
Retention: 3 years



Emergency Evacuation Talk Checklist that spell out the correct and proper procedures for students and teachers to
follow in the event of an emergency.
Retention: 6 months



Transportation Service Hours that detail the schedule of service for the district’s vehicles.
Retention: 6 months



Drug and Alcohol Test Results that are required of transportation section employees.
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Retention: 5 years


In-Service Training Record that documents the annual training provided to each driver and maintenance person.
Retention: 6 years



Fingerprint Reports from the Colorado Bureau of Investigation and FBI
Retention: Until driver resigns, is terminated or retires



Annual Inspector Files that verify an inspector’s competence in certain areas.
o

Initial certification

o

Hands on score sheets

o

Inspector written test

o

Re-certification sticker

o

Brake inspector qualifications
Retention: Until inspector resigns, is terminated or retires

SCHEDULE 9 - INSTRUCTION RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the teaching instruction efforts that occur within the school district. The
specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the
record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


District Test Scores (State and Federal Mandated) that reflect student academic achievement.
Retention: Permanent



Textbook Inventory of instructional books that are used in the classroom.
Retention: Retain until superseded + 1 year



Teacher’s Grade Books that record the daily and term grades for each student.
Retention: 1 year + current provided term grades are recorded to the permanent student record



Application for Approval for Matching Federal Funds to Train Driver Education Teachers
Retention: 3 years + current



Application for Federal Matching Funds to Purchase Driver Education Simulation Equipment
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Retention: 3 years + current


Counselor Records that are used to counsel a student on specific and general aptitudes, and areas of student
interest.
Retention: 3 years + current



Teacher Prep Plans completed by the classroom teacher that identify the weekly educational objectives and/or
goals of each class instruction period.
Retention: Until no longer needed

SCHEDULE 10 - LIBRARY AND MEDIA RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to the operation and maintenance of the school district’s library program. The
specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the
record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Acquisition and Deaccession Records that document the process of requesting, purchasing and acquiring, as well
as deaccessioning, books, periodicals, audio-visual, and other library materials. Records may include but are not
limited to accession and deaccession registers; correspondence with publishers; questionnaires; request forms;
bibliographic data; receipt notations; and related documentation.
Retention: 3 years + current



Audio-Visual Materials and Equipment Loan Records that document the loan, rental, scheduling, and delivery of
audio-visual or media material and equipment to school, district, faculty or staff. Records may include but are not
limited to request forms; extension and cancellation records; borrower identification; title and material
identification; shipping or delivery information; booking records; attendance and number of times media used or
shown; usage statistics; accounting records concerning the cost of material; and related documentation.
Retention: 3 years + current



Circulation Records that document the borrowing of circulating library, audiovisual, media and learning resource
center materials by students and faculty. Records may include but are not limited to name of borrower, title of
material borrowed, due date, overdue status, overdue notices, and related documentation.
Retention: 1 year after school year in which records were created.



Copyright and Duplication Records that document permission received from authors, publishers, producers, and
distributors of video programs and other media and materials to allow the school or district to duplicate the
material without copyright infringement. Records may include but are not limited to agreements which state the
terms and conditions, copyright releases, authorizing signatures, and related documentation and correspondence.
Retention: 6 years + current
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Library and Media Inventory Records that document approved lists of books, periodicals, audio-visual materials,
and other library materials. Records may include but are not limited to annual inventories and lists of books,
periodicals, audio-visual materials, and other materials; and lists of books and materials on specific subjects. Lists
document material approved for use in the school or district; materials that may be borrowed from centralized
media and resource centers; and are used in the acquisition of materials.
Retention: 3 years + current



Library Catalog Records that document the maintenance, and retrieval of the holdings of the school library;
professional library; teaching resource center; and audiovisual, media, or resource center of the school and
district.
Retention: Until updated + 1 year

SCHEDULE 11 - FOOD SERVICE RECORDS
Description: Records generally relating to providing food services within the school district. The specified retention
period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless of the physical format of the record (paper,
microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Food Inventories that document all foods purchased, received and distributed by the schools.
Retention: Until audited + 1 year



Food Equipment Inventories that record major pieces of equipment and include warranties and guarantees of
cafeteria and kitchen equipment.
Retention: Life of the equipment + 1 year



Menus which list the planned food to be served for each school day.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Daily Food Production Records documenting the quantities of food used each day.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Meals Served that identifies the daily number of meals served in each school.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Prepaid Meal Records that records meal ticket information of payments made in advance.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Free/Reduced Meal Roster that lists the names of the participating students.
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Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain


Free/Reduced Price Meal Records which include application for free or reduced prices and compliance and
verification records. May include additional criteria that a district uses in making a decision to approve an
application.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Daily Receipt Reports that document the food/meal sales receipts for each day. May include cash register tape
sales, cash sales, and a summary report.
Retention: Until audited + 1 year



Federal Claim for Reimbursement that documents the total number of free, reduced, paid breakfasts and lunches
served during the month that are being claimed for reimbursement of federal funds.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Receipts/Receipt Books that documents monies received by Food Services for meals and services rendered.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Food Purchase Orders (includes food commodities) that authorize the delivery of a specified food product,
merchandise showing the amount of funds authorized for the same.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Payment Vouchers for Food Service Claims that identify a request for payment to a vendor for food goods or
services in accordance with approved purchase orders.
Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain



Food Services Annual Report which documents in summary fashion the activities of this service area for the past
year.
Retention: 5 years + current



Commodity Records related to the distribution and usage of USDA donated foods that may include the following:
o

Commodity Agreement with the school district

o

Allocation Form of food offered, accepted or rejected.

o

Current/Daily Commodity Inventory

o

Semi-Annual Commodity Inventory
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o

Food Preference Reports

o

Commodity Delivery Invoices/Delivery Tickets ()Signed)

o

Processing and Storage Invoices

o

USDA Commodity Rebate Forms

o

Food Transfer Record (food transferred to another shool)

o

Food Loss/Destroyed Inventory

Retention: 3 years after the end of the federal fiscal year to which they pertain
SCHEDULE NO. 15 - PERSONNEL RECORDS
Description: Records relating to the hiring, employment, safety, benefits, compensation, retirement and termination of
school district employees. The specified retention period applies to the information contained within the record, regardless
of the physical format of the record (paper, microfilm, computer disk or tape, optical disk, etc.).


Affirmative Action Records - See Schedule 15 Compliance with Regulatory Requirements.



Agreements and Contracts – Personnel - See also Schedule 7 Agreements and Contracts.
o

Collective Bargaining Agreements
Retention: 3 years after expiration [29 CFR 516.5]

o

Employment Contracts Individual employment contracts or where contracts or agreements are not in
writing, a written memorandum summarizing the terms.
Retention: 3 years after expiration [29 CFR 516.5]



Americans with Disability Act Records - See Schedule 15 Compliance with Regulatory Requirements.



Benefits - Records pertaining to fringe benefits, insurance coverage and benefit plans for employees.
o

Group Health Insurance – Continuation of Coverage Records showing covered employees, their spouses
and dependents have received written notice of continuing group health insurance and COBRA rights,
and whether the covered employees, spouses and dependents elected or rejected coverage.
Retention: 3 years + current2

o

Benefit Plans Documentation relating to employee health, dental, vision and other insurance plans; Social
Security, pension, deferred compensation, Individual Retirement Accounts, money purchase plans,
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retirement and similar plans; including a benefit plan description and/or a summary benefit plan
description.
Retention: Full period that plan or system is in effect, plus 1 year after termination of the plan [29 CFR
1627.3]
o

Plan Basis Records providing the basis for all required plan descriptions and reports necessary to certify
the information, including vouchers, worksheets, receipts, applicable resolutions.
Retention: Not less than 6 years after filing date of documents [29 USC 1027 and 29 CFR 2520]



Bonds – Public Officials - Fidelity, surety, blanket or other bonds intended to guarantee honest and faithful
performance of officials such as the financial officer or administrator [CRS 31-4-219, CRS 31-4¬401].



Retention: 6 years + current after term expires



Compliance with Regulatory Requirement - Affirmative Action Compliance Records relating to the school
district's compliance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act [29 CFR 1602].
o

Affirmative Action Plan
Retention: Permanent

o

Affirmative Action Records - Records of requests for job applicant's reasonable accommodation
applications, hiring, promotion, demotion, transfer, layoff, termination, rates of pay, selections for
training or apprenticeship.
Retention: 2 years [29 CFR 1602.31]

o

Report EEO-4 Records submitted to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
documenting compliance with EEOC requirements by school districts with 15 or more employees.
Retention: 3 years [29 CFR 1602.30; 29 CFR 1602.32]

o

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance - See Schedule 15 Physical and Medical Records.

o

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) Compliance - See Schedule 15
Benefits – Group Health Insurance – Continuation of Coverage.

o

Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Compliance - See Schedule 15 Physical and Medical Records.

o

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) Compliance - See Schedule 15 Physical and Medical
Records.
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Employee Records – Active and Terminated Documentation of an individual employee's work history, including
information regarding active and terminated employees maintained because of the employer-employee
relationship, such as records pertaining to age, address, telephone number and social security number; notices of
appointment; tuition reimbursement; classification questionnaires; commendations; disciplinary and personnel
actions relating to the employee, including hiring, evaluation, demotion, promotion and termination of school
employees; letters of commendation; letters of resignation; emergency notification forms; oaths of office; jobrelated training documentation; performance evaluations; salary documentation; selection of benefit plans, etc.
[CRS 24-72-202(4.5)]. See also other employee and personnel records listed elsewhere in Schedule 15.
Retention: 10 years after retirement or separation, provided that records relating to hazardous material exposure
are retained 30 years after separation. Duplicate Copies Transfer to custodian of record copy upon termination of
employment.



Employee Records – Temporary and Seasonal -Records and documentation relating to employment of temporary
and seasonal employees, except for payroll and fiscal information.
Retention: 3 years after termination, except payroll and fiscal records



Expense Records - See Schedule 5 Accounts Payable Records.



Garnishments See Schedule 15 Payroll Records.



Grievances Records of personnel grievances filed by employees.
Retention: 3 years + current after settled



Health and Safety Records See also Schedule 15 Physical and Medical Records and Workers' Compensation.

o

Hazardous Materials Exposure - Records of any personal or environmental monitoring of exposure to hazardous
materials, lead and asbestos, chemicals, toxic substances, noise, dust, heat, cold, repetitive motion, blood-borne
pathogens, biological agents, bacteria, virus, fungus, radiation, or other dangerous work-related conditions.
Retention: 30 years after separation [29 CFR 1910.1020 and 15 USC 2622]

o

HIPPA Authorizations for Release of Information - Employee (patient) authorizations for release of protected
information.
Retention: 6 years from date of creation of the record

o

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) -Employers must have a MSDS on file for each hazardous chemical they receive
and use and ensure copies are readily accessible to employees in their work area. Employer must keep records of
chemicals used, where they were used and for how long [29 CFR 1910.1200]. Retention Until superseded or 1 year +
current after chemical is disposed of or consumed provided the employer retains some record of the identity (chemical
name if known) of the substance or agent, where it was used, and when it was used for at least 30 years
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Retention: Until superseded or 1 year + current after chemical is disposed of or consumed provided the
employer retains some record of the identity (chemical name if known) of the substance or agent, where it
was used and when it was used for at least 30 years.
o

Safety Committee Records - See Schedule 7 Committees – Internal.

o

Safety Policies and Procedures - See Schedule 7 Policies and Procedures Documentation.

o

Safety Training Information - Manuals, handbooks and similar documentation of safety training provided to
employees.
Retention: 1 year + current



I-9 Forms Record of verification of citizenship and eligibility to work in the United States, including verification
documentation that establishes identity and eligibility (Immigration and Naturalization Services Form I-9,
Employment Eligibility Verification Form); applies to all employees hired after November 6, 1986.
Retention: 3 years from date of hire or 1 year after separation, whichever is later [8 CFR 274a.2]



Insurance – Employee - See Schedule 15 Benefits and Schedule 5 Insurance Records.



Job Records
o

Advertisements of Job Opportunities Advertisements and announcements regarding job openings,
promotions, training programs or overtime work.
Retention: 1 year + current [29 CFR 1627.3]

o

Applications for Employment and Supporting Documentation Applications, resumes and supporting
documentation and other replies to job advertisements, including applications for temporary positions.
Retention: 2 years from the date record was made or human resource action was taken, whichever is later
[29 CFR 1627.4, 29 CFR 1602.14]

o

Applications for Employment – Not Hired Applications, resumes and supporting documentation
submitted for school employment by individuals not hired.
Retention: 2 years from the date of the making of the record or the personnel action involved, whichever
occurs later [29 CFR 1602.31]

o

Examinations Tests administered by the school disdrict in connection with screening job applicants to
determine aptitude or skills.
Retention: 2 years + current from the date of making record or action, whichever occurs last [29 CFR
1627.3 and 29 CFR 1607.4]
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o

Job Descriptions and Specifications Written descriptions of duties performed, qualifications and physical
requirements for school positions.
Retention: Until superseded

o

Polygraph Records – Job Applicants
Retention: 2 years + current

o

Polygraph Records - Routine (Not Job Related)
Retention: Until administrative need ends



Oaths of Office - Oaths of office taken by appointed school officials [CRS 31-4-401].
Retention: Term of office + 1 year



Payroll Records
o

Basis of Pay Records pertaining to additions or deductions from wages paid; the basis on which wages are
paid; earnings per week; records containing employee's name, address, date of birth, occupation, rate of
pay and compensation earned per week; includes payroll records pertaining to both FLSA-Exempt and
FLSA-Non-Exempt Employees.
Retention: 3 years [29 CFR 516.5]

o

Compensation Plans


Pay Plans - Written plans outlining job titles and pay scales for school employees.
Retention: Permanent



Seniority or Merit Systems
Retention: For the full period the plan or system is in effect plus 1 year [29 CFR 1627.3]



Credit Union Deduction Requests
Retention: 1 year after superseded4



Direct Deposit Reports
Retention: 1 year + current

o

Employee Longevity Reports


Report related to individual employee.
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Retention: 10 years after separation


Garnishments



Documentation of requests and court orders served on the school district to withhold the wages of
employees for garnishments, tax levies, support payments and other reasons.
Retention: 3 years



Leave Records



Balance Reports



Year-End



Retention Duration of employee file



Other Periodic Reports
Retention: 2 years
4 5 21 29 CFR 516.6 specifies retention for 2 years.



Leave Requests - Applications submitted by employees for sick, vacation, compensatory,
personal business, family and medical leave, long-term leave and other leave time.
Retention: 1 year + current

o

Pay Plans - See Compensation Plans above.

o

Payroll Reports


Employee Longevity Reports
Retention: Permanent



End of Pay Period
Retention: 1 year + current

o

FICA Reports – Quarterly
Retention: 6 years + current

o

Quarterly
Retention: 2 years + current
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o

Year-End
Retention: 6 years + current provided Payroll Register is retained permanently

o

Payroll Tax Records - Records of collection, distribution, deposit and transmittal of federal and state
income taxes, including federal miscellaneous income statements (1099), request for taxpayer
identification number and certificate (W-9), employer's quarterly federal tax return (941, 941E) and other
similar federal and state forms.
Retention: 5 years + current

o

Register – Payroll [Year-End] - Documentation of the earnings, voluntary and required deductions and
withholdings of school employees.
Retention: Permanent

o

Salary Surveys - Studies and surveys conducted by the school district or its agents to gather comparative
salary information for school positions in comparable organizations.
Retention: 3 years + current

o

Time Worked Records - All basic time and earnings cards or sheets and work production sheets of
individuals where all or part of the employee's earnings are determined.
Retention: 5 years + current [CRS 8-72-107]5

o

Wage-Rate Tables - All tables or schedules (from their last effective date) of the employer which provide
the piece rates or other rates used in computing straight-time earnings, wages, or salary, or overtime pay
computation.
Retention: 2 years; however the Department of Labor may request records back 3 years [29 CFR 516.6]

o

W-2 Forms - Annual wage and tax statements documenting individual employee earnings and
withholdings for state and federal income taxes and social security tax.
Retention: 4 years + current

o

W-4 Forms - Withholding allowance certificates documenting exemption status of individual school
district employees.
Retention: Throughout employment



Pension Records
o

Actuarial Reports - Reports by actuaries concerning the financial soundness of a pension plan.
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Retention: Permanent
o

Pensions Awarded - Records of applications for pensions, determinations regarding award of pensions
and actuarial calculations for the pension.
Retention: Permanent

o


Pension Plans - See Schedule 15 Benefits – Benefit Plans.

Physical and Medical Records - Records documenting an individual employee's work-related medical history [29
CFR 1630.14]. Note: These records are not personnel records and must be kept physically separate from
employee personnel records in a separate location as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act. See also
Schedule 15 Health and Safety Records.
o

Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and Americans with DisabilitiesAct (ADA) Records Records required to be retained under Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) and Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) containing results of physical examinations considered in connection with
personnel actions.
Retention: 1 year [29 CFR 1627.3]
529 CFR 1602.31 and 29 CFR 516.6 specify retention for 2 years. The school retention schedule follows
state law.

o

Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Records - Records required to be retained under Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA); includes an FMLA leave request relating to medical certifications,
recertification or medical histories of employees or employees' family members. These records shall be
maintained in separate files/records and be treated as confidential medical records, except that supervisors
and managers may be informed regarding necessary restrictions and accommodations, not the nature of
the condition, first aid and safety personnel may be informed (when appropriate) if the employee
may/might require emergency treatment, and government officials investigating compliance with FMLA
shall be provided relevant information.
Retention: 3 years [29 CFR 825.500]

o

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) Records - Records required under Occupational Safety and
Health Act (OSHA), including complete and accurate records of all medical examinations required by
OSHA law. Note: These records may be retained by the medical provider.
Retention: Duration of employment + 30 years, unless a specific OSHA standard provides a different time
period [29 CFR 1910.1020]



Policies and Procedures – Personnel - Handbooks, manuals, directives and other written statements or summaries
of policies and procedures governing personnel and human resource matters pertaining to employment with the
school district.
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Retention Until updated, except retain permanently all documentation that would be useful in establishing past
policies or procedures in settling personnel disputes
o

Recruitment and Interviewing Procedures - Guidelines for recruitment and interviewing processes for
hiring of school employees.
Retention: 1 year + current



Regulatory Agency Information - See Schedule 7 Legislation and Regulatory Actions.



Reports – Personnel -See Schedule 15 Pension Records and Payroll Records.



Safety -See Schedule 15 Health and Safety Records.



Signature Certificates - Facsimile signature certificates for the superintendent and treasurer that are filed with the
Secretary of State's office for authentication and verification of the signature of the official on school district
documents.
: 1 year after end of employment



Social Security - See Schedule 15 Benefits – Benefit Plans.



Test Records - See Schedule 15 Job Records.



Training Information - Information presented to orient new employees regarding policies and procedures.
Retention: 1 year + current



Unemployment Insurance - Reports and claim records for unemployment insurance payments.
Retention: 6 years + current



Volunteer Worker Records - Records documenting work performed for the school district by citizens without
compensation for their services.
Retention: 3 years after separation



Work Schedules



Employee On-Call Schedule
Retention: 2 years + current



Workers’ Compensation - Injury reports and supplemental reports and claim records for workers' compensation.
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Retention: 6 years + current

Security Monitoring Policy
Overview: A regular monitoring program is key to managing risk in an organization. Security monitoring occurs on both
physical areas as well as logical components in many different information system areas. Information security
monitoring confirms that appropriate mechanisms and controls are in place to secure systems and applications, that
they are effective, and are not being bypassed in any way.
Purpose: One of the benefits of security monitoring is the early identification of wrongdoing or new security
vulnerabilities. Early identification can help block wrongdoing or vulnerabilities before harm can be done. Other
benefits include audit compliance, service level monitoring, performance measuring, limiting liability, and capacity
planning. This policy establishes Pinnacle Charter School security monitoring processes and procedures.
Scope: This policy applies to support staff charged with security responsibility for installation and operation of
application and computing resources.
Policy
Automated tools provide real time notification of detected wrongdoing and vulnerability exploitation. Where possible,
staff shall develop security baselines and tools to report exceptions. Baselines and tools shall be deployed to monitor:


Internet traffic



Electronic mail traffic



LAN traffic, protocols, and device inventory



Operating system security parameters

The following files shall be checked for signs of wrongdoing and vulnerability exploitation at a frequency determined by
the Chief Business Officer or their designee:


Automated intrusion detection system logs



Firewall logs



User account logs



Network scanning logs



System error logs



Application logs



Data backup and recovery logs
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Help desk trouble tickets



Telephone activity (e.g. call detail reports)



Network printer and fax logs

An evaluation of the efficacy of the current program and practices shall be conducted and documented by the IT Manager
on an annual basis. Such evaluations shall minimally include review of:


Password strength



Unauthorized network devices



Unauthorized personal web servers or devices



Unsecured sharing of devices



Unauthorized remote connectivity



Unauthorized operating systems



Unauthorized software licenses

Any security issues discovered will be reported to the Chief Business Officer for follow-up investigation and remediation.
As part of the review, procedures shall be developed to review and record growth and traffic patterns, bandwidth issues,
etc. Appropriate reporting shall be in place to allow [Insert Appropriate Department] to anticipate performance issues and
delays and react in a timely and proactive manner.
Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of
Pinnacle Charter School. Satisfactory examples of evidence and compliance include:


Spot user checks for appropriate security monitoring logs



Archival documentation of annual reviews



Historical communications on reviews and continuous improvement enhancements
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Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff conducting security audits and reviews.

Data Destruction and Sanitization Policy
Overview: Pinnacle Charter School regularly stores sensitive information on computer hard drives and other forms of
electronic media. As new equipment is obtained and older equipment and media reach end of life, sensitive
information on surplus equipment and media must be properly destroyed and otherwise made unreadable to protect
Confidential Information or Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Purpose: Proper disposal and disposition of surplus computer hardware and other storage media manages risks of security
breach and inappropriate information disclosure. Broadly, exposure to the agency takes the form of:


Violation of Software License Agreements - Most software is licensed for use on either a single computer
system, to a single person, or to an organization. Typically, licenses are not transferable. Even when licenses are
transferable, there are generally specific requirements that must be met in order to effect a transfer. Allowing a
third party access to licensed software without proper transfer of the license may be a breach of the license
agreement, and may subject the state or the recipient of the software to claims and/or damages.



Unauthorized Release of Confidential Information or PII - Allowing an unauthorized person access to
Confidential Information or PII can subject Pinnacle Charter School to claims for damages.

This policy is designed to address proper disposal procedures for Confidential Information and/or PII from Pinnacle
Charter School surplus assets prior to their disposal. Proper sanitization and disposal procedures are key to ensuring data
privacy and license compliance.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.
Policy
GENERAL
The transfer or disposition of data processing equipment, such as computers and related media, shall be
controlled and managed according to Pinnacle Charter School Student Data Privacy and Protection
guidelines. Data remains present on any type of storage device (whether fixed or removable) even after a disc
is “formatted”, power is removed, and the device is decommissioned. Simply deleting the data and
formatting the disk does not prevent individuals from restoring data. Sanitization of the media removes
information in such a way that data recovery using common techniques or analysis is greatly reduced or
prevented.
DATA DISPOSAL PROCEDURES
All computer desktops, laptops, hard drives, and portable media must be processed through IT Department for
proper disposal. Paper and hard copy records shall be disposed of in a secure manner as specified by the
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Colorado Records Management Manual for Schools. The Chief Business Officer shall ensure procedures
exist and are followed that:


Address the evaluation and final disposition of sensitive information, hardware, or electronic media
regardless of media format or type.



Specify a process for making sensitive information unusable and inaccessible. These procedures
should specify the use of technology (e.g. software, special hardware, etc.) or physical destruction
mechanisms to ensure sensitive information is unusable, inaccessible, and unable to be reconstructed.



Authorize personnel to dispose of sensitive information or equipment. Such procedures may include
shredding, incinerating, or pulp of hard copy materials so that sensitive information cannot be
reconstructed. Approved disposal methods include:
o

o

Physical Print Media shall be disposed of by one (or a combination) of the following
methods:


Shredding - Media shall be shredded using Pinnacle Charter School] issued cross-cut
shredders



Shredding Bins - Disposal shall be performed using locked bins located on-site using
a licensed and bonded information disposal contractor



Incineration – Materials are physically destroyed using licensed and bonded
information disposal contractor

Electronic Media (physical disks, tape cartridge, CDs, printer ribbons, flash drives, printer
and copier hard-drives, etc.) shall be disposed of by one of the methods:


Overwriting Magnetic Media - Overwriting uses a program to write binary data
sector by sector onto the media that requires sanitization



Degaussing - Degaussing consists of using strong magnets or electric degaussing
equipment to magnetically scramble the data on a hard drive into an unrecoverable
state



Physical Destruction – implies complete destruction of media by means of crushing
or disassembling the asset and ensuring no data can be extracted or recreated

IT documentation, hardware, and storage that have been used to process, store, or transmit Confidential
Information or PII shall not be released into general surplus until it has been sanitized and all stored
information has been cleared using one of the above methods.
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Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of the
Pinnacle Charter School Data Destruction and Sanitization practices. Examples of control documentation includes:


On-demand documented procedures related to surplus disposal of hardware and software



Data destruction and surplus logs of equipment identified for disposal



Physical evidence of sanitized assets and/or data destruction/cleansing devices

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff handling sensitive hard copy documents
or responsible for managing data and hardware assets in the organization.

Data Encryption Policy
Overview: Pinnacle Charter School “Confidential Information” and Employee, Educator or Student Personally
Identifiable Information (“PII”) must be protected while stored at-rest and in-transit. Appropriate encryption
technologies must be used to protect Pinnacle Charter School.
Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to provide guidance on the use of encryption technologies to protect Pinnacle
Charter School data, information resources, and other Confidential Information or PII while stored at rest or
transmitted between parties. This policy also provides direction to ensure that regulations are followed.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff that create, deploy, transmit, or support application and
system software containing Confidential Information or PII. It addresses encryption policy and controls for
Confidential Information or PII that is at rest (including portable devices and removable media), data in motion
(transmission security), and encryption key standards and management.
Policy
ACCESS
The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall ensure:
o

Policies, procedures, scenarios, and processes must identify Confidential Information or PII that
must be encrypted to protect against persons or programs that have not been granted access.

o

Pinnacle Charter School implements appropriate mechanisms to encrypt and decrypt Confidential
Information or PII whenever deemed appropriate. Internal procedures shall specify how
Pinnacle Charter School transmits sensitive information as well as how often the information is
transmitted.
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o

When encryption is needed based on data classification to protect Confidential Information or PII
during transmission. Procedures shall specify the methods of encryption used to protect the
transmission of Confidential Information or PII.

o

Logical user access is managed separately and independently of native operating system
authentication and access control mechanisms (for example, by not using local user account
databases or general network login credentials) when disk encryption is used rather than file or
column level database encryption.

ENCRYPTION KEY LENGTH
Pinnacle Charter School uses software encryption technology to protect Confidential Information or PII. To
provide the highest-level security while balancing throughput and response times, encryption key lengths
should use current industry standard encryption algorithms for Confidential Information or PII.
The use of proprietary encryption algorithms are not allowed unless reviewed by qualified experts outside of
the vendor in question and approved by Pinnacle Charter School management.
AT-REST ENCRYPTION


Hard drives that are not fully encrypted (e.g., disks that one or more un-encrypted partitions, virtual
disks) but connect to encrypted USB devices, may be vulnerable to security breach from the
encrypted region to the unencrypted region. Full disk encryption avoids this problem and shall be the
method of choice for user devices containing Confidential Information or PII.



Confidential Information or PII at rest on computer systems owned by and located within Pinnacle
Charter School controlled spaces, devices, and networks should be protected by one or more of the
following mechanisms:
o

Disk/File System Encryption (e.g. Microsoft EFS technology)

o

Use of Virtual Private Networks (VPN’s) and Firewalls with strict access controls that
authenticate the identity of those individuals accessing the Confidential Information or PII

o

Sanitizing, redacting, and/or de-identifying the data requiring protection during storage to
prevent unauthorized risk and exposure (e.g., masking or blurring PII)

o

Supplemental compensating or complimentary security controls including complex
passwords, and physical isolation/access to the data

o

Strong cryptography on authentication credentials (i.e. passwords/phrases) shall be made
unreadable during transmission and storage on all information systems

o

Password protection to be used in combination with all controls including encryption
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o

File systems, disks, and tape drives in servers and Storage Area Network (SAN)
environments are encrypted using industry standard encryption technology

o

Computer hard drives and other storage media that have been encrypted shall be sanitized to
prevent unauthorized exposure upon return for redistribution or disposal

PORTABLE DEVICE ENCRYPTION


Portable devices (e.g. smart-phones, flash cards, SD cards, USB file storage) represent a specific
category of devices that contain data-at-rest. Many incidents involving unauthorized exposure of
Confidential Information or PII are the result of stolen or lost portable computing devices. The most
reliable way to prevent exposure is to avoid storing Confidential Information or PII on these
devices.



As a general practice, Confidential Information or PII shall not be copied to or stored on a portable
computing device or Pinnacle Charter School owned computing device. However, in situations
requiring Confidential Information or PII to be stored on such devices, encryption reduces the risk of
unauthorized disclosure in the event that the device becomes lost or stolen. The following procedures
shall be implemented when using portable storage:
o

Hard drives (laptops, tablets, smartphones and personal digital assistants (PDAs)) shall be
encrypted using products and/or methods approved by the Pinnacle Charter School IT
Department. Unless otherwise approved by management, such devices shall have full disk
encryption with pre-boot authentication.

o

Devices shall not be used for the long-term storage of any Confidential Information or PII.

o

All devices shall have proper and appropriate protection mechanisms installed including
approved anti-malware/virus software, personal firewalls with unneeded services and ports
turned off, and properly configured applications.

o

Removable media including CD’s, DVD’s, USB flash drives, etc. shall not be used to store
Confidential Information or PII.

IN-TRANSIT ENCRYPTION
In-transit encryption refers to transmission of data between end-points. The intent of these policies is to
ensure that Confidential Information or PII transmitted between companies, across physical networks, or
wirelessly is secured and encrypted in a fashion that protects student Confidential Information or PII from a
breach.
The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall ensure:


Formal transfer policies, protocols, procedures, and controls are implemented to protect the transfer
of information through the use of all types of communication and transmission facilities.
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Users follow Pinnacle Charter School acceptable use policies when transmitting data and take
particular care when transmitting or re-transmitting Confidential Information or PII received from
non-[LEP] staff.



Strong cryptography and security protocols (e.g. TLS, IPSEC, SSH, etc.) are used to safeguard
Confidential Information or PII during transmission over open public networks. Such controls
include:
o

Only accepting trusted keys and certificates, protocols in use only support secure versions or
configurations, and encryption strength is appropriate for the encryption methodology in use.

o

Public networks include but are not limited to the Internet, Wireless technologies, including
802.11, Bluetooth, and cellular technologies.

o

Confidential Information or PII transmitted in e-mail messages are encrypted. Any
Confidential Information or PII transmitted through a public network (e.g., Internet) to and
from vendors, customers, or entities doing business with [LEP] must be encrypted or
transmitted through an encrypted tunnel (VPN) or point-to-point tunneling protocols (PPTP)
that include current transport layer security (TLS) implementations.

o

Wireless (Wi-Fi) transmissions used to access Pinnacle Charter School computing devices or
internal networks must be encrypted using current wireless security standard protocols (e.g.
RADIUS, WPS private/public keys or other industry standard mechanisms).

o

Encryption or an encrypted/secured channel is required when users access Pinnacle Charter
School Confidential Information or PII remotely from a shared network, including
connections from a Bluetooth device to a Pinnacle Charter School PDA or cell phone.

o

Secure encrypted transfer of documents and Confidential Information or PII over the internet
uses current secure file transfer programs such as “SFTP” (FTP over SSH) and secure copy
command (SCP).

o

All non-console administrative access such as browser/web based management tools are
encrypted using SSL based browser technologies using the most current security algorithm.

ENCRYPTION KEY MANAGEMENT
Effective enterprise public and private key management is a crucial element in ensuring encryption
system security. Key management procedures must ensure that authorized users can access and decrypt
all encrypted Confidential Information or PII using controls that meet operational needs. Pinnacle Charter
School key management systems are characterized by following security precautions and attributes:


Pinnacle Charter School uses procedural controls to enforce the concepts of least privilege and
separation of duties for staff. These controls apply to persons involved in encryption key
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management or who have access to security-relevant encryption key facilities and processes,
including Certificate Authority (CA) and Registration Authority (RA), and/or contractor staff.


It Manager shall verify backup storage for key passwords, files, and Confidential Information or PII
to avoid single point of failure and ensure access to encrypted Confidential Information or PII.



Key management should be fully automated. The Pinnacle Charter School IT Manager should not
have the opportunity to expose a key or influence the key creation.



Keys in storage and transit must be encrypted.



Private keys must be kept confidential.



Application and system resource owners should be responsible for establishing data encryption
policies that grant exceptions based on demonstration of a business need and an assessment of the risk
of unauthorized access to or loss of Confidential Information or PII.

The Chief Business Officer or their designee shall ensure:


Decryption keys are not associated with user accounts.



Documentation and procedures exist to protect keys used to secure stored Confidential Information
or PII against disclosure and misuse.



Restrict access to cryptographic keys to the fewest number of custodians necessary.



Cryptographic keys are stored in the fewest possible locations.



Key management processes and procedures for cryptographic keys are fully documented.



Retirement or replacement (for example, archiving, destruction, and/or revocation) of keys as
deemed necessary when the integrity of the key has been weakened or keys are suspected of being
compromised.

Note: If retired or replaced cryptographic keys need to be retained, these keys must be securely archived.
Archived cryptographic keys should only be used for decryption/verification purposes.
Cryptographic key custodians shall formally acknowledge that they understand and accept their keycustodian responsibilities.
Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as part of
Pinnacle Charter School operational methodology.
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Pinnacle Charter School shall inventory encrypted devices and validate implementation of encryption
products at least annually.



Documentation shall exist for key management procedures.



At-Rest encryption procedures exist and can be demonstrated.



In-Transit encryption procedures exist and can be demonstrated.



Exception logs exist and can be produced for those resources that are excluded from this policy.

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff and contractors using Pinnacle Charter
School Confidential Information or PII resources.

Third Party Contract Policy
Overview: Third party vendors play an important role in the support of Pinnacle Charter School processes. In some
instances, third party vendors may collect, store, and maintain Confidential Information and Personally Identifiable
Information (PII). Setting appropriate limits and controls on third party vendors helps reduce the risk of security
incidents, financial liability, loss of community trust, and embarrassment.
Purpose: The purpose of this policy is to establish rules and operating parameters for third party vendors’ access to
company information, their operator responsibilities, and protection of Pinnacle Charter School assets, data, and PII.
This policy supports compliance with federal and state data privacy laws.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff responsible for negotiating or executing third party
contracts.
Policy
GENERAL
Prior to entering into any agreement or contract, Pinnacle Charter School staff shall follow due diligence in
selecting third party vendors. Third parties must comply with all applicable state procurement, Pinnacle
Charter School policies, practice standards, and agreements as well as any binding legislation at the state and
federal levels. This policy supports law in certain areas but shall not replace any potential changes in current
or future compliance components levied against third party vendors through statute, law, or contract.
GENERAL VENDOR RESPONSIBILITIES
The following general responsibilities shall be provided by vendors entering into contracts with Pinnacle
Charter School]:
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Third party vendors shall provide Pinnacle Charter School a point of contact for contract terms and
service offering implementation. A Pinnacle Charter School point of contact will work with the third
party vendors to ensure the vendor is in compliance with all state and federal laws as well as this
policy.



The Chief Business Officer shall maintain a list of all subcontracted providers and the services
performed by each. The Chief Business Officer may request on-demand and maintain copies of all
agreements with service providers as appropriate.

THIRD PARTY CONTRACT TERMS AND PROVISIONS
All contract terms and agreements with third party service providers shall specify the following terms and
conditions:


Data and personnel confidentiality terms shall protect all Pinnacle Charter School Confidential
Information and PII.



Role-based controlled user access to Pinnacle Charter School resources and access shall be limited to
only those systems to which the vendor provides services.



Vendor data privacy and information security procedures and protocols shall be made available and
meet Pinnacle Charter School requirements for the return, destruction, or disposal of information in
the service provider’s possession at the end of the agreement.



The service provider shall only use Pinnacle Charter School information and systems for the purpose
of the direct business agreement. No other uses are allowed unless expressly granted in writing by
the Pinnacle Charter School



Any information acquired by the service provider through the course of operational contract
execution shall not be used for the service provider’s own purposes or divulged to others without the
express written consent of Pinnacle Charter School



Service providers shall provide Pinnacle Charter School with a list of all staff working on the
contracted services. The list shall be updated and provided to Pinnacle Charter School within twentyfour (24) hours of staff changes.



On-site service provider staff members must adhere to all internal facility security protocols and
procedures. Upon completion of contracted work, service providers shall return all security access
cards and identification.



Service provider staff members with access to Pinnacle Charter School confidential or student PII
must be cleared to handle that information. Third party access to PII and confidential data shall be
activated only when needed and enabled only to the level and degree indicated by the contract
statement of work.
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System access shall be deactivated/disabled after services have been completed. IDs used by vendors
to access, support, or maintain system components via remote access shall only be enabled during the
time period needed and disabled when not in use.



Third party service provider access to systems and software shall be monitored during use as
necessitated by the sensitivity and confidentiality of the information.



Service providers with remote access to Pinnacle Charter School systems shall use all prescribed tools
and procedures to access systems remotely.



Service provider personnel shall report all security incidents directly to the project supervisor and
Chief Business Officer. Security incident management responsibilities and details must be specified
in the contract agreement and specific to data incident/breach notification, procedures, notifications
and remedies.



Service provider shall follow all applicable Pinnacle Charter School change control processes and
procedures when working on Pinnacle Charter School systems.



Regular work hours and duties shall be defined in the agreement. Work outside of defined parameters
must be approved in writing by appropriate Pinnacle Charter School management.



Service provider access shall be uniquely identifiable and password/access management must comply
with all Pinnacle Charter School requirements.



Upon termination of service provider or at the request of Pinnacle Charter School, the service
provider will return or destroy all information and provide written certification of that return or
destruction within 24 hours.



Upon termination of contract or at the request of Pinnacle Charter School, the service provider must
surrender all identification badges, access cards, equipment, and supplies immediately. Equipment
and/or supplies to be retained by the service provider must be documented by management.



Service providers are required to comply with all Pinnacle Charter School auditing requirements,
including the auditing of the service provider’s work.



Service providers shall include explicit coverage of all relevant security requirements. This includes
controls over the processing, accessing, communicating, hosting or managing the organization's data
or adding or terminating services or products to existing information.



Service providers shall include explanations of security mechanisms (e.g., encryption, access
controls, and security leakage prevention) and integrity controls for data exchanged to prevent
improper disclosure, alteration, or destruction.
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Service provider contracts shall require the provider to acknowledge responsibility for securing
Pinnacle Charter School sensitive information the provider possesses or otherwise stores, processes,
or transmits on behalf of the Pinnacle Charter School.



Agreements with third party service providers shall specify that the third party service provider will
notify Pinnacle Charter School within one (1) day of discovery of a service provider security
incident/breach. Upon such notification, Pinnacle Charter School shall have the right to terminate the
agreement with the service provider. Provisions within the contract shall ensure that service provider
pay for all costs incurred to remedy the breach including, if appropriate, notifying customers, and any
related expenses or damages levied due to the incident and related disclosure.



Contracts with School Service Contract Providers (as defined by the Colorado Student Data
Transparency and Security Act) must include the requirements of that law.

OTHER STIPULATIONS
When dealing with PII, service providers shall provide an on-line and print description of security and privacy
directives, guidelines, policies, and security safeguards that protect student PII.
No contracts shall be entered into by Pinnacle Charter School where the standard vendor contract template is
not used and all applicable terms applied. Any negotiations between vendor and Pinnacle Charter School
must be completed through the Chief Business Officer.
Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy. Operational
compliance can be demonstrated through:


On-demand review of standard agency contracts with third party providers



Review of departmental operational procedures for compliance



Random review of current contracts for terms compliance

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff and management responsible for
negotiating and managing vendor contracts within Pinnacle Charter School.
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Data Governance and Transparency Policy
Overview: Data governance is key component in the overall management of information transparency, collaborative
stakeholder engagement, and data collection definition/communication. Pinnacle Charter School is chartered with
collecting, managing, and submitting many pieces of data for federal and state reporting. These elements and their
associated performance metrics often need to be defined, modified, or removed. Creating a transparent and engaging
process where various education stakeholders are involved in the process as well as a way to transparently
communicate results is key to our mission to effectively communicate with our community.
Purpose: Data governance is a process designed to manage the application of technology to business needs. This policy
defines the overall Pinnacle Charter School approach to managing data and transparency in the organization while
engaging key stakeholders in the definition and management processes.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff, users, and contractors that are involved in the Pinnacle
Charter School data governance and transparency efforts.
Policy
GENERAL
Pinnacle Charter School’s governance, transparency, and management framework exists to:


Align the organization’s data collections with reporting requirements, mandates, goals and objectives.



Enable high-quality oversight, planning and management.



Produce stakeholder communication mechanisms that are transparent and understandable to the
community.



Define the roles and responsibilities necessary to create and sustain a comprehensive governance,
planning, and management framework.



Enable a departmental and statewide collaborative process for data and metric collections/definition.



Identify and manage an orderly process for element definition, modification, and/or sunset.

MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT
The Chief Business Officer or their designee provides the central point of accountability, leadership, vision,
and coordination for Pinnacle Charter School governance. The Chief Business Officer is responsible for:


Data Governance Design – Designing and implementing processes necessary to govern, plan,
manage, oversee, evaluate and implement data collection and reporting elements, metric definitions,
and measurements.



Governance – Assisting in governance activities and decision making in a tiered governance
hierarchy. They shall be part of the final decision making authority for new element
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definition/acceptance and are ultimately responsible for providing [LEP] guidance, coordination,
planning, and management.


Communications – Developing and implementing a tiered management, decision, communications,
and support infrastructure around data definitions including enterprise and statewide focused
information sharing.



Policy - Creating policies, rules, legislation, standards and practices necessary to carry out the
governance and transparency initiatives across the Pinnacle Charter customer base.

GOVERNANCE DESIGN
A governance design shall be created that is tiered in structure, with appropriate representation from each
department charted with collecting data, defining metrics, and reporting results through any number of
mechanisms. The tiers shall be configured as follows:


Tier 1: Data Managers/Technical Leads– This tier shall be comprised of Pinnacle Charter School
technical and business analysts charged with element and metric definition for new and existing
collections. Each department that collects and reports data shall be represented and appointed to the
governance committee by their respective director or through Pinnacle Charter School leadership.



Tier 2: Departmental Management – This tier shall be the first level of management approval or
issue resolution for new and revised element definitions. It is made up of the directors whose groups
are represented in Tier 1. Their purpose is to resolve any issues, verify all statutory and legal
requirements are met, and approve business requirements and definitions for new collection elements
and metrics. They are also responsible for aligning the collection elements to the statutory
requirements and approving a meta-data definition for use in the public data dictionary.



Tier 3: Pinnacle Charter School Administrative Leadership – This tier shall be the final decision
making group for data collections. This team will review approved collection elements and
recommend adoption through the board. They are also the final decision maker for any issue
resolution or data management discrepancies that may be unresolved. They are the final resolution
prior to approval of new collection elements.



Tier 4: Pinnacle Charter School Board - This tier shall formally approve new elements within the
[LEP] for collection from LEP’s. They have final decision making authority on definition, collection,
timing, and publication of new and modified data elements and metrics.

The Tier 1 committee shall meet on a quarterly basis. All meetings shall be public and minutes documented.
Other tier meetings shall meet “on-demand” and as required based on outputs and requirements from Tier 1
activities.
TRANSPARENCY
Activities of the various governance tiers shall be public and transparent to parents and the community. The
following activities and mechanisms shall be used to promote disclosure and transparency of the work
completed by the Governance Tiers:
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Public Meetings – All scheduled governance meetings shall be public and final discussion and
approvals of new or modified elements, metrics, and analytics shall be made at a public meeting as
part of the normal course of business. Meeting minutes shall be documented and published on the
Pinnacle Charter School website.



Public Data Dictionary – A public data dictionary shall be produced and managed by the Pinnacle
Charter IT Director.



Transparency Website - Per C.R.S. 22-16-107, Schools are required to post specific information to
provide transparency to parents and the public. This must include:
o

A list explaining the Student PII that is collected and maintained in the data system. This list
does not have to include information transmitted to CDE. The list must explain how the
Student PII is used and shared.

o

A link to CDE’s data dictionary.

o

A list of School Service Contract Providers and a copy of each contract.

o

A list of the School Service On-Demand Providers that are used by either Pinnacle Charter
School or an employee of Pinnacle Charter School This list must be updated at a minimum at
the beginning and mid-point of each school year.

o

A list of School Service On-Demand Providers that is ceases or refuses to use and any
responses from the On-Demand Provider. Pinnacle Charter School must also post a notice to
On-Demand Providers explaining this list.

o

Post Pinnacle Charter School’s Student Information Privacy Protection Policy.

Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy as
part of the Pinnacle Charter School internal processes and procedures. Evidence of compliance include:


Current and archival public meeting minutes of governance activities



Evidence that sign-off and acceptance processes are operational within the tiered approval
environment



Board minutes illustrating the process and procedure at work



Anecdotal communications between tiered governance members

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.
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Data Breach Policy
Overview: Data breaches are increasingly common occurrences whether caused through human error or malicious intent.
Pinnacle Charter School operations rely on the proper use of Confidential Information and Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) on a daily basis. Managing risk and responding in an organized way to Incidents and Breaches is
key to operations and required by Colorado state law.
Purpose: Pinnacle Charter School must have a robust and systematic process for responding to reported data security
Incidents and Breaches. This policy is designed to standardize the Pinnacle Charter School-wide response to any
reported Breach or Incident, and ensure that they are appropriately logged and managed in accordance with best
practice guidelines. Standardized processes and procedures help to ensure the Pinnacle Charter School can act
responsibly, respond effectively, and protect its information assets to the extent possible.
Scope: This policy applies to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.
Policy
GENERAL INFORMATION
A “Data Security Incident” or “Incident’ shall mean an accidental or deliberate event that results in or
constitutes an imminent threat of the unauthorized access, loss, disclosure, modification, disruption, or
destruction of communication or information resources of Pinnacle Charter School.
Common examples of data security Incidents include, but are not limited to, any of the following:


Successful attempts to gain unauthorized access to a Pinnacle Charter School system or Student or
Educator PII regardless of where such information is located



Unwanted disruption or denial of service



The unauthorized use of a Pinnacle Charter School system for the processing or storage of
Confidential Information or PII



Changes to Pinnacle Charter School system hardware, firmware, or software characteristics without
the Pinnacle Charter School’s knowledge, instruction, or consent



Loss or theft of equipment where Confidential Information or PII is stored



Unforeseen circumstances such as a fire or flood that could lead to the loss or misuse of Confidential
Information or PII



Human error involving the loss or mistaken transmission of Confidential Information or PII



Hacking, social engineering, phishing or other subversive attacks where information is obtained by
deceitful practice
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A “Data Security Breach” or “Breach” is any Incident where Pinnacle Charter School cannot put in place
controls or take action to reasonably prevent the misuse of Confidential Information or PII. A Breach is also
an Incident where data has been misused.
Adopting a standardized and consistent approach to Incident management shall ensure that:


Incidents are reported in a timely manner and can be properly investigated



Incidents are handled by appropriately authorized and skilled personnel



Appropriate levels of management are involved in response management



Incidents are recorded and documented



Organizational impacts are understood and action is taken to prevent further damage



Evidence is gathered, recorded, and maintained in a form that will withstand internal and external
scrutiny



External agencies, customers, and data users are informed as required



Incidents are dealt with in a timely manner and normal operations are restored



Incidents are reviewed to identify improvements in policies and procedures

Incidents can occur locally, in the cloud, or through third party service providers. Reporting and management
of Incidents shall occur similarly. Third party providers shall also be governed by contract terms and liability
as defined in their operational agreements.
Any contract breach that results in the misuse or unauthorized access to Student PII by a School Service
Contract Provider must be handled according to the HPA Third Party Contract Policy and as required by
C.R.S. 22-16-107(2)(a).
DATA CLASSIFICATIONS
Incidents vary in impact and risk depending on a number of mitigating factors including the content and
quantity of the data involved. It is critically important that Pinnacle Charter School management respond
quickly and identify the data classification of the Incident. This allows staff to respond accordingly in a
timely and thorough manner.
All reported Incidents shall be classified as below in order to assess risk and approaches to mitigate the
situation. Data classification shall refer to the following Pinnacle Charter School data categories:
Public Data - Information intended for public and community use or information that can be made public
without any negative impact on the Pinnacle Charter School or its customers. Student PII shall never be
considered public data unless the data is Directory Information as defined by Pinnacle Charter School policy.
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Confidential/Internal Data - Information of a more sensitive nature to the business and educational
operations of Pinnacle Charter School. This data represents basic intellectual capital, applications, and
general knowledge. Access shall be limited to only those people that need to know as part of their role within
the Pinnacle Charter School. Employee and Educator PII (with the exception of Social Security Numbers
(SSN), financial information, or other critical information) falls within this classification.
Highly Confidential Data- Information that, if breached, causes significant damage to Pinnacle Charter
School operations, reputation, and/or business continuity. Access to this information should be highly
restricted. Student PII falls into this category of data. Employee or Educator Financial Information, Social
Security Numbers, and other critical information also fall into this classification.
INCIDENT REPORTING
The following process shall be followed when responding to a suspected Incident:


Confirmed or suspected Incidents shall be reported promptly to the Chief Business Officer of the
Chief Academic Officer. A formal report shall be filed that includes full and accurate details of the
Incident including who is reporting the Incident and what classification of data is involved.



Once an Incident is reported, the Chief Business Officer of Chief Academic Officer shall conduct an
assessment to establish the severity of the Incident, next steps in response, and potential remedies and
solutions. Based on this assessment, the Chief Business Officer or Chief Academic Officer shall
determine if this Incident remains an Incident or if it needs to be categorized as a Breach.



All Incidents and Breaches will be centrally logged and documented to ensure appropriate
documentation, oversight, and consistency in response, management, and reporting.

CLASSIFICATION
Data Breaches or Incidents shall be classified as follows:
Critical/Major Breach or Incident – Incidents or Breaches in this category deal with Confidential
Information or PII and are on a large scale (Pinnacle Charter School-wide). All Incidents or Breaches
involving Student PII will be classified as Critical or Major. They typically have the following attributes:


Any Incident that has been determined to be a Breach



Significant Confidential Information or PII loss, potential for lack of business continuity, Pinnacle
Charter School exposure, or irreversible consequences are imminent



Negative media coverage is likely and exposure is high



Legal or contractual remedies may be required



Requires significant reporting beyond normal operating procedures
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Any breach of contract that involves the misuse or unauthorized access to Student PII by a School
Service Contract Provider

Moderately Critical/Serious Incident – Breaches or Incidents in this category typically deal with
Confidential Information and are on a medium scale (e.g. <20 users on the internal network, application or
database related, limited exposure). Incidents in this category typically have the following attributes:


Risk to the Pinnacle Charter School is moderate



Third party service provider and subcontractors may be involved



Data loss is possible but localized/compartmentalized, potential for limited business continuity losses,
and minimized Pinnacle Charter School exposure



Significant user inconvenience is likely



Service outages are likely while the breach is addressed



Negative media coverage is possible but exposure is limited



Disclosure of Educator or Employee PII is contained and manageable

Low Criticality/Minor Incident – Incidents in this category typically deal with personal or internal data and
are on a small or individualized scale (e.g. <10 users on the internal network, personal or mobile device
related). Incidents in this category typically have the following attributes:


Risk to the Pinnacle Charter School is low



User inconvenience is likely but not Pinnacle Charter School damaging



Internal data released but data is not student, employee, or confidential in nature



Loss of data is totally contained on encrypted hardware



Incident can be addressed through normal support channels

INCIDENT RESPONSE
Management response to any reported Incident shall involve the following activities:
Assess, Contain and Recover Data - All security Incidents shall have immediate analysis of the Incident and
an Incident report completed by the Chief Business Officer, the Chief Academic Officer, or their designee.
This analysis shall include a determination of whether this Incident should be characterized as a Breach. This
analysis shall be documented and shared with the school leadership, the affected parties, and any other
relevant stakeholders. At a minimum, the school leadership shall:
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Step
A

Action
Containment and Recovery:

1

Breach Determination

2

Ascertain the severity of the
See Incident Classification
Incident or Breach and determine
the level of data involved.
Investigate the Breach or Incident Ensure investigator has appropriate resources including
and forward a copy of the Incident sufficient time and authority. In the event that the Incident or
report to the Chief Business
Breach is severe, the High Point Board President and general
Officer of Chief Academic Officer counsel should be contacted.

3

4

5
6

7

Notes
Contain the breach, limit further organizational damage, seek
to recover/restore data.
Determine if the Incident needs to be classified as a Breach.

Identify the cause of the Incident Compartmentalize and eliminate exposure. Establish what
or breach and whether the situation steps can or need to be taken to contain the threat from
has been contained. Ensure that further data loss. Contact all relevant departments who may
any possibility of further data loss be able to assist in this process.
is removed or mitigated as far as
This may involve actions such as taking systems offline or
possible. If this loss cannot be
restricting access to systems to a very small number of staff
mitigated, any Incident will be
until more is known about the Incident.
characterized as a Breach.
Determine depth and breadth of Can data be physically recovered if damaged through use of
losses and limit exposure/damages backups, restoration or other means?
Notify authorities as appropriate

For criminal activities where property was stolen or
fraudulent activity occurred, contact the appropriate
authorities and general counsel. Should the Breach involve
Student PII that involves a School Service Contract
Provider, notify the Pinnacle Charter School Board
Ensure all actions and decisions Complete
President. Incident Report and file with Chief Business
are logged and recorded as part of Officer and Chief Academic Officer.
incident documentation and
reporting.
Assess Risk and Incident Scope – All Incidents or Breaches shall have a risk and scope analysis completed
by the Chief Business Officer or their designee. This analysis shall be documented and shared with the Chief
Academic Officer, the affected parties, and any other relevant stakeholders. At a minimum, the Chief
Business Officer shall:

B

Risk Assessment

1

Determine the type and breadth of Classify Incident or Breach type, data compromised, and
the Incident or Breach
extent of breach
Review data sensitivity
Determine the confidentiality, scope and extent of the
Incident or Breach.

2

Identify and assess ongoing risks that may be associated with
the Incident or Breach.
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3

Understand the current status of
the compromised data

4

Document risk limiting processes Does encryption of data/device help to limit risk of exposure?
or technology components that
contain and manage the Incident

5

Determine what technologies or
processes will mitigate the loss
and restore service

Are there backups of the compromised data? Can they be
restored to a ready state?

6

Identify and document the scope,
number of users affected, and
depth of Incident or Breach

How many individuals’ personally identifiable information
were affected?

7

Define individuals and roles whose Identify all students, staff, districts, customers or vendors
data was compromised
involved in the Incident or Breach

8

If exploited, what will the
Confidential Information or PII could mean very little to an
compromised data tell a third party opportunistic laptop thief while the loss of apparently trivial
about the individual? Could it be snippets of information could help a criminal build up a
detailed picture associated with identity theft or fraud.
misused?

9

Determine actual or potential harm Identify risks to individuals:
that could come to any individuals
 Physical Safety

10

Are there wider consequences to
consider?

11

Are there others who might
provide support or advise on
risks/courses of action?

If data has been stolen, could it be used for purposes that
harm the individuals whose identity has been compromised;
If identity theft is involved, this poses a different type and
level of risk.



Emotional Wellbeing



Personal or Business Reputation



Financial Implications

 risk
Identity
Concerns
Is there
to another
district, the state, or loss of public
confidence?
A combination of these and other private aspects of their life?
Contact all local education providers, agencies, or companies
impacted by the breached data, notify them about the
Incident, and ask for assistance in limiting the scope of the
Incident.

Notification and Incident Communications - Each security Incident or Breach determined to be
“moderately critical” or “critical” shall have communication plans documented by the school senior
leadership, and their designees to appropriately manage the Incident and communicate progress on its
resolution to all effected stakeholders. At a minimum, the school leadership shall:
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C

Notification and Communications Notification enables affected stakeholders to take
precautionary steps and allow regulatory bodies to act on the
Incident or Breach.

1

Are there legal, contractual or
regulatory notification
requirements associated with the
Incident or Breach?

Review vendor contracts and compliance terms, assure state
and federal reporting and notifications are understood.
Contact general counsel as necessary to begin contractual
adherence. Should the Breach include Student PII, initiate the
Pinnacle Charter School Board hearing process.

2

Notify impacted individuals of
Incident or Breach remedies.

Provide individuals involved in the Incident or Breach with
mitigation strategies to re-secure data (e.g. change user id
and/or passwords etc.)

3

Determine Internal
Communication Plans

Work with senior leadership and provide regular internal
updates on status of Incident or Breach, remedies underway,
and current exposure and containment strategies. This
messaging should be provided to all internal state
stakeholders and management. Messaging shall be
coordinated through the business office.

4

Determine Public Messaging

Prepare and execute a communication and follow-up plan
with the Chief Business Officer and senior leadership.
Communication strategies need to define audience(s),
frequency, messaging, and content.
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5

Execute Messaging Plan

Working through the business office and appropriate
leadership, execute the public and internal communication
plans. Depending on the nature and scope of the Incident or
Breach, multiple messages may need to be delivered as well
as press and public communiques. Minimally notifications
should include:


A description of the Incident or Breach (how and
when it occurred)



What data was involved and whose data was
compromised



Details of what has been done to respond to the
Incident or Breach and any associated risks posed



Next-steps for stakeholders



Pinnacle Charter School contacts for the Incident or
Breach, any follow-, and other pertinent information



When notifying individuals, provide specific and
clear advice on the steps they can take to protect
themselves and what the school and/or third party
vendor will do to help minimize their exposure

Provide a way in which they can contact Pinnacle
Charter School for further information or to ask
Post Mortem Evaluation and Response – Eachquestions
Incident or
Breach
to be
“moderately
about
whatdetermined
has occurred
(e.g.
a contact critical” or
“critical” shall have a post mortem analysis completed
by
the
Chief
Business
Officer
or
their
designees to
name, helpline number or a web page)
appropriately document, analyze, and make recommendations on ways to limit risk and exposure in the
future. At a minimum, the Chief Business Officer shall:


D

Evaluation and Response

To evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s response to the
Incident or Breach.

1

Establish where any present or
future risks lie.

Assess and evaluate the root causes of the Incident or Breach
and any ways to mitigate and/or prevent a similar occurrence.

2

Consider the data and security
measures employed.

Evaluate, analyze, and document the use cases and technical
components of the Incident or Breach. Document areas for
improvement in environment, technology, or approach that
limit future security exposures. Make recommendations as
appropriate.
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3

Evaluate and identify areas of
weakness in existing security
measures and procedures.

Document lapses in process, procedure, or policy that may
have caused the Incident or Breach. Analyze and document
solutions and remedies to reduce future risks.

4

Evaluate and identify areas of
weakness related to employee
skills.

Assess employee readiness, education, and training.
Document and plan for updates in education or procedural
changes to eliminate potential for future Incidents.

5

Report on findings and implement Prepare report and presentation to Pinnacle Charter School
Board for major Incidents or Breaches.
recommendations.
Each of these four elements shall be conducted as appropriate for all qualifying Incidents or Breaches. An
activity log recording the timeline of Incident management shall also be completed. Reporting and
documentation shall be filed and managed through the business office.

Audit Controls and Management
On-demand documented procedures and evidence of practice should be in place for this operational policy. Appropriate
audit controls and management practice examples are as follows:


Archival completed Incident Reports demonstrating compliance with reporting, communication and followthrough.



Executed communication plans for Incident management.



Evidence of cross-departmental communication throughout the analysis, response and post-mortem processes.

Enforcement: Staff members found in policy violation may be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including
termination.
Distribution: This policy is to be distributed to all Pinnacle Charter School staff.

Student Records
Release of Student Records
By state law, The Pinnacle Charter School must collect and maintain academic records on all students who reside and
attend The Pinnacle. The cumulative record holds the official student records and other data which school officials believe
is needed to provide the best instructional services for each student. Cumulative records include birth date, sex, race,
names and addresses of parents, academic work completed, standardized achievement scores, and attendance records.
Other personal student records maintained by the school include scores on standardized intelligence and aptitude tests,
health data, family background information, clinical findings, systematically gathered teacher or counselor ratings and
observations, and verified reports of serious or recurrent behavior patterns. Official records are maintained in the
cumulative record at the school.
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Cumulative records shall be permanent and maintained by the school system for an indefinite period. These permanent
files are kept to fill requests for information from former students who later need to verify school-related information
from their own records.

Bullying Prevention Initiatives
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The Pinnacle recognizes the negative impact that bullying has on student health, welfare and safety and on the
learning environment. Bullying as defined by state law is any written or verbal expression, or physical act or gesture, or a
pattern thereof, that is intended to cause distress upon one or more students. Bullying is prohibited on school grounds, in a
vehicle owned, leased or otherwise used by the school, including school buses, at designated school bus stops, or in
connection with or at a school-sponsored activity or event. All administrators, teachers, classified staff, parents and
students shall take all reasonable steps to prevent and address bullying.
2.0 Bullying which is directed at a student’s race, gender, religion or creed, national origin, sexual orientation, or
disability may constitute harassment. Harassment is specifically prohibited by the Policy Nondiscrimination/Harassment.
Administrative Procedure
1.0 All administrators, teachers, classified staff, parents and students shall take all reasonable steps to prevent and address
bullying on school grounds, in a vehicle owned, leased or otherwise used by the school, including school buses, at
designated school bus stops, or in connection with or at a school-sponsored event. Toward that end:
1.1 All students who believe they have been victims of bullying in any such circumstances shall immediately report it
to an administrator or teacher at their school.
1.2 All students who witness bullying, if at all possible under the circumstances, are expected to make all possible
efforts to seek the help of a school employee.
1.3 All administrators, teachers, and classified staff who witness student bullying in any circumstance shall
immediately take appropriate action to stop the bullying, as prescribed by the building administrator, and shall
promptly report the bullying to the principal or principal’s designee for appropriate action.
1.4 Each building principal or principal’s designee shall ensure that all reports involving student bullying in any such
circumstance are promptly and thoroughly investigated, and that appropriate action is taken.
2.0 In determining the appropriate action to be taken in response to incidents of the student bullying, the principal or
principal’s designee shall refer to the Policy Student Conduct, Discipline and Due Process. In addition, the building
administrator shall consider other actions which may be appropriate in response to student bullying, including, but not
limited to:
2.1 Implementing programs to warn students that bullying is prohibited and advise them of the consequences for
engaging in bullying activity, to encourage all students to immediately report incidences of bullying, and to create an
atmosphere where bullying is not tolerated.
2.2 Implementing student peer mediation programs.
2.3 Holding conferences with the parent(s) of students who continue to engage in bullying after administrator/teacher
intervention, in order to develop cooperative strategies for dealing with the student’s behavior.
2.4 Separating students who continue to engage in bullying after administrator/teacher intervention or exclusion from
particular school programs or activities until they can demonstrate acceptable behavior.
2.5 Withholding privileges (e.g. recess, field trips, participation in extracurricular activities, school-provided
transportation) from students who continue to engage in bullying after administrator/teacher intervention, until they
can demonstrate acceptable behavior.
2.6 Conducting training to assist building staff in the identification of student bullying behaviors, taking appropriate
action and helping to create an atmosphere where bullying is not tolerated.
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3.0 When an incident of student bullying is directed at a student’s race, gender, religion or creed, national origin, sexual
orientation, or disability, the principal or principal’s designee shall refer to the Policy Nondiscrimination/Harassment for
further reference and consideration of appropriate response.

Classroom Removal of Disruptive Student By A Teacher
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 To the extent authorized by Colorado law, a classroom teacher has the authority to remove a student who continually
and persistently disrupts the educational environment of the classroom for the remainder of that class. Upon a third such
removal from class, teachers are given authority to remove the student from class for the remainder of the term, so long as
such removal is consistent with federal and state law, and with Pinnacle policy/procedure.
Administrative Procedure
1.0 As used in this regulation, the term “classroom removal” means the teacher’s exclusion of a student from the
classroom for causing a disruption in the classroom through behavior that is initiated, willful and overt on the part of the
student. Teachers may also exclude students from class without the incident being classified as a classroom removal (e.g.
through a pre-existing building referral process). If the incident is to be considered a classroom removal, the teacher must
complete a classroom removal Due Process Form and submit it to the building principal or designee. A classroom removal
is not a suspension from school. If any of the procedural requirements of this policy are not followed, or if the student’s
behavior is not initiated, willful and overt, the exclusion shall not be classified as a classroom removal.
2.0 Under this regulation a “term” shall be a quarter or trimester at the elementary level and at the secondary level, the
time period during which classroom credit is earned.
3.0 Due Process for Classroom Removal – The following procedures shall be followed with respect to any classroom
removal of a student.
3.1 A teacher may remove a student from his/her classroom for the remainder of the class period for causing a
disruption through behavior that is initiated, willful and overt on the part of the student.
3.2 Except as otherwise set forth in this section, as soon as possible after a classroom removal of a student (and within
24 hours), the teacher shall complete the classroom removal Due Process Form and provide a copy to the principal or
designee. The principal or designee shall have the power to overturn the removal decision of a teacher if the principal
or designee determines that due process has not been afforded.
3.3 The teacher initiating the disciplinary removal of a student from the classroom shall provide the principal or
designee with assignments and other course work to be completed by the student as make-up work to account for the
period of removal, and the teacher shall contact the parent or legal guardian of the student as soon as possible after the
removal to request the parent’s or legal guardian’s attendance at a student-teacher conference with the teacher
concerning the removal. The teacher shall notify the principal or designee of the time and place of the meeting. The
principal or designee is encouraged to attend.
3.4 The teacher may develop a discipline contract approved by the principal or designee after a student’s first one-day
removal from the classroom during any term, and must develop a discipline contract approved by the principal or
designee after a student’s second one-day removal from the classroom during any term. The teacher and school
administration shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure that the discipline contract is developed and approved before
the student is scheduled to re-enter class. However, the student shall not be excluded from class pending completion
of the discipline contract and sufficient time for implementation. The discipline contract must include a statement of
the desired behavioral goal, the student’s action plan, and consequences if the student fails to do so. The discipline
contract shall also indicate that a third classroom removal during a term will result in the student’s removal from the
classroom for the remainder of the term. As soon as possible, the teacher shall provide a copy of the discipline
contract, as well as a copy of each revision thereto, to the student and the student and the parent or legal guardian of
the student. In order for a student to be removed from class due to a third classroom removal, an approved discipline
contract, a copy of which has been provided to the student and parent/guardian, must have been in place and
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implemented prior to the class period during which the third event occurred. Removals by substitute teachers may be
counted as documented classroom removals at the discretion of the principal.
3.5 For any student removed from the classroom for the remainder of a term as provided in paragraph 3.4 above, the
teacher responsible for the removal shall, in a timely fashion, and unless excused by the principal, provide the
principal or designee with a lesson plan, assignments, other course work, quizzes and exams for the remainder of the
term which the teacher must grade and return to the student within a reasonable time so as to allow the student to
complete and receive credit for the course.
3.6 classroom removals shall not count as suspensions for purposes of declaring a student as “habitually disruptive”
unless school administration takes the necessary steps under the Policy Student Conduct, Discipline and Due Process.
3.7 After a classroom removal has been imposed, a suspension or expulsion can also be imposed for the same
behavior, if the principal or designee can support a violation of the Policy Student Conduct, Discipline and Due
Process.
3.8 A teacher’s ability to remove a student with disabilities from the classroom for disciplinary purposes shall be
subject to governing law and the terms and conditions of the student’s IEP or Section 504 Plan. In general, any oneday disciplinary removal of a disabled student from the classroom will be permissible unless it constitutes a change of
placement when considered in connection with any suspensions and prior removals the student may have received
during the school year. In general, any such change in placement, or the disciplinary removal of a disabled student
from the classroom for the remainder of a term, must be preceded by a determination made by the student’s IEP or
Section 504 team that the student’s alleged conduct was not a manifestation of his or her disability.

Student Conduct, Discipline, and Due Process
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The opportunity of obtaining an education at public expense is guaranteed to every student, and there are inherent
responsibilities on the part of students to conduct themselves in a manner that:
- recognizes the objectives of the instructional program;
- contributes to the learning process by active and positive participation;
- recognizes the authority of school personnel for maintaining a climate in which academic and personal growth can
take place; and
- respects the educational and personal rights of others. Principles of fundamental fairness and procedural due process
shall guide the regulation of student conduct.
2.0 The Pinnacle Board of Directors recognizes its statutory duty and authority to take all reasonable steps to provide an
educational environment for students which is safe, conducive to the learning process, and free from unnecessary
disruption.
3.0 It shall be The Pinnacle’s policy to foster continued attendance of all students at The Pinnacle. Nonetheless, it is The
Pinnacle’s policy to exclude from school those students whose conduct makes their continued attendance detrimental to
themselves, other students, school personnel or authorized volunteers.
4.0 Pinnacle policies procedures shall ensure that each student, including students with disabilities as defined by law,
faced with suspension, expulsion or denial of admission shall be afforded due process, in accordance with applicable law.
5.0 To the extent allowed by law, responsibility for the conduct of procedures relative to suspension, expulsion or denial
of admission shall be delegated to appropriate administrators.
6.0 Alternatives to suspension, expulsion and/or denial of admission shall be explored whenever feasible, as determined
by school officials.
7.0 School personnel will enforce rules for student conduct which are consistently applied as set forth in Pinnacle
procedures, and must communicate clearly such rules for students and their parents/custodians or legal guardians, as well
as the fact that violations of such rules shall result in disciplinary action.
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Administrative Procedure
Students and parents or legal guardians are notified through this handbook of policies and administrative procedures
concerning rights and responsibilities, rules of student conduct, and due process. Matters of common knowledge or
practice shall be considered as notice of existing standards of conduct for students.
In establishing and enforcing the rules for conduct, the principal/designee and staff shall be consistent with Colorado
statutes and Pinnacle Policies and afford fair and equitable treatment to all students. Failure to comply with established
rules shall result in disciplinary action in accordance with school Policies and Procedures.
2.0 Grounds for Exclusion from School – The grounds for suspension, expulsion or denial of admission shall be as
established by law. Each item applies to offenses which occur on school grounds; in a vehicle owned, leased or
otherwise used by The Pinnacle, including school buses; or under circumstances, on or off campus, having a
substantial effect on school programs or activities.
Specifically as examples, but without limiting or excluding any other acts or conduct that may fall within the statutory
grounds for suspension, expulsion or denial of admission, it is determined that the following acts or conduct fall within the
statutory grounds for suspension, expulsion or denial of admission.
2.1 Repeated interference with a school’s ability to provide educational opportunities to other students.
2.2 Continued willful disobedience or open and persistent defiance of proper authority.
2.3 Theft, willful or grossly negligent damage, vandalism, defacing or destruction of school or private property.
2.4 Assault, as described in Policy in paragraph 3.1.7.
2.5 Physical or verbal abuse, or any form of intimidation, hazing, bullying, or harassment of a student or other person,
as described in Policy in paragraphs 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and/or 3.2.7.
2.6 Behavior on or off school property which is detrimental to the welfare or safety of other students or of school
personnel, including behavior which creates a threat of physical harm to the student or to other students.
2.7 Designation of a student as “habitually truant” in accordance with Policy/Procedure Student Attendance.
2.8 Use of obscene language or involvement in obscene conduct.
2.9 Knowingly making a false accusation or intentionally giving false information regarding child abuse, sexual
harassment, sexual misconduct; and/or allegedly committing an offense referenced in the Colorado Criminal Code.
2.10 Possessing, distributing, and/or communicating slanderous or libelous material.
2.11 Carrying, bringing, using, or possessing a dangerous item, as described in Policy in paragraph 3.2.9, or
dangerous weapon, as described in Policy in paragraph 3.1.1 or 3.1.2.
2.12 Carrying, bringing, using, or possessing a facsimile of a weapon which a reasonable person would believe is a
weapon, without the authorization of the school.
2.13 Activities and actions reasonably considered to be gang-related.
2.14 Manufacture, use, possession, sale, transfer or distribution of alcoholic substances or drugs, or being in an
impaired state apparently caused by the use of alcoholic substances or drugs in the school.
2.15 Repeated use of tobacco products in violation of Policy.
2.16 Fighting, rioting or illegal disruptive demonstrations.
2.17 Having been expelled from any school district during the preceding twelve (12) months.
2.18 Behavior in another school district during the preceding twelve (12) months that is detrimental to the welfare or
safety of other pupils or of school personnel.
3.0 Classes of Offenses – With the exception of those Class One offenses for which expulsion is required by statute,
penalties for specific offenses may vary as a result of the nature of the offense, the age of the student, the student’s prior
disciplinary record, and other relevant circumstances as identified by the administration.
3.1 Class One Offenses - Expulsion for First Offense - Class One offenses are those which are considered so
serious that, if supported by a preponderance of the evidence, they may result in expulsion for the first offense, or, as
indicated below, shall result in expulsion for the first offense.
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3.1.1 Offenses in paragraph 3.1.1 of this Procedure shall result in mandatory expulsion for no fewer than 365
days for the first offense if they involve bringing to school the following weapons, as defined in Section 921 of
Title 18 of the United States Code, without the authorization of the school:
1. Any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed to or may readily be converted to expel a
projectile by the action of an explosive;
2. The frame or receiver of any weapon described above;
3. Any firearm muffler or firearm silencer;
4. Any destructive device, which includes:
A. any explosive, incendiary, or poison gas
1) bomb;
2) grenade;
3) rocket having a propellant charge of more than four ounces;
4) missile having an explosive or incendiary of more than
one-quarter ounces;
5) mine; or,
6) similar device.
3.1.2 Offenses in 3.1.2, involving dangerous weapons as defined by
(Colorado Revised Statute) C.R.S. 22-33-106, shall result in mandatory expulsion for the first offense, and
include:
1. A firearm, whether loaded or unloaded, or a firearm facsimile that could reasonably be mistaken for an
actual firearm;
2. Any pellet or “B-B” gun or other device, whether operational or not, designed to propel projectiles by
spring action or compressed air;
3. A fixed-blade knife with a blade that measures longer than three inches in length, or a spring-loaded knife
or a pocket knife with a blade longer than three and one-half inches; or,
4. Any object, device, instrument, material or substance, whether animate or inanimate, used or intended to be
used to inflict death or serious bodily injury.
3.1.3 With respect to paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, so long as the student is removed from his/her regular school
program, the Superintendent may modify the length of the expulsion on a case-by-case basis because of the
student’s age; circumstances which have changed significantly with respect to the student since the commission of
the violation or institution of the penalty; the requirements of federal law with respect to a student with a
disability; or, needs of the student which are best served by provision of educational services in an alternative
setting. In making such determination of needed modification, the Superintendent or designee may consider
recommendations of the hearing officer.
3.1.4 The Superintendent or designee shall refer to a local law enforcement agency any student who brings a
weapon to school.
3.1.5 Sale of a drug or controlled substance, including alcohol shall result in mandatory expulsion for the first
offense.
3.1.5.1 Drugs or controlled substances shall be defined as narcotics, drugs, and controlled substances,
excepting drugs for which there is a valid medical prescription in effect, or which are sold over the counter,
when use of such drug is (1) for the purpose for which it was prescribed or sold over the counter; (2) at the
dosage prescribed or authorized; and (3) is consistent with a student’s attendance at and participation in,
school classes and activities.
3.1.5.2 “Imitation controlled substances” (also known as counterfeit or look-alike drugs), which dosage unit,
appearance, including color, shape, size and markings, or by representations made, would lead a reasonable
person to believe that the substance is a drug or controlled substance.
3.1.6 Commission of an act by a student at least ten (10) years of age which, had it been committed by an adult,
would be robbery, as defined by C.R.S. 18-4-301. When charges have been filed and are supported by a
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preponderance of the evidence, the commission of such act in a school building, school bus, or in or on school
property shall result in mandatory expulsion for the first offense.
3.1.7 Commission of an act by a middle or senior high school student which, had it been committed by an adult,
would amount to knowingly or recklessly causing bodily injury to another person. When charges have been filed
in connection with an assault in a school building, school bus, in or on school property, or at a school activity and
are supported by a preponderance of the evidence, the commission of such act shall result in mandatory
expulsion for the first offense.
3.1.8 Expulsion is mandatory when a student is designated by the Superintendent or designee as a “habitually
disruptive student” as described in paragraph 4.2 of this procedure.
3.2 Class Two Offenses- Disruptive Acts – Class Two offenses are those which, if supported by a preponderance of
the evidence, are likely to be determined by the principal or designee of a school to be a disruptive act. A student
shall be subject to discipline up to and including expulsion for any one serious disruptive act or for more than one
disruptive act. When a student commits three (3) disruptive acts within a school year for which he/she is suspended in
accordance with paragraph 4.2, in spite of development of a Remedial Discipline Plan, The Pinnacle may declare such
student to be a habitually disruptive student, as described in paragraph 4.0 herein.
3.2.1 Fighting offenses, regardless of infliction of bodily injury, when: (1) a person acts with the intent of making
physical contact with another person, or acts with the knowledge that such contact would probably result; (2)
physical contact with another person does result; and, (3) the contact is offensive to the other person. A fight may
also include a case where a person acted with the intent of making harmful or offensive contact with another
person but failed to make such contact.
3.2.1.1 Student responsibilities: If a conflict appears to be likely, or occurs, the student is, if at all possible
under the circumstances, expected to make all possible efforts to avoid the conflict, including leaving the
scene or seeking the help of a school employee.
3.2.2 Encouraging fighting or assault, including use of insults, taunts or challenges to another in a manner where
such words or behavior is likely to incite a fight. If a conflict appears to be imminent, students should contact a
school employee at once.
3.2.3 Vandalism - The defacing or destruction of school property (including books, supplies and furniture), or the
property of school employees or students, which is initiated, willful and overt and which requires the attention of
school personnel.
3.2.4 Drug and alcohol offenses, other than Class One offenses
3.2.4.1 Bringing, transferring or distributing drugs, drug paraphernalia or alcohol to school or to a school
activity, or possessing illegal drugs, drug paraphernalia or alcohol;
3.2.4.2 Using or consuming drugs or alcohol; and
3.2.4.3 Being under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
3.2.4.4 Possessing paraphernalia having as it common or primary purpose the processing or utilization of
drugs.
3.2.5 Intentional harassment, bullying or intimidation, or abuse including, by way of example only, and not
intended as a limitation:
3.2.5.1 Repeated touching or other physical contact which is intended to harass, annoy or alarm another
person;
3.2.5.2 Repeated following a person;
3.2.5.3 Threatening another person with physical harm; and,
3.2.5.4 Bullying, defined as any written or verbal expression, or physical act or gesture, or a pattern, thereof,
that is intended to cause distress upon one or more students in the school,
3.2.5.5 Hazing, or initiations which are demeaning or threatening.
Hazing is defined as any activity by which a person recklessly endangers the health or safety of or causes a
risk of bodily injury to an individual for purposes of initiation or admission into or affiliation with any student
organization; except that ‘hazing’ does not include customary athletic events or other similar contests or
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competitions. It includes but is not limited to: 1) forced and prolonged physical activity; 2) forced
consumption of any food, beverage, medication or controlled substance, whether or not prescribed, in excess
of the usual amounts for human consumption or forced consumption of any substance not generally intended
for human consumption; 3) prolonged deprivation of sleep, food or drink.
3.2.6 Harassment, including sexual harassment, as prohibited by
Pinnacle Policy/Procedure, as may be revised from time-to-time, or otherwise by law.
3.2.7 Physical or verbal abuse, including the use of lewd or obscene language or involvement in lewd or obscene
conduct; ethnic or racial slurs; or derogatory statements addressed publicly to others that precipitate disruption to
the school program; or any intimidation on the basis of race, disability, religion, national origin, or gender.
3.2.8 Repeated or substantial disrespect to or defiance of authority; defiance of authority which occurs after
statement of a lawful school policy, rule, regulation, or directive, and warning to the student to abide by such
policy, rule, regulation, or directive.
3.2.9 Dangerous item violations include, but are not limited to, possession or use of any substances or objects,
regardless of their intended purpose(s), in a manner that may render them dangerous to the user or others, without
the authorization of the school.
3.3 Class Three Offenses – Class Three offenses are those which, if supported by a preponderance of the evidence,
shall be determined by the principal or designee of a school to warrant disciplinary consequences at his/her discretion.
A student shall be subject to discipline up to and including expulsion for any one serious Class Three offense, or for
more than one Class Three offenses. Based upon circumstances, a Class Three offense may be designated by the
principal or designee to be a disruptive act, as described in Policy in paragraph 3.2.
3.3.1 Stealing or borrowing without authorization any item of property from another student, school employee, or
the school itself.
3.3.2 Profanity - directing profanity, vulgar language or obscene gestures towards others including, students,
school personnel or school visitors.
3.3.3 Academic dishonesty, including cheating on tests, copying papers, forging the signatures of teachers,
parents, guardians and/or legal custodians on any document, or illegally changing a grade.
3.3.4 Failure to attend detention.
3.3.5 Indecent or improper dress, as determined by reference to school policy or procedure.
3.3.6 Violations of the Safe School Policy (including improper use of electronic communications devices).
3.3.7 Violation of Internet / Technology Policy (including threats not otherwise defined in 3.2.5).
3.3.8 Forgery or counterfeiting of documents or currency.
3.3.9 Unsafe operation of a motor vehicle on school property.
3.3.10 Single violations of any Pinnacle policy cross-referenced at the end of this
Administrative Procedure, except as otherwise addressed herein;
3.3.11 Any other behavior which interferes with or disrupts the educational process
3.4 Class Four Offenses - Off-Campus Activities - Misconduct which does not take place in school; on school
grounds; in a vehicle owned, leased or otherwise used by the school, including school buses; or at a school activity
may result in discipline when such misconduct is or is likely to be detrimental to the welfare or safety of other pupils
or of school personnel. Such misconduct may include, but is not limited to, any of those examples described
elsewhere in this policy.
In determining whether such off-campus misconduct is or is likely to be detrimental, the administrator shall consider,
among other relevant factors: the extent to which other Pinnacle students were involved in or present at or during the
off-campus misconduct; the proximity to school and the school day; and the likelihood of an articulable negative
effect on the school environment.
4.0 Habitually Disruptive Students – Mandatory Expulsion
4.1 Expulsion shall be mandatory as described in Policy in paragraph
3.1.8 for students designated by the Superintendent or designee as a “habitually disruptive student.”
4.2 A “habitually disruptive student” is one who meets all of the following criteria:
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1. Has been suspended for behavior pursuant to C.R.S. 22-33-105 (Grounds for Suspension, Expulsion and Denial of
Admission) (1) (a), (b), (c), or (d);
2. Has been suspended three (3) times during the course of the school year;
3. For causing, in the determination of the grade level principal or designees, and as described in Policy, a material
and substantial disruption in the classroom, on school grounds, on school vehicles, or at school activities or events;
4. Because of behavior that was initiated, willful, and overt on the part of the student;
5. And for whom The Pinnacle has developed a Remedial Discipline
Plan as described herein of this section, following the first such suspension; and
6. The student and the parent, guardian or legal custodian shall have been notified in writing of each suspension
counted toward declaring the student as habitually disruptive.
4.3 The Remedial Discipline Plan which must be developed shall address the student’s disruptive behavior, his or her
educational needs, and the goal of keeping the student in school. The Pinnacle shall encourage and solicit the full
participation of the student’s parent, guardian, or legal custodian in the development of the plan.
4.4 Challenge of a designation as a “habitually disruptive student” may be raised as part of an appeal of expulsion.
5.0 Initial Suspension
5.1 Delegation of Authority –The grade level principal or designee has the authority to suspend a student in
accordance with paragraph 5.5.
5.2 Notice of Contemplated Suspension
5.2.1 Prior to contemplated disciplinary action which may involve suspension, the principal/designee shall cause
notice of an informal conference to be given to the student.
5.2.2 The notice may be given in whatever manner is reasonable under the circumstances, including but not
limited to personal contact, telephone contact, or written contact.
5.2.3 The notice shall contain the following basic information:
1. A description of the specific incident or incidents which may result in disciplinary action;
2. A statement of the general grounds involved which could lead to exclusion from school;
3. A statement of the specific rule(s) which may have been violated; and,
4. A statement of the time and place at which informal conference regarding the disciplinary action will be
considered.
5.2.4 The notice may be given at the outset of the informal conference.
5.3 Informal Conference
5.3.1 During the informal conference regarding the disciplinary action, the school official in charge shall ensure
that the procedures set out below are substantially followed:
5.3.1.1 The student shall be informed in reasonable detail as to the events and the student’s involvement
therein which are thought to be a possible basis for disciplinary action.
This information may include reference to the student’s past school-related record. If possible, the
information shall include personal statements of the individuals having knowledge of the incident or
incidents.
5.3.1.2 The student shall be given a reasonable opportunity to make such response or explanation as he/she
sees fit. The time limit and other conditions for the informal
conference shall be determined by the official in charge of the conference.
5.4 Decision - Contemplated Suspension for Further Investigation/Discipline
If, following the informal conference, the disciplinary action contemplated involves suspension, the principal or
his/her designee shall base his/her decision as to whether or not to suspend primarily on the information presented at
the informal conference, and the presence or absence of threat of imminent harm to students or staff. For the purposes
of investigation, all pertinent information, including law enforcement or judicial records, as permissible, shall be
considered. The suspension may be for punitive purposes and/or for the purpose of further investigation or
consideration.
5.5 Suspension
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5.5.1 If the principal or his/her designee determines that suspension is warranted, he/she may suspend the student
for a period not to exceed five (5) days for Class Two, Three or Four offenses inclusive, or for a period not to
exceed ten (10) school days for Class One offenses. The duration of the suspension shall, subject to Pinnacle
Policies be within the discretion of the principal or his/her designee. The first day of suspension time shall be the
first school day following the conference.
5.5.2 If it is determined that a suspension is warranted, reasonable efforts shall be made immediately to notify a
parent, guardian or legal custodian of the student involved of the circumstances surrounding the suspension.
5.5.3 The parent, guardian, or legal custodian and the school shall confer as to the best way to transfer custody of
the student to the parent, guardian, or legal custodian. Once such determination has been made and the
principal/designee can accomplish such transfer, the suspended student shall be required to leave the school
building and the school grounds immediately.
5.5.4 The pupil shall not be readmitted to school until a meeting between the parent, guardian, or legal custodian
and the principal/designee has taken place. The principal/designee shall make every reasonable effort to meet as
indicated but, if the parent, guardian, or legal custodian cannot be contacted, or the parent, guardian, or legal
custodian repeatedly fails to appear for scheduled meetings, the principal/designee may readmit the pupil. The
period of suspension shall not be extended because such meeting has not taken place.
5.5.5 The student shall have an opportunity to make up school work during the period of suspension.
5.5.5.1 Section 5.5.5 shall be applied in the following manner:
5.5.5.1.1 The integrity of a test or other assessment shall not be jeopardized.
5.5.5.1.2 In assisting students with make-up work, every effort will be made to provide a student, who
seeks out the opportunity from the teacher(s), with school work equivalent to that missed with regard to
instructional goals and objectives, and anticipated time on task, but with due regard to minimizing the
burden on the teacher.
5.5.5.1.3 For a first suspension in a school year, for any violation of school policy, procedures, rules or
regulations, a student may have the opportunity to receive full credit for work made up, if the school work
is the equivalent of that missed, and is accomplished within the time provided in Policy/Procedure
Student Attendance. If the student has been suspended for the second time in a school year, for any such
violation, the maximum credit which may be received is 75%. If the student has been suspended for the
third time in a school year, for any such violation, the maximum credit which may be received is 50%.
The student may not receive credit for work made up during a fourth suspension, or thereafter. Further
reductions from credit given may be based on the quality of the work submitted and any delay beyond the
acceptable time period.
5.5.6 Students with disabilities may be suspended by the school principal or designee consistent with
provisions for initial suspension set forth in this policy.
5.6 Alternative to Suspension – The pupil may remain in school if the parent, guardian, or legal custodian, with the
consent of the pupil’s teacher or teachers (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld); attends class with the
pupil for a period of time specified by the principal/designee. If the parent, guardian, or legal custodian does not agree
to attend class with the pupil or fails to attend class with the pupil, or is prohibited from further attendance as set forth
in paragraphs 5.6.1 or 5.6.2, the pupil shall be suspended in accordance with Policy/Procedure Student Conduct,
Discipline and Due Process.
5.6.1 Principal/designees shall collaborate with the building’s certified staff members to determine conditions
under which it shall be deemed reasonable for a parent, guardian or legal custodian to accompany a student to
school in accordance with this paragraph. Such conditions shall include, but need not be limited to: prohibition
against bringing younger siblings or other children to school during the specified period of time, and authority of
the principal/designee to curtail the attendance of the parent, guardian or legal custodian if such attendance is
disruptive to the educational process. In each individual instance in which use of this alternative is contemplated,
the principal/designee shall meet with the student’s teacher(s) to determine whether a reasonable basis exists to
limit or expand such conditions.
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5.6.2 In the event that the student’s disruptive behavior continues despite the presence of the student’s parent,
guardian, or legal custodian, the use of this alternative to suspension shall end as to that student, and the
disciplinary process shall continue. Such student may not be offered this alternative during the remainder of the
school year.
5.7 Emergency Suspension – In the event that the principal or designee determines that a student poses an imminent
threat to the learning environment in the school; or creates a dangerous and unsafe environment for students, teachers,
and/or other school personnel, an immediate suspension may be imposed without a prior informal conference. In such
event the notice and informal conference shall be provided as soon as practicable following the suspension. In such a
case, the first day of the suspension time shall be the day the suspension occurs.
6.0 Extensions of Suspension
6.1 Delegation of Authority - The grade level principal or designee has the authority to suspend a student for
additional periods of time, consistent with law and due process, as set forth below.
6.2 Initial Extension of Suspension
6.2.1 The Superintendent or designee may extend the suspension imposed by the principal/designee up to ten (10)
additional school days on grounds specified in paragraph 3.1 of this procedure, or others which may be provided
by law. Pursuant to the procedural requirements set forth in paragraph 7.0 below, the Superintendent or designee
may extend the suspension so that such combined periods of suspension by the principal/designee and
Superintendent/designee do not exceed twenty-five (25) days.
6.2.2 If it is determined that an extension of suspension is warranted, the student’s parent, guardian, or legal
custodian shall be notified of the circumstances surrounding the extended suspension.
6.2.3 Appropriate school personnel shall collaborate to develop a behavior contract for pupils suspended for more
than ten (10) days during any school year.
6.3 Supplemental Extension - Students with Disabilities – When the subject of a disciplinary action is a student
with disabilities as referenced in federal law, and a suspension in excess of ten (10) consecutive days is contemplated,
or would be a suspension in a series of suspensions, which, together, equal more than ten (10) days, The Pinnacle
shall institute the following procedures:
6.3.1 As soon as a suspension in excess of ten (10) days is contemplated, the principal or designee shall contact
the Director of Special Education or designee, who will notify the student’s parents of the issue and of all
applicable procedural rights.
6.3.2 A staffing committee, the composition of which must include, but is not limited to, the minimum committee
members required by federal statute or regulation or state board regulation, shall meet to determine if the behavior
for which disciplinary action is contemplated is related to the student’s disability(ies). The review shall be
conducted and resolved in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004.
6.3.3 If the staffing committee determines that the behavior for which disciplinary action is contemplated is
related to the student’s disability(ies) the student shall be removed from the classroom and placed in an
appropriate alternative setting for a period which, together with the initial suspension, does not exceed ten (10)
school days.
In appropriate circumstances, as determined in accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act of 2004, the placement in an appropriate alternative setting may be extended to forty-five (45)
days. During such period, a fully-composed staffing committee shall meet to review/check the student’s
Individualized Education Program
(IEP) to determine what modifications, if any, should be made in response to the student’s behavior. Such staffing
shall be preceded as necessary by additional evaluations of the student.
6.3.4 If the staffing committee determines that the behavior for which disciplinary action is contemplated is not
related to the student’s disability(ies), the Superintendent or designee may proceed as indicated pursuant to
paragraph 7.0 of this administrative procedure (Expulsion and Supplemental Extension of Suspension). If the
staffing committee determines that the behavior is so related, the Superintendent’s designee shall be consulted as
to necessary procedures.
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However, any additional periods of exclusion from school which may be imposed shall not include complete
denial of services or deprivation of a Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) for a student with disabilities
staffed into special education pursuant to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004.
7.0 Expulsion and Supplemental Extension of Suspension; Denial of Admission
Delegation of Authority - The Pinnacle Board of Directors hereby delegates to its Superintendent or designee the
authority, in accordance with C.R.S. 22-33-105, to extend suspensions, to expel for any period not extending beyond one
year, and to deny admission to any child who is not qualified for admission or continued attendance at the public schools,
in accordance with the limitations imposed by state law. The Superintendent or designee shall report to the board on such
actions as required by law.
7.1 Procedure for Expulsion or Supplemental Extension of Suspension
Prior to any contemplated expulsion or supplemental extension of suspension of any student, the following procedure,
as well as those procedures set forth in relevant policies cross-referenced at the conclusion of this policy, shall be
followed.
7.1.1 General Notice - The Superintendent or his/her designee, shall cause written notice of such proposed action
to be delivered to the student and his/her parent, guardian or legal custodian a reasonable time prior to the date of
contemplated action. Such delivery may be in person or by registered United States mail and shall be deemed to
be completed when handed to the addressee or the notice is deposited in the United States mail addressed to the
last known address of the student or his/her parent or guardian.
7.1.2 Contents of Notice. The notice shall contain the following basic information:
1. A statement of the allegations leading to the contemplated denial of admission or expulsions;
2. A statement of the nature of the evidence supporting the charges;
3. A statement offering the parent, guardian or legal custodian a hearing on the question of expulsion or
supplemental extension of suspension;
4. A statement that the student may be present at the hearing during the presentation of all information, shall have
an opportunity to present relevant information, and may be accompanied and represented by the parent, guardian,
legal custodian and/or an attorney; and,
5. A statement that failure to participate in such hearing constitutes waiver of further rights in the matter.
7.1.3 Hearing
7.1.3.1 The hearing shall be conducted by the Superintendent or designee. The hearing shall be closed except
to participants and witnesses, or, upon agreement by both parties, may be open to such individuals as the
parties may specify.
7.1.3.2 Testimony and information shall be presented under oath; however, technical rules of evidence shall
not be applicable and the Superintendent or designee may consider and give appropriate weight to such
information or evidence as he/ she deems appropriate. The student or his/her representative may question
individuals presenting information.
7.1.3.3 A sufficient record of the proceedings shall be kept so as to enable a transcript to be prepared in the
event either party so requests. Preparation of the transcript shall be at the expense of the party requesting the
same. The Superintendent or designee may retire to closed session to review and consider the evidence. When
a designee conducts the hearing, he/she shall forward Findings of Fact and Recommendations to the
Superintendent at the close of the hearing.
7.1.3.4 The Superintendent shall render a written opinion within five (5) days after the hearing. All decisions
rendered must be submitted in writing to the appropriate personnel, student and parent or guardian.
7.1.3.5 The Superintendent’s designee shall advise the Board of Directors of the circumstances, the action
taken, and the reasons for the action taken, with respect to each hearing.
7.1.4 Waiver of Conditions – By mutual agreement between the Superintendent/designee and the student or
his/her representative, time limits and other conditions of this procedure may be waived.
7.1.5 Right to Appeal – An appeal may be taken from the decision of the Superintendent or his/her designee to
the Board of Directors.
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7.1.5.1. Such appeal may be taken by filing a notice of appeal within ten business days of the date of the
notice of recommendation for expulsion or date of expulsion hearing, whichever is later.
7.1.5.2. Appeals shall be conducted in accordance with the statement of procedure for appeal hearing.
7.1.6 Miscellaneous
7.1.6.1 At any point in the disciplinary process, the administration may refer a student to a school Hearing
Officer. A school Hearing Officer shall not restrict the prerogatives of the Superintendent or designee or the
Board of Directors to act in accordance with Colorado statutes or Pinnacle policy or procedure.
7.1.6.2 Every effort shall be made, when appropriate, to administer discipline so that the student will not
suffer a substantial loss of the educational program.
7.1.6.3 Students who are suspended or expelled are prohibited from attending any school activity, as well as
from being on any Pinnacle campus or property without the expressed approval of school administration.
Failure to abide by this restriction shall be considered defiance of authority as described in Item 3.2.8 of this
procedure, and may also result in a referral to law enforcement.
7.2 When a pupil is expelled by The Pinnacle for the remainder of the year, the parent, guardian, or legal custodian is
responsible for seeing that the compulsory school attendance statute is complied with during the period of expulsion.
A student or the student’s parent or guardian may request that the school provide educational services to a student
who has been expelled. Appropriate educational services may be determined by the school.
7.2.1 A student is subject to suspension or expulsion from educational services provided pursuant to this section.
Such a student is not entitled to receive educational services during the period of this subsequent exclusion,
except as otherwise provided in law for students with disabilities.
7.3 When The Pinnacle receives information that a petition or charges have been filed on a student regarding
commission of an offense which would constitute a crime of violence, the student shall be suspended pursuant to
paragraph 5.0 and its sub-parts for investigation of the circumstances surrounding the matter. The board designates the
Superintendent to determine whether the student has exhibited behavior that is detrimental to the safety, welfare, and
morals of the other students or of school personnel in the school and whether educating the student in the school may
disrupt the learning environment in the school, provide a negative example for other students, teachers, and other
school personnel.
7.3.1 If the Superintendent, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection, makes a determination that the
student should not be educated in the school, the Superintendent may initiate suspension or expulsion
proceedings.
7.3.2 Alternatively, the Superintendent may determine to wait until the conclusion of the judicial proceedings if
they have been filed in juvenile court to consider the expulsion matter, in which case it shall be the responsibility
of The Pinnacle to provide said student with an appropriate alternate education program or a home-based
education program during the period pending the resolution of the juvenile proceedings.
7.3.3 No student who is being educated in an alternate education program or a home-based education program
pursuant of this subsection shall be allowed to return to the education program at The Pinnacle until there has
been a disposition of the charge. If the student pleads guilty, is found guilty, or is adjudicated a delinquent
juvenile, The Pinnacle may proceed in accordance with C.R.S. 22-33-106 to expel the student. The period which
the student spends in an alternate education program pursuant to this paragraph shall not be considered a period of
expulsion.
7.4 Denial of Admission – The Superintendent/designee may deny admission to students on the basis of grounds set
forth in C.R.S. 22-33-106. Such denial is subject to a hearing if requested by the parent within two (2) weeks of the
denial.
7.4.1 When a student is expelled for either behavior on or off school property which is detrimental to the welfare
or safety of other pupils or of personnel, or for serious violations in a school building or in or on school property
(including drug and dangerous weapons incidents), the student shall be prohibited from enrolling or re-enrolling
in the same school in which the victim of the offense or a member of the victim’s immediate family is enrolled or
employed. This provision does not apply if the offense constitutes a crime against property rather than a crime
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against a person. Moreover, it only applies if the expelled student is convicted, adjudicated a juvenile delinquent,
receives a deferred judgment, or is placed in a diversion program as a result of committing the offense for which
the student is expelled.
8.0 Administrators shall collect from all relevant school personnel and shall maintain, for each school year, specific
information on student conduct.
Such information shall be made available to the building’s school improvement team for compilation as required by
Colorado Revised Statute. Such information shall not include personally identifiable information pertaining to specific
students.
9.0 The Right to Request Revision of Student Disciplinary RecordsParents may challenge contents of a student disciplinary record in accordance with the provisions of Policy 5125 entitled
“Your Rights Regarding Student Records: Elementary and Secondary School Parents and Students”.

Safe Schools
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The Pinnacle is required by law to provide a safe and secure environment in school and at school activities in which
students and staff are involved.
2.0 Restrictions upon freedom of student dress will be imposed, at the discretion of the administrator, whenever the mode
of dress in question is:
2.1 Unsafe for the student or those around him/her; or
2.2 Destructive to school property, disruptive to school operations, or interferes with the educational process in
general.
3.0 The Superintendent will ensure implementation of a plan for fair and consistent application.
Administrative Procedure
1.0 In order to ensure fairness, consistency and to avoid areas of possible misunderstanding in the implementation and/or
enforcement of this policy, The Pinnacle will observe the following guideline:
1.1 Final authority to act upon disputes concerning implementation and/or enforcement of the Safe Schools Policy
rests with the Superintendent and The Pinnacle Board of Directors.
2.0 Certain apparel, accessories and symbols are likely to interfere with the safety and security of those who attend or
participate at Pinnacle, programs, and activities. The following items, therefore, are prohibited:
2.1 All professional athletic team attire to include T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, shoes, hats, and caps;
2.2 Military/camouflage apparel not associated with an endorsed school activity or program;
2.3 All steel-toed footwear;
2.4 All attire indicative of gang affiliation;
2.5 Hazardous apparel or jewelry or other items such as spiked belts, spiked wrist bands, spiked rings, spiked coats,
chains, laser penlights, or ANY other items which are likely to injure the wearer or someone else;
2.6 Graffiti, and other symbols, emblems, badges, etc., which reflect gang affiliation or represent advocacy of alcohol,
tobacco and drug use, violence, disruptive behavior, religious, gender, ethnic or racial intimidation, or other criminal
activity including, but not limited to, swastikas and confederate flags;
2.7 Body marks, tattoos, or other body alterations which reflect or represent gang activity, advocacy of alcohol,
tobacco and drug use, violence, disruptive behavior, religious, gender, ethnic or racial intimidation, or other criminal
activity;
2.8 All electronic communication devices (receiving and transmitting equipment), including beepers/pagers and cell
phones are prohibited at the elementary school level. Electronic communication devices are permissible at the middle
school and high school levels to be used before or after school, or for emergency situations only. Pagers or cell phones
may be confiscated at any time should the device in question disrupt the learning environment or otherwise be used in
a manner that violates the privacy or safety rights of others;
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2.9 Gang-related activity which interferes with the safe, secure and orderly learning environment. “Gang” shall be
defined as set forth in state statute, reflected as an exhibit to this administrative procedure;
2.10 Bandanas and “du-rags” are prohibited at all times;
2.11 Hats and caps may be worn outside school buildings as appropriate for the weather, except as otherwise
prohibited under this procedure.
3.0 This list shall be updated and modified as The Pinnacle deems necessary.

Search and Seizure
Administrative Procedure
1.0 General Provisions – This procedure shall not apply to any search, inspection or similar process not directly
involving the privacy rights of a particular student.
1.1 School officials, as provided for herein, are authorized to conduct a search when on school grounds, in a vehicle
owned, leased or otherwise used by the school, or at a school activity, when there is a reasonable suspicion that the
search will result in the discovery of:
a. “Contraband,” which term includes all substances or materials prohibited by school policy or state law
including, but not limited to, drugs, drug paraphernalia, alcoholic beverages, guns, knives, and/or other weapons,
incendiary devices, and dangerous instrumentalities; and/or,
b. Any material or item which presents an imminent danger of physical harm or illness; and/or,
c. Materials otherwise not properly in the possession of the student involved.
1.2 “Reasonable suspicion” must be based on articulable facts and reasonable inferences which supply grounds for
suspecting that the search will lead to evidence that the particular student has violated or is violating either a specific
law or rule of the school.
1.3 When possible, an involved student shall be informed of the reason for a search, and the official conducting the
search shall attempt to secure the student’s consent to the search.
1.4 The scope of a search must be no more intrusive than is reasonably necessary under the circumstances. All
measures taken by school officials must be rationally related to the objectives of the search.
1.5 A written record of the particulars of the search shall be prepared explaining the basis for the search, including
facts and inferences amounting to “reasonable suspicion.” Reference to any evidence obtained through the search, and
to be used as the basis of disciplinary actions, shall be included in the report.
1.6 School officials shall not interfere with searches by law enforcement officers who have duly processed search
warrants.
1.7 School officials may remove contraband, materials or items which present imminent danger of physical harm or
illness, materials not properly in the possession of the student involved, and school-owned materials from the locker,
desk, or student storage area.
1.8 Reasonable efforts shall be made to notify the student’s parent, legal custodian, or guardian and secure his/her
presence at the search. When prior notification will result in delay, which will impede the purposes of the search, or
when efforts to notify are unsuccessful, the school official conducting the search, or designee, shall notify the
student’s parent, legal custodian, or guardian of the search as soon as practicable thereafter.
2.0 Search of Lockers, Desks, and Student Storage Areas – School lockers, desks, and student storage areas are school
property which The Pinnacle has made available for use by students for educational purposes, and school officials have
the right to inspect lockers, desks and student storage areas in discharge of their duties.
2.1 No student shall lock or otherwise impede access to a locker, desk, or student storage area except with a lock
provided by the school or otherwise approved. Locks not approved by the school are subject to removal and
destruction.
2.2 A student’s locker, desk or student storage area shall not be opened for inspection except:
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2.2.1 When directed by a school official because there is reasonable suspicion, as explained in paragraph 1.2
above, that the student is storing contraband, materials or items which present an imminent danger of physical
harm or illness, or materials not properly in the possession of the student involved;
2.2.2 When searching for school-owned materials;
2.2.3 When seeking access for maintenance; or
2.2.4 When all such areas are being uniformly inspected for an appropriate school purpose.
3.0 Personal Searches – When there is reasonable suspicion, as explained in paragraph 1.2 above, that a particular
student is in possession of contraband, materials or items which present an immediate danger of physical harm or illness,
or materials not properly in the possession of the student involved, the school official shall have the right to search the
student and to seize such materials.
3.1 Searches of the person of a student shall be limited to:
a. Searches of the pockets, shoes and socks of the student;
b. Any object in the student’s possession such as a purse or brief case; and/or,
c. A “pat down” of the exterior of the student’s clothing. The search of a person shall occur only in the presence
of a third person of the same sex as the person being searched. Searches shall be conducted out of the presence of
other students and in a private room.
d. When extreme emergency conditions require a more intrusive search of the student’s person, the school official
shall contact the police.
4.0 Searches of Students on School Buses and/or Other Vehicles Used to
Transport Students to and from School or on School-Related Field Trips or Activities
4.1 Generally, necessary searches of students on school buses or other vehicles shall be conducted by a school
administrator or a teacher who is the sponsor for the school-related field trip or activity. When a search is based on
reasonable suspicion that a particular student is storing contraband, law enforcement officials should be contacted
whenever possible to conduct the search.
4.2 The grade level Principal or designee is authorized to conduct searches of students on school buses or other
vehicles used to transport students to and from school or on school-related field trips or activities, when such searches
are based on reasonable suspicion that the student is storing contraband.
5.0 Searches of Motor Vehicles
5.1 When there is reasonable suspicion that contraband, materials or items which present an imminent danger of
physical harm or illness, and/or materials not properly in the possession of the student involved may be present in a
student automobile, school official shall have the right to search the automobile when it is parked on, or being
operated on, school property or at a school activity, and to seize such materials. When the owner of the automobile is
other than the person operating or in possession of the automobile, the owner shall be notified that a search has taken
place.
5.2 Applicable criteria as stated for search of student lockers, desks and student storage areas shall apply to search of a
student automobile. “Student automobile” shall mean an automobile owned by, operated by or placed on school
premises by any student.
6.0 Seizure of Item – Items set out in paragraph 1.1 may be seized when found in the course of a search. Any such items
seized may be:
a. Returned to the parent or guardian of the student from whom the items were seized;
b. Offered as evidence in any suspension or expulsion proceeding if they are tagged for identification at the time
seized;
c. Turned over to law enforcement officers; or,
d. Destroyed.
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Tobacco Policy
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 The Pinnacle is concerned about the well-being of its students, employees and public, and recognizes that the use of
tobacco products can affect health and safety by direct and/or indirect exposure and related hazards. Therefore, the use of
tobacco products at any school sponsored event or activity and/or on all Pinnacle property, including all buildings, on
school grounds, in school owned and leased vehicles, and at or in sites leased by the school, shall be prohibited.
This policy applies to all students, employees, and members of the public.
Administrative Procedure
Procedures for enforcement of the Tobacco Policy shall be applied as follows:
1.0 Students
1.1 A violation of the Tobacco Policy shall be considered a Class 3 offense as described in Administrative Procedure
Student Due Process.
1.2 Applicable building discipline procedures and consequences shall apply.
2.0 Employees
2.1 Violation of the Tobacco Policy shall not be deemed to be just cause for disciplinary action other than the
administration of an oral warning, except when:
2.1.1 The employee has a record of repeated violations of this or other applicable rules; and,
2.1.2 The violation is accompanied by conduct reasonably seen as insubordinate.
3.0 Public
3.1 Administrators may request members of the public who use tobacco products at any school-sponsored event or
activity, and/or on all Pinnacle property, including all school buildings, on school grounds, in school-owned and
leased vehicles, and at or in sites leased by the school, to refrain from such use.
3.2 Administrators may respond to further violations by a member of the public by issuing a directive for the member
to leave school property or the school event.
3.3 Administrators may recommend to the Superintendent that a member of the community be barred from entering
school property or attending a school activity for repeated violations of this policy.

Video and Camera Usage [On School Grounds and Pinnacle-Provided Transportation]
It is the responsibility of The Pinnacle to provide a safe and secure learning and working environment for students and
staff. Video (camera) surveillance is utilized in schools, on school property, and on school provided transportation
(including all school buses) to maintain safety and security. Although video surveillance may not always prevent incidents
from happening, it does provide an additional deterrent and can provide valuable evidence in the event of an incident.
In all cases:
a. The recording of specific events may and will be used in the prosecution of crimes against property, students, and
staff.
b. For the protection and privacy of students and staff, recordings will only be made available to school and law
enforcement officials, parents/guardians, or other legal authorities as noted in (c).
c. Parents/guardians or students who wish to view a videotape in response to disciplinary action taken against a
student may request such access under the procedures set forth in Policy/Procedure Student School Records.
d. Persons unrelated to an incident under investigation will not be permitted to view videotapes.
On Pinnacle property:
a. The Pinnacle positions cameras in locations to provide the best possible views. These cameras are in operation 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Therefore, anyone who walks in view of these cameras will be recorded.
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b. Recordings are the property of The Pinnacle and are not ordinarily considered as part of the student’s record.
On school-provided transportation:
a. Each bus is equipped with a video recording device.
b. Tapes may be routinely reviewed by the Transportation Director and/or designee, and evidence of student
misconduct will be documented. Student conduct violations will be addressed in accordance with Policy/Procedure
Student Conduct, Discipline and Due Process.

Weapons
Pinnacle Policy
1.0 Consistent with The Pinnacle’s obligation to provide a safe and secure environment, it shall be a violation of
this policy for any pupil, staff member, volunteer, or visitor to possess a firearm, explosive device, knife with a
blade larger than three (3) inches, or other dangerous weapon when on Pinnacle property; at any school-related
activity, regardless of location; on any vehicle owned by, leased to, or used by The Pinnacle or Pinnacle
personnel.
2.0 This restriction shall not apply to individuals who are legally required and approved to carry or use weapons
in order to perform their necessary duties and functions.
3.0 With the exception of School Resource Officers, and absent the express permission of the Superintendent,
no school personnel may create nor authorize job descriptions which would in any way authorize the carrying of
weapons.
4.0 Any such weapon which is brought onto property will be confiscated by school officials or law
enforcement, and released only to appropriate law enforcement representatives.
5.0 Any violation of this policy will subject the individual to immediate exclusion from Pinnacle property and
from all Pinnacle activities, wherever held, and/or disciplinary action up to and including expulsion or
termination.
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